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Executive Summary 
July 2010 - March 2011 
In the period of July 2010 - March 2011, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Foundation accumulated 238.9 million impressions through 887 earned media 
placements**. 
For the IMPACT and Embrace initiatives, coverage of results-oriented announcements 
by grantees generated multiple features stories. These include the grand opening of 
the HANDS Clinic in St. Lucie County, the Bay County Children's Dental Clinics, the 
Lotus House Wellness Center and Crescent Community Clinic and the new chapter on 
childhood obesity in the Florida Chartbook released in 2010. Announcements of grants 
awarded also received some feature story coverage including the Caridad Center 
electronic medical records program, Tampa YMCA (Tampa) and FAMU (Tallahassee) 
childhood obesity task forces. 
The Name Change/Mission Change news was generally picked up by business 
publications, philanthropy trades and insurance/health trades, and the content of the 
articles borrowed heavily, if not word-for-word, from the press release. The Sapphire 
Award coverage included several features on current-year honorees, including Hebni 
Nutrition Consultants and OASIS as well as some previous honorees such as Shands 
Vista Pals. Announcements about the upcoming Sapphire Award event and the 
announcement of the honorees had widespread pick up from the wire distribution 
service. 
Results 
• Total placements: 887 
o IMPACT: 264 
o Embrace: 45 
o Name Change/Mission Change: 252 
o Sapphire Award: 298 
o Miscellaneous: 28 
• Total impressions: approximately 238,901,969 
• IMPACT: 144,655,850 
■ Embrace: 11,220,791 
■ Name Change/Mission Change: 39,073,539 
• Sapphire Award: 43,714,094 
• Miscellaneous: 237,695 
• Target audiences reached: 
o Executive directors, program managers, staff, board members and 
volunteers of Florida-based, nonprofit community health organizations 
o Other funders (foundations, corporate donors, private philanthropists) 
o End users of charitable programs (uninsured individuals receiving health-
related services from Foundation-funded programs) 
o Media - health care reporters, nonprofit reporters, editorial writers, 
philanthropy and nonprofit trade publications 
o Foundation leadership and employees 
o BCBSF executive leadership 
o BCBSF employees 
o Florida Blue Center employees 
o BCBSF members, agents, brokers, consultants and providers 
o Policymakers and key influencers (regulators, legislators, school board, 
chambers of commerce, governmental agencies) 
• Target markets reached: 
o Miami 
o Fort Lauderdale 
o Palm Beach 
o Tampa 
o St. Petersburg 







• Key messages included: 
o Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation (The Blue Foundation 
for a Healthy Florida) is the philanthropic affiliate of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida. 
o The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida Foundation. 
o The BCBSF Foundation mission is to improve the health and well-being 
of Floridians and their communities. 
o The BCBSF Foundation will focus on five areas: 
Improve access to health care 
Improve quality and safety of patient care 
Improve consumer health 
Improve quality of life 
Improve the health care system 
*"The media coverage summary includes placements that were documented using existing media 
monitoring services and may not include radio, biogs, magazines and newsletters. 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida/Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
10-Year Anniversary Event and Sapphire Award Symposium 
Advertising 
Executive Summary 
Prepared April 15, 2011 
An online and print advertising campaign deployed in January 2011 to promote registration and 
attendance at the 10-Year Anniversary Event and Sapphire Award Symposium. 
Estimated total impressions = 1.5 million 
The week following the event, online and print advertising announced both the Sapphire Award honorees 
and the Foundation's new name and new mission. 
Estimated total impressions = 2.2 million 
Online and print advertising continued to raise awareness of the Foundation's new name and mission for 
five weeks ending in April, including an insert in the April issue of Florida Trend. 
Estimated total impressions = 1.5 million 
Grand total estimated impressions = 5.2 million 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
10-Year Anniversary Event and Sapphire Award Symposium 
Advertising Run Dates (updated 2.8.11) 
Sub.iect Run Dates Ad Size 
Promote Registration Jan. 182p X 262p 
17, 18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31 
Feb. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 
Promote Registration Jan. 17, 19,21,24,26,28,31 234p X 60p 
Feb. 2,4,7,9,11,14,16 
Promote Registration Jan. 24, 25,26,27,28,29,30,31 125p X 125p 
Feb. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,l l,12,13 








( 4.875" X 6.25") per week 
Feb. 4,11 
Announce Name Feb. 21 ,22,23 ,24,25,26,27, 28 182p X 262p 4,000 subscribers 
Change and Honorees daily 
(honorees creative will only run March 1-31 
one week) 
April 1-8 
Announce Name Feb.21,23,25, 28 234p X 60p 40,000 subscribers 
Change and Honorees March 2,4,7,9,11,14,16,18,28,30 daily 
(honorees creative will only run 
one week) April 1,4,6,8 
Announce Name Feb. 20,21,22,23,24,25,26 728p X 90p n/a 
Change and Honorees 
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Publication Subject Run Dates Ad Size Circulation 
April 1-8 
Business J oumals Announce Name Feb.25 1/4 -Page, 4C 39,000 subscribers 
(print) Change and Honorees ( 4.875 X 6.25) per week 
(honorees creative will only run 
one week) March 4, 11 , 18,25 1/4-Page, 4C 
( 4.875 X 6.25) 
Orlando Sentinel Announce Name Feb.20 4.915" X 18", 304,400 
Change and Honorees 4C 
Treasure Coast Announce Name Feb.20 8.3" x 17", 4C 106,200 
News Change and Honorees 
Palm Beach Post Announce Name Feb.20 10.5'' X 10.25", 67,643 
Change and Honorees 4/C 
South FL Sun Announce Name Feb.20 8.305" X 18", 263 ,785 
Sentinel Change and Honorees 4C 
Florida Times- Announce Name Feb.20 9.62" x 17", 4C 157,405 
Union Change and Honorees 
Pensacola News Announce Name Feb.20 8.319" x 17'', 64,283 
Journal Change and Honorees 4C 
Tampa Tribune Announce Name Feb.20 8.222" X 17", 291 ,227 
Change and Honorees 4C 
St. Petersburg Announce Name Feb.20 9.5" x 17", 4C 417,807 
Times Change and Honorees 
Tallahassee Announce Name Feb.20 8.40" x 17", 4C 47,040 
Democrat Change and Honorees 
Miami Herald and Announce Name Feb.20 8.49" x 17", 4C 348,584 
El Nuevo Herald Change and Honorees 
Combo 
Fort Myers News Announce Name Feb.20 1 O" x 21.5", 4C 123,000 
Press Change and Honorees 
Sarasota Herald Announce Name Feb.20 8.308" X 17", 100,219 
Tribune Change and Honorees 4C 
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Publication Sub_ject Run Dates 
-
Ad Size Circulation 
Gainesville Sun Announce Name Feb. 20 8.313" X 15", 43,482 
Change and Honorees 4C 
Florida Trend Foundation 10-Year April 2011 4-page, special 56,650 
(print) Anniversary and Name section, insert 
Change/New Mission 
Costs for Advertising Campaign 
Activity Amount 
January Media Placements: $20,501.70 
Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa Bay and South Florida Business Journals 
February Media Placements: $206,462.55 
Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa Bay and South Fla. Business Journals; Health News Florida; Sayfie Review; Florida 
Trend; Major Florida Daily papers 
March-April Media Placements: $76,393.11 
Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa Bay, South Fla. Business Journals; Health News Florida; Sayfie Review; Florida 
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8 jacksonvillebusinessjournal.com • THE BUSINESS JOURNAL_ 
P.RE ENTIN T E 7™ AL 
DIVERSITY AWARDS 
Recognizing Northeast Florida's largest minority-owned 
businesses and the companies and individuals who have 
been instrumental in their success. 
LUNCHAND WA S PRESENTATIO 
DATE: Wednesday, May 4 
TIME: 11 :30 am-1:30 pm 
PLACE: Marriott Southpoint 
COST: $40 per person, $350 per tabe of 10 
TABLE PATRON: $500 includes: table of 10 with prefered 
seating, table signage w ith company logo and recogn ition 
at the event. 
RSVP DEADLIN ~. FRJDAY, APRJL 29 
RSVP online at www.tinyurl.com/jbj2011diversity 
or contact Leslie Grayson at 
lgrayson@bizjournals.com or 904.265.2236 
Presented by Patron sponsor: 
• • 
BlueCross BlueShield [ CSX ] 
i.,"a of Florida How romo,row mov,s 
=~:::;•,Y.;:~:,:~,..... • • • •™ 
~ at&t 
. . . . . . . .. • . . . .. . . •'- . .... , ... .. ., • ... . ~ .. ~ ... /! 
For sponsor or advertising opportunities, contact John Rogers, Advert ising 
Director, at 904.265.2208 or jrogers@bizjournals.com 
~--
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Jaxport conference takeaway: 
Port funding must get creative 
The United States needs to find a way to 
fund port, rail and other transportation 
improvements with public and private 
money if it is going to meet the challenges 
from the rising economies of Asia. That's 
the message that 350 executives from across 
the country heard at Jaxport's wgistics and 
intermodal conference from March 21 to 23 
at Sawgrass Marriott Golf Resort qnd Spa. 
Here are the major takeaways from the 
conference: 
■ Trade and logistics executives need 
to show legislators and the general public 
why spending on ports, rail and roads is 
essential to boosting the nation's economy; 
said Jolm Anderson, a U.S. House Trans-
portation and Infrastructure Committee 
staff director. With a U.S. Congress less 
inclined to increase infrastructure spend-
ing, more creative methods are needed. His 
boss, U.S. Rep. John Mica, R-Winter Park, 
as chair of the committee aims to speed up 
the process of project authorization and 
make sure the Harbor Maintenance Trust 
Fund is only used for port projects. 
■ Joshua Schank, president and CEO 
of Eno Transportation Foundation, said 
funding the U.S.' infrastructure needs is a 
political problem, not a financial problem, 
because an increase in the national fuel 
tax would fund the improvements and ex-
pansions needed. The U.S.' 8.4 cent tax on 
fuel is one of the lowest in the world. 
"We have a political movement that 
swept into office that is opposed to any 
spending," Schank said. "That's a pop-
ular movement, but not a method of 
governing." 
■ Jeff Holt, managing director of Bank 
of Montreal Capital Markets, said the pri-
vate sector understands investment in 
port terminals, but is less likely to spend on 
dredging and road improvements because 
there isn't a revenue stream involved. In 
the past five years, public-private partner-
ships for port terminals have taken off. 
Robust earnings multiples on terminal 
investment have signaled to some govern-
ment bodies, including the state of Vir-
ginia, that port investment from either 
the private sector or the public sector is 
beneficial. This has spurred some govern-
ment bodies to increase or make sure their 
taxes go toward port investment, instead 
of plugging holes in the general revenue 
fund. 
■ University of Texas at Austin econo-
mist John Doggert said the U.S. needs to 
tackle its deficit and become more com-
petitive internationally if it doesn't want 
to be eventually outpaced by India and 
China. He pointed to a Conference Board 
report that predicted that China would 
overtake the U.S. to become the world's 
largest economy in coming years. A Gold-
man Sachs Group Inc. report predicted 
that India will rival the U.S. for the second 
spot by 2040, Doggert said. 
The goods news for the shipping and lo-
gistics industries is that China and India's 
growing need for fuel will provide plenty 
of coal-handling business, and the devel-
oping nations' rising middle classes will 
provide a new market for U.S. products. 
mszakonyi@biziournals.com I 265-2239 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities . 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Access to health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care . 
• Quality oflife. 
• The health care system. 
Together, we can do more t o improve the health and well-being of Floridians. 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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Practice reciprocity without keeping score 
When we were growing up, most of 
us learned to live by the Golden Rule: 
Do unto others as you would have them 
do unto you. 
As working professionals, there is 
another manifestation of this rule: the 
Golden Rule for Networking. It should 
permeate all your networking efforts, 
but it goes against every naturally ac-
quisitive, ambitious and self-serving 
impulse in each ofus. 
My Golden Rule of Networking is 
this : Reciprocity without keeping 
score. Simply stated, it means what can 
I do for you without expecting anything 
in return? 
Reciprocity is mutual action and 
mutual exchange. Mutually beneficial 
to both is the kind of reciprocity most 
people are familiar with. 
My definition of reciprocity is quite 
different: You must give without keep-
ing score. No quid pro quo. It's the orie 
fundamental concept most misunder-
stood in business today. Few people 
truly understand this, and you are ei-
ther all in or all out. 
To be as candid as I can be, there 
have been plenty of people over the 
years who said they were going to help 
me in some way, but they didn't. Maybe 
they couldn't. Maybe they just forgot. 
Maybe they never intended to. It doesn't 
matter. You cannot keep score, or you 
will lose for sure. 
Let me tell you how it works: If we're 
smart, we surround ourselves with tal-






If you want to win 
at networking, 
don't keep score. 
can find. They are our most powerful 
asset. That's why I think of this select 
group as our own personal brain bank. 
They include our family, friends, men-
tors, fellow workers and our industry 
contacts . You never know when you'll 
need to draw on the "accounts" you cre-
ate with those oh-so-valuable resources. 
With every contact within your 
brain bank - every call and every visit 
- preferably near the conclusion, ask 
the other person what you can do to be 
helpful to them. Ninety-five percent of 
the time, people will thank you for ask-
ing and tell you that there's really noth-
ing they need. If, however, they do ask 
you for a favor, then your eyes should 
T he Business of 
GA:EEN 
Living f o r the FUTURE! 
Covering Green Topics Related to: 
• Construction - • Transportation • Benefits/Incentives 
Commercial/Residential • Environmental • Products 
Special Publication and EN Business Updates 
Ask about advertising and spo1morst11p opportunltes! I BusiNEss JoURNAL 
Chris Barch • 407-241-2904 • cbarch@bizjoumals.com ~o;::;~,,.~ 
light up like the New Year's ball in 
Times Square. 
As you learn what is being asked for, 
note every detail with warmth and ur-
gency. Fulfill the request to the best of 
your ability. As you do it, and after it's 
done, expect nothing, absolutely noth-
ing, in return. Don't shop for gratitude 
in your phone calls or e-mails. Do the 
favor because you like and respect the 
other person and honestly want o help. 
If you manage your career and live 
your life in this way, two magical 
things will happen: 
• Over time, people will find ways to 
do remarkable and unexpected things 
for you that make your life easier. 
• When you're hit by a storm in full 
fury, you are likely to find the most as-
tonishing human network of support 
you could ever imagine. 
There are countless ways business-
people can be helpful to each other: 
• Help a colleague prepare for a ma-
jor presentation. Act as their sounding 
board. Help your friend by pointing out 
what needs to be clearer, what needs 
more emphasis and what seems to drag. 
• Be a source for heads-up informa-
tion. Do it for other business leaders 
in your community or your industry 
- perhaps not direct competitors, but 
almost everyone else. 
• Never abuse confidences and or 
·share inside information. You only 
have to do this once, and you'll be 
marked as a security risk for life. Worst 
of all: You'll never learn what others 
THINKSTOCK 
know about you and why they won't 
trust you. 
• Don't export problems. Sometimes 
companies try to downsize high-main-
tenance losers and stick them on an-
other company's payroll. Believe me, 
if you do that, you will be remembered 
for the wrong reasons. When you ter-
minate people who aren't performing, 
do them the favor of leveling with them 
and constructively help them readjust 
their career focus. 
Over the years, my networking fo-
cus has shifted from the quantity of 
contacts I maintain to the quality of 
contacts. The quality of your life is 
determined by the quality of your re-
lationships. The quality of your busi-
ness is determined by the quality of 
your relationships. 
UJ\RVEY MACKAY is author of the New York 
Times No. 1 best-seller Swim With The Sharks 
Without Being Eaten Alive. He co.n be reached 
through his website: www.harveymackay.com. 
The Blue Foundation for a Heah:hy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundat ion for a Healthy Florida 
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Bill would give small firms more 
research and development funding 
BY KENT HOOVER 
WASfllNGTON BUREAU CHIEF 
WASHINGTON- Small businesses would get 
a bigger share of federal research dollars 
under legislation that appears headed for 
passage in the Senate. 
The bill reauthorizes the Small Business 
Innovation Research program, which re-
quires 11 federal agencies with large out-
side research budgets to award at least 
2.5 percent of this spending to small busi-
nesses. The legislation would gradually 
increase this share to 3.5 percent by 2023. 
"This means the federal government 
can make more awards to a greater num-
ber of small businesses out of its existing 
research and development budget/ said 
Sen. OlympiaSnowe of Maine, the ranking 
Republican on the Senate Small Business 
and Entrepreneurship Committee. 
The federal government currently spends 
more than $2 billion a year with small busi-
nesses through the SBIR program. 
The bill also would open the program to 
small businesses that are majority-owned 
by venture capital firms. In 2003, an admin-
istrative law judge ruled that these types of 
companies don't qualify as small businesses 
since they aren't independently owned. This 
meant more than half of all small biotech-
nology companies in the U.S. could no lon-
ger compete for SBIR awards, according to 
the Biotechnology Industry Organization. 
BIO and the National Venture Capital 
Association have been trying to regain 
SBIR access forVC-owned firms ever since. 
They have been opposed by current SBIR 
recipients and the National Small Busi-
ness Association, which feared that firms 
without venture capital would be squeezed 
out of the SBIR program if deep-pocketed, 
VC-owned firms were allowed in. 
This dispute has kept the SBIR program 
.from being reauthorized since September 
2008, and the program has limped along 
on short-term extensions. NSBA President 
Todd McCracken said these temporary re-
newals "have wreaked havoc on agencies' 
ability to make strategic decisions in regard 
to the program'' and "deterred potential 
participants and investors." 
DEAL REACHED ON VC-OWNED FIRMS 
Now NSBA and its former opponents 
at BIO and NVCA have agreed on a com-
promise: the Senate bill would allow the 
National Institutes of Health, the Depart-
ment of Energy and the National Science 
Foundation to award up to 25 percent of 
their SBIR funds to small businesses that are 
majority-owned by multiple venture capital 
firms. Other agencies could award 15 per-
cent of their SBIR funds to VC-owned firms. 
The Government Accountability Office 
would conduct a study every three years 
on the impact of opening SBIR awards to 
VC-owned firms. 
'Mer years of negotiations, America's in-
novators are one step closer to seeing this 
successful program reauthorized for an 
extended peliod of time," said Sen. Mary 
Landrieu, D-La., who chairs the Senate Small 
Business and Entrepreneurship Committee. 
"Tilis legislation represents a fair compro-
mise to ensure that America's most innova-
tive small businesses can once again have 
access to existing government incentives to 
grow jobs by commercializing new discov-
eries," said NVCA President Mark Heesen. 
BIR/STTR REAUTHORIZATION ACT 
WHAT: Bill would reauthorize Small Business Innova-
tion Research and Small Business Technology Transfer 
programs through 2019 
STATUS: Senate will resume consideration of bill March 
28; House expected to consider similar legislation in May 
MAJOR PROVISIONS: 
• Gradually increases the share of federal research dollars 
spent with small businesses from 2.5% to 3.5% 
• Increases size guidelines for phase-one awards from 
$100,000 to $150,000, and phase-two awards from 
$7511,000 to $1 million 
• Allows small businesses that are majority-owned by 
venture capital firms to receive 25 percent of SBIR funds 
at the National Institutes of Health, the Department of 
Energy and the National Science Foundation 
• VC-owned firms could receive up to 15 percent of SBIR 
funds at other agencies 
SOURCE: S. 493 
McCracken said the compromise is ac-
ceptable to NSBA because it "retains the 
small business integrity of the program." 
HOUSE MAY NOT GO WITH DEAL 
It's not clear, however, if the House will 
go along with this deal. Last Congress, 
the House passed SBIR legislation that 
included no limits on how manyVC-owned 
firms could win SBIR awards. 
The House Small Business Committee 
held a hearing on the SBIR program March 
16, and will mark up its own version of a 
reauthorization bill in the coming months. 
Rep. Nydia Velazquez of New York, the 
·committee's ranking Democrat and former 
chair, contends the SBIR program "should be 
available to all small firms without barriers." 
Timothy Tardibono, director of public 
policy for Connect, a San Diego-based or-
ganization that helps entrepreneurs bring 
innovations to the marketplace, thinksVC-
owned firms should be eligible for more 
than 25 percent of SBIR awards. 
"Such applicants provide extra value to 
the American taxpayer," Tardibono said. 
"Venture-backed applicants have already 
demonstrated a strong business plan by 
which to break into an industry sector .... 
Allowin~ for more VC-backed applicants 
will creai. _, new jobs and grow companies in 
a way that will generate new tax revenue." 
Tom Tullie, chairman and CEO of 
ecoATM, agrees. His San Diego-based 
company, which received an SBIR award 
in its second year of existence, has created 
an automated, self-serve kiosk system for 
buying back used electronics from con-
sumers. In less than a year with only 10 
machines, ecoATM has harvested more 
than 50,000 mobile phones for recycling. 
The company is now applying for an-
other SBIR award to expand its technology 
so it can collect laptops, digital cameras 
and other devices. The company may be 
disqualified from the program, however, 
because it recently raised venture capital. 
'~ficial limits on mixing SBIR with 
private investments should not be gov-
erned by the simple blunt instrument of 
a 25 percent cap," Tullie said. 
The SBffi program also "should consider 
other criteria, such as public benefit and 
probability of commercial success," he said. 
khoover@blzjournals.com I 703.258.0845 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
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• Newly remodeled 
guest rooms 
• The largest meeting facility 
on Florida's west coast 
• Over 88,000 sq ft of flexible 
function space 
• Outstanding value & 
award~winning service 
. • An atmosphere encouraging 
both productivity and relaxation 
• Service assurance guarantee 
10 N 
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TOP 5 STORIES 
Claudio Osorio files Chapter 11 
AMR hits records in Miami traffic 
David Stern strikes back, sues banks 
SOUTH FLORIDA BUSINESS JOURNAL J MARCH 25-31, 2011 
Get SFBJ's free daily breaking news updates or 
news by industry sent to you by e-mail. 
Registerathtlp:/lbiztus/blytl 
j Bil PUlSI POU RISUllS 
Nuclear power 
Do you support adding two nuclear units at FP&l's 





Source: www.;ou1hnoridabu1ines1journal.com poll, March 16-23 
NEXT WEEK'S QUESTION 
Wachovia converting to Wells Fargo in July I NPR's fundraiser says the group doesn't 
need federal support. Should NPR receive 
taxpayer subsidies? 
TOP 5 BLOG POSTS 
1 Las Olas City Centre for sale 
2 Miami church hit with foreclosure 
3 Miami Tower gets $60M loan 
.J £1MMIN1 f IHI WIii 
4 Palm Beach Post checks Office Depot editorial 
'IT'S AMAZING. All those 
passengers, and yet AMR sti ll 
can't seem to post a profit. 
Must be something wrong in 
executive management. Oh, 
wait - it must be those un-
earned annual mutlimillion-
dollar bonuses!' 
- Chuck L., about record traffic for American 
Airlines at Miami International Airport 
S Attorney Robert Zarco withdraws from Osorio cases - Chosen from reader comments left on www.southfioridabusinessjournals.com 
Comerica Bank East Boca Raton is now 
open for business - yours. 
Comerica Bank East Boca Raton 
I S. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, FL 33432 
While we might be new to the 
neighborhood, we've been around 
the block for 161 years. Whether 
you're a small business owner 
looking for cost savings 
efficiencies, or an established 
business looking to grow, we're 
here to help you get there . 
From cash-flow management to 
wealth management, everything 
you need to help your business 
succeed is now in East Boca . 
To find out how our dedicated 
team of Financial Professionals 
can put 161 years of know-how to 
work for you, come on in or give 
us a call at 561.447.7982. 
Member FDIC. 
FR EE Comerica Business Deposit Capture5M 
Check Scanner. Lets you scan and send checks 
directly from your office to your Comerica 
business checking account.1 
FREE Safe Deposit Box for 12 months2 
FREE Comerica Web Banking for Small 
Business®3 
No Monthly Maintenance Fee on Comerica Web 
Bil l Pay® for Small Business for 12 months3 
comerica.com 
All Offers available at the East Boca Location Only. *All Offers end May 31, 2011. • 'Bu siness Deposit Captu re offer requires a minimum of $25,000 in new deposits into a business checking account. No charge for the Scanner, 2 year scanner maintenan~e, implementation fee and I RSA token. Other fees 
may apply. Subject to standard approvals. • 'Safe Deposit Box offer based on availabil ity and appl ies to a one-year rental of new self-serve security box only. Up to $85 off new box rental for first year rental. One box per customer. Box rent that is greater than $85, customer pays the difference. Active Checking 
account required. Upon expiration of one-year rental offer - standard rates and discounts apply. • 'FREE Comerica Web Banking for Small Business"'. No Monthly Maintenance Fee on Comerica Web Bill Pa~ for Small Business for 12 month s. Other fees may apply. Equal Opportunity Lender. 
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also of Palatka, Jan. 1. First Coast Com-
munity Credit Union had four stars in the 
fourth quarter, unchanged from the third 
quarter. 
Despite the drop in credit union rat-
ings, seven of the 25 local credit unions 
still have five stars. Those institutions 
are Container Mutual Credit Union, First 
Florida Credit Union, Healthcare's Coop-
erative Credit Union, JM Associates Fed-
eral Credit Union, Jacksonville Postal & 
Professional Credit Union, Metro North 
Federal Credit Union and State Employ-
ees Credit Union. 
None of the top seven banks in Jacksonville by 
market share changed their star ratings between 
the third quarter and the fourth quarter of 2010. 
BauerFinancial's ratings take into ac-
count a bank's tangible assets; tier-one 
leverage capital and risk-based ratios; 
quarterly income, year-to-date income 
and income from the previous calendar 
year; and nonperforming assets as a per-
centage of average tangible assets. Banks 
and credit unions are rated on a scale 
where zero is the lowest and five stars is 
the highest. Two stars signifies "prob-
"Thin s not yet getting 
appreciably better, but we've 
probably hit bottom." 
Bill Nicholson 
Principal 
Heritage Capital Group Inc. 
lematic," one star "troubled" and those 
with four and five stars are "excellent" 
and "superior," respectively. Three stars 
is considered "adequate" and three and a 
half stars is "good." 
Nationally; nearly 6 percent of the 
banks improved their ratings from the 
Q3 Q4 
Bank of America NA *** *** 
EverBank **** **** 
Wells Fargo Bank NA *** *** 
SunTrust Bank *** *** 
Compass *** *** 
Regions Bank *** *** 
Synovus Bank *** *** 
SOURCE: Bauer Star Rating 
third quarter, while another 6 percent 
dropped in their rating. More than 60 per-
cent of the nation's banks had a four- or 
five-star rating in the fourth quarter, a 
5 percent increase from the fourth quar-
ter of 2008, at the height of the financial 
crisis. In Florida, only 18.6 percent of the 
banks received a recommended rating of 
four or five stars in the fourth quarter, 
but that was an improvement over the 
17.9 percent that received the same rating 
in the fourth quarter of 2009. Likewise, 
while 39.7 percent of Florida banks re-
ceived a troubled or problematic rating 
in the fourth quarter, that was also an im-
provement from the 42.8 percent that had 
a troubled or problematic rating during ' 
the san1e period in 2009. 
Florida had the lowest percentage 
of recommended banks and the third-
highest percentage of troubled or prob-
lematic banks. Arizona had the highest 
percentage of troubled or problematic 
banks at 45 percent and Georgia had the 
second highest at 43.2 percent. 
cconte@bizjournals.com I 265-2227 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach- and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• .Atxess t.o health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Toget her, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
Blue Cross nnd B!,w Shir.id of Fio! ida Foundf!tion i5 en lnoe~'lf.!'ndent Licensee of ihc Blue Cro$S and Bluf2' Shield As:iodation. 
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At Hancock Bank, we strive to provide you with more than you 
may expect. More service and respect. More personalized guidance. 
More financial options. And more convenient ways to bank. 
It's what we've done to earn our customers' trust 
for well.over a century Its also how we can help you reach 
your financial goals and live your dreams today. 
"Ranked 14'11 on Forbes list 
of America's Best Banks." 
2009 
"Named in Forbes list of 
100 Most Trustworthy 
Companies." 
2010 
To find out more about how we earn tmst and provide 
financial guidance, we invite you to come into a branch near you, 
call 1-800-726-0920 or visit HancockBankFL.com. 
9 Hancock Banke 
Member FDIC 
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Appraisal rules slam 
real estate industry 
BY ANJALI FLUKER 
It's been a tough couple 
of years for Debbie Barrett. 
The president of Orlan-
do-based Barrett & Associ-
ates Appraisal Group said 
her, home appraisal busi-
ness has suffered as new Barrett 
industry rules wreaked 
havoc on the housing market. 
Federal housing regulations intro-
duced during the last two years to help 
make deals more fair and credible had 
the unintended consequence of slowing, 
and in some cases halting, home sales. 
"All the rules put into place were a 
knee-jerk response, and it's been a mis-
erable failure," Barrett said. "They have 
crippled the real estate market." 
Federal housing regulators began 
pushing for tougher rules in 2009, when 
abuses in the system were uncovered. 
Some appraisers were encouraged by 
those who stood to gain from the deal -
mortgage brokers or lenders - to artifi-
cially inflate appraisals in 
exchange for more deals. 
"If the appraiser didn't 
do it, they didn't get more 
business," said Ken Chit-
ester, spokesman for the 
Chicago-based Appraisal 
Institute. 
So the Federal Housing Chitester 
Finance Authority formu-
lated rules in May 2009 
to stop the coercion of appraisers. The 
Home Valuation Code of Conduct estab-
lished that appraisals no longer could 
be ordered by mortgage originators or 
processors, instead requiring a third-
party appraisal management company 
to assign appraisers. It also forbade ap-
praisers from having any contact with 
lenders, Realtors, mortgage brokers or 
anyone involved in the deal. 
And that ended many legitimate rela-
tionships built over the years. 
"Now, the same banker who used to 
call me and knows I've been apprais-
ing in the area for 25 years can't talk 
to me," said Tony Pudwill, president of 
Winter Springs-based Meridian Resi-
dential Appraisal LLC. 
Those HVCC rules ended last fall and 
were replaced with an appraisal inde-
VfN/'1.081 i ·-0$ 
Take Your Business 
to the Next Level 
Valencia offers continu ing 
education and professional training 
services to develop your staff and 
advance your company. 
Theodora Uniken Venema 
What this means to you: 
• New Dodd-Frank Act could help 
provide for more reasonable fees for 
appraisers. 
• Home sa les may require multiple 
appraisals, extending the time 
inventory stays on the market. 
pendence standard as part of the fed-
eral Dodd-Frank Act that removed the 
required use of an appraisal manage-
ment company. The move, which takes 
effect April 1, is expected to allow some 
banks to begin doing appraisals in-
house again,. so long as it is separated 
from the loan-production operations. 
But most banks already ate satisfied 
with the appraisal management compa-
nies, since it removes that burden from 
their own operations. 
However, that also means there-are 
more parties involved in the transac-
tion, which can delay a home sales clos-
ing for a variety of reasons, added Rob 
Nunziata, president of Orlando lender 
FBC Mortgage LLC. 
Realtors are frustrated as well. Na-
tionwide, 37 percent reported lost sales 
because of appraisals, said the National 
Association of Realtors. "Appraisers 
have no incentive to step out of the box," 
because they are penalized if their ap-
praisals are too high, but not if they're 
too low, said Theodora Uniken Venema, 
an agent with Downtown Brokers LLC in 
Orlando. "It's keeping prices so low that 
it's impossible to finance." 
afluker@bizjournals.com I (407) 241-29]0 
VALENCIA I Continuin&£ducorion & Prof~ssional Troining For more information or to register, call 407-582-6688 I valenciacc.edu/continuingeducation 
Learn new ways to 
cultivate workplace 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Al.:a!ss t.o health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care syst:em. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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Abdul Lateef: ·Problems 
present opportunities 
Tips If Ille trade 
How do you organize your workday? 
At the end of each day I take time to game 
plan the next day. I have a long drive home 
and use my time in the car for this activity. 
This allows me to begin each day know-
ing exactly where to direct my focus and 
gives me a clear idea on how to tackle each 
task. In the era of constant e-mails and an 
ever-changing market environment, I have 
to make an intentional effort to spend at 
least a couple of hours focusing on long-
term projects. 
How do you manage the information 
flow? This is the most critical yet the most 
difficult task any manager faces. I meet 
with my team on a weekly basis to review 
progress and priorities, and I also have 
regular project review meetings for all criti-
cal projects. 
Where is the best source for new ideas? 
Many innovative ideas come from our cus-
tomers .... Often customers are presenting 
a problem statement, or better seen as an 
opportunity, that may not be obvious if 
you don't fully understand your customers 
and their business. WhenJooking for ways 
to improve, I turn to the Plasma-Therm 
team. We've implemented an "Idea Bucket" · 
where any employee can make improve-
ment suggestions. 
What was your best business idea? 
The best business idea relates to the 
work of our Customer Focus Team. The 
idea centered on building a team whose 
role is that of a customer advocate. This 
group is not your typical sales account 
manager but a multi-disciplined group 
that touches across multiple parts of the 
organization. 
Baekground check 
What was your first real job? At age 18, 
I owned a small printing business that 
gave me my first taste of the challenges of 
managing a business and a team of people. 
Then, my first real job out of college was as 
an Applications Engineer in Santa Barbara, 
Calif. I was developing new manufacturing 
processes for new-generation semicon-
ductor devices. 
How did you get started in your current 
career? In school, my graduate studies 
focused on thin film coating. This area of 
technology has always been fascinating to 
me and is directly related to our current 
business. 
It's Saturday morning at 11 a.m., where 
are you? I am likely in my garage working 
on one home improvement pr9ject or an-
other. I am in the middle of two or three 
projects at any given time. Our house 
looks like one big never-ending project. 
Being able to focus on something I 
enjoy allows me the chance 
to unwind. Most proj-
ects are also a family 
event, giving me the 
time to bond with 
my wife and two 
kids. 
What is your fa-
IKICUIIVI PROflll 
WHO AM I? 
NAME: Abdul Lateef 
TITLE AND COMPANY: CEO, Plasma-Therm 
YEARS WITH THE COMPANY: 13 
YEARS IN TAMPA BAY: 13 
NATURE OF BUSINESS: Semiconductor process-
ing equipment 
EDUCATION: B.S., mechanical engineering, Uni-
versity of Nebraska - Lincoln; masters, material 
science, University of Nebraska - Lincoln; MBA, 
University of Florida 
WHERE YOU GREW UP AND WHAT IT WAS 
LIKE: Having lived here for more than a decade, 
the Tampa Bay area has become my hometown. 
No matter how far work has me travel or how 
long I am gone, I am always happy to return 
home. 
vorite business book? "Execution: The 
Discipline of Getting Things Done" by 
Larry Bossidy, Ram Charan and Charles 
Burck is one of the best business books 
I have read. What often gets left out af. 
ter the executive team has spent weeks 
developing the corporate strategy is ex-
ecution. No strategy can save a company 
unless management has the discipline to 
implement and follow through on that 
strategy. Another must-read business 
book is "First Break All the Rules: What 
the World's Greatest Managers Do Differ-
ently" by Marcus Buckingham and Curt 
Coffman. This book caused me toques-
tion my vantage point on what defines a 
good leader and brings to light a different 
perspective on managing. 
Wards ta Ille wise 
What advice would you give to someone 
starting out in your field? The best advice 
I can give is to know where your value lies. 
More often than not, your value comes 
from unexpe,cted sourtes. 
SEE THESE 7118Jprofiles come to life in online video at tinyurl.com/lhbjexfiles. 
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Miami entrepreneur brings Cafe Don Pablo coffee to Asian market 
BY SUSAN R. MILLER 
While tea has traditionally been synony-
mous with Asia, there's a culinary revolution 
going on in the Far East: Coffee. 
Miami entrepreneur Darron Burke, presi-
dent and CEO ofBurke Brands UC, the com-
pany behind coffee bean business Cafe Don 
Pablo, ·is taking advantage of this new op· 
portunity. And, he's doing it while he supplies 
more and more beans to big companies, such 
as Costco and Sam's Club. 
The coffee trend in Korea has informed 
a huge portion of Burke's current business 
strategy. 
TI1e Korea Times recently reported that the 
country imported a record 117,000 tons of 
coffee last year, up from 105,000 tons in 2009. 
Not only are Koreans drinking more coffee, 
but they also prefer a higher-quality brew. 
Imports of the more expensive Colombian 
beans were up 47 percent in 2010, according 
to the Korea Customs Service. 
Oh-Sung Park knows about Asian demand 
for a good cup of joe. He has an 8,000-square-
foot cafe in Yanji, in northeastern China, that 
serves about 200 customers a day. 
Park was recently in Miami to meet with 
Burke, who is his coffee bean supplier. The 
two drove to Tampa to purchase a roaster to 
be shipped to Korea, where Park is opening a 
roasting facility. He will become Burke's part-
ner in a royalty deal in which Burke will get 
6percent 
Burke, 43, plans to start by sending about 
5,000 pounds of beans for roasting. 
They plan open another roasting facility in 
China, but that will be a 50-50 joint venture. 
CAF~ DON PABLO 
President & CEO: Darron Burke 
Website: www.cafedonpablo.com 
Address: 521 N.E. 189th St., Miami 33179 
Phone: (305) 249-5628 
E-mail: info@cafedonpablo.com 
"TI1e idea is to use Korea as a base to open 
the Chinese market;' Burke said. "China is a 
wonderful opportunity. As soon as we have 
enough customers, we will go into Shanghai'.' 
Park learned of Cafe Don Pablo after trying 
several different brands of coffee sold at Cost-
co. He contacted Burke to see how they could 
work together. 
















"He gave me a lot of samples. Many people 
have tasted his coffee;• Park said. "Right now, 
it's a good potential successful business'.' 
Burke and his Colombian-born wife, Eliana 
Burke, started their coffee roasting company 
a little more than six years ago with an ini-
tial investment of $43,000 in a 1,200-square-
foot facility. In his first year, he made about 
$50,000, most of it from one national retailer. 
Last year, Burke's 8,000-square-foot brew-
ing facility, located in an industrial park in 
Miami, had $12 million in sales. He roasts 
more than 60,000 pounds of coffee a month. 
The beans are shipped in from Colombia, 
Brazil, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Honduras, Af-
rica and Indonesia. Burke has 14 employees, 
including his wife and sister-in-law, who is 
the general manager. 
The Burkes kicked off their business with 
10 Costco stores. Now, Cafe Don Pablo is sold 
in 46 Costcos in the Southeast and 60 Sam's 
Club locations. 
"We are the No. !-selling coffee in both 
places;• Burke said. "We sell three times what 
Starbucks sells off the shelves'.' 
He also sells to Sysco Corp. and Compass 
Group, two of the largest food service suppli-
ers, but does not sell directly to restaurant/,. 
Burke also provides private-label coffee to nu-
merous outlets, including the Palm Beach Zoo. 
But, he must contend with the rising cost of 
coffee, which recently hit a 14-year high due to 
growing demand and poor harvests. 
Until recently, a 2-pound bag of Cafe Don 
Pablo was selling for $9.99. However, Burke re-
cently had to raise the price to $10.89 - about 
2 cents a cup. Several other coffee giants - in-
cluding Starbucks - have done the same. 
With his Korean deal sealed, he's looking 
to close on another in Nashville, Tenn., and a 
third in Los Angeles. He will supply the beans 
and his partners will do the roasting. 
"It's a good way for us to expand because 
we don't have to use our own capital; he said. 
Next up: "We have a grow-your-own coffee 
plant;' he said of plans to package seeds from 
Colombia and Guatemala with an instruc-
tional video to grow coffee plants at home. 
TI1e beans can be roasted in a small home 
roaster or on the stove, Burke said. "We might 
just put ourselves out of business'.' 
srmiller@bizjournals.com I (954) 949-7516 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
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What if you had a team 
behind your team? 
Runriing a business is not a job for one .. . 
Put the state's economic gardening team to work for you . 
If your growing company has revenues between $1 million and $25 
mil lion, you could qualify for: 
✓ Free technical assistance for core business strategy review 
✓ Professional development and networking programs 
catered to growing companies 
find the Fforida Economic Gardentng Institute I G L 
at VN-/W.G owFL.com Of call (407} 823-6384. Crdt1, ... 11w1 Gnm•llt Crnttpn. " "'' 
~ r m 
GrowFL is the official Economic Gardening Technical Assista nce Pilo t Program for the Sta te of Florida 
and a program of the Florida Economic Gardening Ins titu te. The Florida Economic Gardening 
Institute is headquartered at the University of Centra l Florida und er contrac t with the Sta te of Florida's 
Office o f Tourism, Trade and Economic Development under the Executive Office of the Gqvernor. 
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Personal touch helped local 
bookstores survive recession 
BY CHRISTIAN CONTE 
STAFF WRITER 
JACKSONVILLE - Over its 20-year his-
tocy, The Boolanark in Neptune l3each 
has survived a . culture evolving away 
from hard copies toward electronic forms 
of reading, an onslaught of national chain 
bookstores and a strong recession. 
Today though, owner Rona Brinlee said 
she's optimistic not only for her own in-
dependent-bookstore, but for the indepen-
dent bookstore niche in general, which 
has an opportunity to improve book sales 
while national chains struggle. 
"We want to sell books, we don't want 
to sell data files," said Brinlee, who's 
owned the bookstore with her husband 
Buford since 1995. "We do what we do 
well and as long as we do that and rtot-
worry about what we don't know how to 
do, we'll be fine." 
When Borders Group filed for Chapter 
11 bankruptcy protection in late February 
and announced plans to shutter 30 percent 
of its stores, including one in Jacksonville, 
the news crune as no surprise to indepen-
dent bookstore owners. 
"The Borders model was a Wall Street 
model, not a bookstore model," Brinlee 
said. "They make their money through 
lease negotiations, placement of product 
and selling food and drink. They don't 
have to sell books to stay in business." 
Many local independent bookstore own-
ers say they first started feeling the pinch 
when mega-bookstores like Barnes & 
Noble and Borders moved into town in the 
mid-to-late 1990s. The competition offered 
huge selections, low prices and an atmo-
sphere that.catered to shoppers lounging 
around in big comfy chairs or sipping 
lattes and munching on scones. 
Brinlee said national chains can't offer 
what smaller independent bookstores can 
- a personal touch. 
Every book at The·Boolanark is hand-
picked, Brinlee said. Although she 
doesn't have an e-commerce site, she 
does host book-signing events. In addi-
tion, it's the small bookstores that create 
buzz for new books, which then spreads 
to larger chains. 
Charles Hack, the owner of Black 
Sheep Books in Mandarin, said when he 
opened his store in 1997, he was one of 13 
used bookstores in the area. Since then, 
another six or seven have opened, but 
the net number of stores is now about 
seven or eight. He doesn't expect the 
business to get any easier with expenses 
continuing to go up while the customer 
base continues to decline. 
"It's going to continue being a squeeze. 
It seems to get harder every year," Hack 
said. But, "the book industry is going to 
continue one way or another. The model 
keeps changing and people are going to 
adapt or they're not. " 
The other two major national book-
store chains with a large presence in 
Northeast Florida, Barnes & Noble Inc. 
(NYSE: BKS) and Books-A-Million Inc., 
still have three and four stores in the area, 
respectivelY, but independent bookstore 
owners see them as less of a threat since 
Internet sellers such as Amazon.com and 
BookFinder.com are competing for, and 
winning, national chain business. 
Ron Chamblin is one of the largest in-
dependent bookstore owners in the area 
with two stores and more than 1 million 
books. The Chamblin Book Mine has 
been in business since 1976. The newest 
of the two stores on Laura Street near 
Hemming Plaza, which includes a cafe 
and seating area, opened in 2008 just as 
the financial crisis unfolded. 
Chamblin said that because his prod-
uct mix is 98 percent used books and 
2 percent new books, he's 
actually seen sales pick 
up during recessions. For 
most of this recession, 
the sales have been flat, 
but have started to pick 
up in the past two to three 
months. 
Although Internet sales 
and e-books have forced 
independent bookstores 
to slash their prices, they 
don't eliminate the need 
for brick-and-mortar book-
stores. In fact, bookstore 
owners say the Internet 
can be both a blessing and 
a curse because while they 
must compete with online 
sales, they can also use the 
Internet to reach a wider 
segment of the population. 
Chamblin does do some 
business online, particu-
larly with his rare books, 
but the majority of his 
sales are from bookworms 
perusing his aisles. 
"We don't seem vulner-
able to e-books," Chamblin 
said. "I used to worry about 
the Internet and e-books, 
but as months have gone 
by; Heel better." 
Rona Brinlee shares a laugh with a customer at her Atlantic 
Beach bookstore, The Bookmark. cconte@bizjoumals.com I 265-2227 
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For Christopher D. Starkey, being ap-
pointed director of Integra Realty Re-
sources-Orlando in third-quarter 2010 
proved to be a major role change. 
Starkey, who has been with the com-
mercial real estate appraisal firm since 
2002, described the change as "a transi-
tion from being an employee to an own-
ership role." 
For Starkey, that means more in-
volvement in the day-to-day operations 
of the office, whereas before, he was 
strictly in a production position per-
forming appraisals for buyers, sellers, 
attorneys and other institutions. 
To handle the new duties, Starkey said 
he plans to work hard, because that's 
how you "stay on top of your business." 
After all, the 36-year-old executive 
said, "my goal is to continue to succeed 
in the business." 
Personal 
Age: 36 
Family: Married, with two children 
Hometown: Jacksonville 
Education: Bachelor's in hospitality 
management, Florida State University 
First job: Chick-fil-A 
Other jobs: I also worked with Eldon 
Office Products and with Kraft Foods 
Inc.'s Nabisco brand. 
Hobbies: Golfing, surfing and any 
outdoor activities 
Business Philosoplty 
Motto: The results you get depend 
on what you put into your job. 
Lessons learned: Being proactive with 
a client helps you overcome mistakes 
you might have made. Following up 
and clearing up the problem in a 
timely manner are important when 
there's been a situation or error. 
What motivates me: Success 
Words I live by: Motivation and integrity 
True Confessions 
If I could pick any other job, I'd: Be a 
professional golfer 
What I'm bad at: Staying in a good 
mood all the time and not letting 
things affect me as much as they do 
What makes me angry: People not doing 
what they tell you they're going to do 
or what they are expected to do 
Et Cetera 
''Favorite movie: Good Will Hunting 
Place I'd like to visit: Italy 
Favorite food: Steak 
Book I'm reading now: The Total M oney 
Makeover: A Proven Plan for Financial 
Fitness by Dave Ramsey 
In my iPod: Jimmy Buffett, a little bit of 
rock and reggae 
I've always wanted to learn to: Scuba dive 
I'd be most interested in meeting: Pro 
golfer Phil Mickelson 
- Carlos Pineda 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing t he name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Access t.o health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality oflife. 
• The health care system. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
Insurance Has a Face 
"lVJ:' b. were not a ig 
firm, bu.t we build 
great big buildings 
for great big 
. ,, 
companies. 
Sam Carter, President/Owner 
Carter Concrete Structures, Inc. 
Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Sam Carter has more on his mind than commercial insurance. 
A single source provider of turnkey concrete solutions, his 
$30 million firm employs more than 300 people in a multi-state 
area on construction projects as complex as they come. Sam 
partners with FCC! because FCC! is big enough to handle his 
insurance needs, but small enough to provide personal service 
and exceptional value. Now Sam can concentrate on concrete. 
Strong financials, superior claims handling, expert loss control, 
and a powerful partnership between you, your independent 
agent, and FCCI. Since 1959. 
Think Big. Think FCCI. 
~
Fccr INSURANCE GROUP 
PROTECl"JNG BUSINESS , P ROPERTY AND PEOPLE 
Find an agent: 
www.fcci-group.com 
(800) 226-3224 
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What if you had a team 
b~hind your team? 
Running a business is not a job for one .. . 
Put the state's economic gardening team to work for you. 
If your growing company has revenues between $1 million and $25 
million. you could qualify for: 
✓ Free technical assistance for core business strategy review 
✓ Professional development and networking programs 
catered to growing companies 
GrowFL is the official Economic Gardening Technical Assistance Pilot Program for the State of Florida 
and a program of the Florida Economic Gardening Institute. The Florida Economic Gardening 
Institute is headquartered at the University of Central Florido under contract with the State of Florida's 
Office of Tourism. Trade and Economic Development under the Executive Office of the Governor. 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
_who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Access to health care. 
• Consumer health. • 
• Quality and safety of patient care: 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
Florida ports want security streamlined 
BY MARK HOLAN 
STAFF WRITER 
TAMPA- State regulations enacted in 2000 
to reduce criminal activity at Florida's sea-
ports are now hobbling maritime growth, 
government and industry executives say. 
They contend that federal security regu-
lations developed in the wake of the Sept. 
11, 2001, terrorist attacks provide adequate 
port protection. 
"The state rules are duplicative, and they 
create confusion and extra cost," said John 
Thorington, senior director of communica-
tions at th_e Port of Tampa. 
Several bills to repeal or amend most of 
the decade-old state rules are now working 
their way through House and Senate com-
mittees in the Florida Legislature. 
Probably the most obvious change would 
be eliminating the requirement for those 
who work on port property, from attorneys 
to truck drivers, to carry both state and 
federal security clearance badges. Criminal 
background checks and other fees associ-
ated with the state badge cost roughly $200 
per employee. 
"It's not just the cost; it's also lost produc-
. tivity," said Tim Shusta, president of the 
Port of Tampa Marine Industries Associa-
tion, which represents about 40 companies 
working on the city's waterfront. Eliminat-
ing the state regulations, Shusta said, "will 
save our members money and make them 
more competitive" with other ·states. 
Florida is the only state where ports are 
subject to state and federal security regu-
lation. 
"Before the federal [security] protocols, 
the state requirements put us ahead of 
the rest of the country," Thorington said. 
"Once the federal program was phased in 
it created considerable duplication." 
Florida rules apply only to public port 
property, which means maritime activities at 
private facilities next door are exempt. This 
situation occurs frequently on the Tampa 
waterfront. Federal port security rules apply 
to all maritime activity and locations. 
The bills are sponsored locally by Sen. 
Jack Latvala, R-St. Petersburg, and Rep. 
Dana Young, R-Tampa. 
They would eliminate proscriptive state-
mandated security measures for fencing 
and lighting in favor of federal risked-based 
standards. The federal standards measure 
threats to potential targets by assessing 
vulnerability and counter measures, and 
the impact or consequences of each po-
tential incident. 
markholan@bizjournals.com I 813.342.2468 
Ports seek more e~onomic development 
Streamlining security regulations aren't 
the only concern for port officials and their 
waterfront tenants. 
"The state does little to promote the eco-
nomic development of Florida's maritime 
industry," the Florida Maritime Council, an 
affiliate of Associated Industries of Florida, 
said in a release. "Funding for ports, other 
than security, is almost non-existent, es-
pecially compared to states like Alabama, 
which just gave a grant to their single major 
port of $350 million." 
In particular, Florida ports are seeking 
funds to deepen channels to take advan-
tage of bigger ships that will be using the 
expanded Panama Canal. 
Earlier this month Gov. Scott announced 
he directed the Florida Department of 
Transportation to commit $77 million to 
. the Port of Miami for channel dredging. 
"This is a solid first step toward enhanc-
ing Florida's infrastructure and getting our 
state ready for a new generation of inter-
national trade with South America and 
beyond," Scott said in a statement. 
The $77 million comes from bid sav-
ings on other FDOT projects, said agency 
spokesman Dick Kane. The governor's of-
fice did not respond to questions about 
whether he would steer more money to 
the Port of Tampa. 
Tampa port Director Richar_d Wainio, 





cil, said there are 
many projects to 
help Florida ports 
besides dredging 
and port develop-
ment has to be 
done in conjunc-




ate trade. We serve 
OTHER 
PRIORITIES 
The Florida Maritime Council, 
an affiliate of Associated 
Industries of Florida, also is 
calling for laws to restrict 
the encroachment on port 
property by non-maritime 
land uses and require tax 
collectors to assess port 
properties based their exist-
ing use .rathe'r than "highest 
and best use." 
trade," Wainio said. "When you have a port 
you don't magically create a market." 
-Mark Holan 
tk ting N ws You C n Uie 
The Mark 
Radio Show itJMWiiZM If you a,e in the biz, this show provides some great marketing 
insight each week. 
It's a great chance for me to catch 
some great local marketing leaders. 
Spomoredby: _ 
~~~~ 
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Annds Linens expanding in South Florida with four new stores 
Anna's Linens, which 
sells more than just linens, 
is working toward a greater 
presence in South Florida. 
Terranova Corp. closed 
on four retail locations oc-
cupying 40,000 square feet 
on its behalf, 
The new stores are at 
Plaza at Delray: 11,400 




Susan R. Miller 
Lantana Shopping Center: ll,800 square 
feet, expected to open March 24. 
I Flagler Park Plaza: 7,000 square feet, ex-
pected to open in June. -
I Miami Gardens Shopping Center: 9,000 
square feet, expected to open in July, 
Costa Mesa, Calif-based Anna's was found-
ed in 1988 and currently has nearly 300 stores 
nationwide, including 17 in South Florida, 
The company has 20 to 25 stores slated 
to open around the country in 20ll, ac-
cording to company spokeswoman Amber 
Costantino. 
MANERO EXPANDING BURGERFI CONCEPT 
David Manero plans to open his second 
BurgerFi in Delray Beach, at the comer of 
Ocean and Atlantic avenues, on July 4, The 
North America's new dedicated paper, 
film, foil converting show 
250 + exhibitors 





and technical seminars 




April 6-8, 2011 
Florld 
3,000-square-foot location 
will seat 150 diners. 
Last month, Manero 
opened his first BurgerFi 
on North Ocean Drive and 
Commercial Boulevard in 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea. 
It will be Manero's 
third restaurant in Del-
Manero ray Beach, where he owns 
The Office, an American 
gastropub, and Vic & Angelo's, an Italian 
eatery, on the same block of Atlantic Av-
enue. He also owns Vic & Angelo's in Palm 
Beach Gardens and De Vito South Beach in 
Miami Beach. 
Manero plans three more BurgerFi lo-
cations in Miami-Dade County: in South 
Beach, on Miami's Brickell Avenue and in 
Kendall. California locations are planned in 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Glendale, Cala-
basas and Pasadena. 
Manero is also offering franchises for 
$37,500 and predicts "there will be 100 stores, 
in the country, within the next five years'.' 
GOODBYE, ZOE'S; HELLO, BIERHAUS 
Once home to Zoe's Off tl1e Hook Sports 
Grille, an ll,906-square-foot building at 
2861-2881 E. Commercial Blvd.' soon will be 
home to a new restaurant 
Fort Lauderdale Bierhaus, owned by the 
Neuweg Restaurant Group, is moving in. 
Neal Realty Investments said it negotiated 
the 10-year lease valued at $1.4 million. The 
ground floor will have a German-style res-
taurant and the second floor will be home to 
a blues music bar. 
J IHIWIB 
II For the latest restaurant and retail news, go 
to www.southfloridabusinessjournal.com. 
B&O TO MAKES. FLA. DEBUT 
Bang & Olufsen, tl1e Danish provider of 
high-quality audio and video products, is 
coming to the Village of Gulfstream Park. 
The 1,470-square-foot store next to is slat-
ed to open March 24. 
1here are only two other stores in Florida, 
one at City Place in West Palm Beach and 
the other in Tampa's Hyde Park Village. 
ANN TAYLOR HEADS TO PEMBROKE GARDENS 
Last week, I reported on the imminent ar-
rival of The Cheesecake Factory at the Shops 
at Pembroke Gardens. Now comes word that 
an Ann Taylor concept store is slated to open 
tl1ere in the fall. 
GOLFSMITH OPENS IN BOCA RATON 
Austin, Texas-based Golfsmifu is expand-
ing in Soufu Florida. On March 4, it opened a 
32,000-square-foot retail store at 20415 State 
Road 7, in Boca Raton. The building previ-
ously housed an Albertson's grocery store. 
It has eight stores in Florida, including two 
other South Florida locations - 3300 Oak-
wood Blvd. in Hollywood, and 785 W Execu-
tive Center Drive in West Palm Beach. 
Golfsmifu plans to open up to 12 stores 
nationwide in fue next two years. 
1rmiller@bizjournal1.com \ (954) 949-7516 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-bein9 of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is t,o improve: 
• Acress to health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Together, we can do more to improve the healt~ and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities: Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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HOTELS: 'Elevate' Jatksonville 
bar is the WXYZ Lounge. Happy hour is 
called Twilight. 
The 137-room, five-story property 
is the newest boutique hotel to the 
Jacksonville market. It joins another 
Aloft franchise. near Jacksonville 
International Airport, and is just 
around the corner from Hotel Indigo, 
a boutique-style property and direct 
competitor. 
Boutique hotels are "certainly a posi-
tive indication for Jacksonville," said 
David Mariotti, president of the North 
Florida Hotel & Lodging Association. 
"It helps elevate our destination as it 
would relate to other big cities," said 
Mariotti, who is general manager of 
The Lodge & Club at Ponte Vedra Beach .. 
"Boutique hotels are opening in other 
competitive marketplaces, like Indi-
anapolis and Nashville." 
Hotel Indigo opened at Tapestry Park 
in January 2009, said director of sales 
Beth Chambers. Her hotel is part of the 
Intercontinental Hotels Group, which 
opened the first Hotel Indigo in Atlanta 
in 2004. There are now 38 in the chain. 
"The Hotel Indigo brand is designed to 
be relaxing and rejuvenating," she said. 
"And to subliminally give the message 
that you're at home, you're welcome 
here. We have an open lobby concept, 
which is meant to invite people to come 
down and relax." 
For the past few months, Chambers 
said, Hotel Indigo's occupancy rate has 
averaged around 70 percent. 
"When we first opened, it was not like 
that," she said. "The Jacksonville econ-
omy was terrible and being a brand-
new brand and being in Tapestry Park, 
which was unknown- it was a struggle. 
But last year started booming, and we're 
doing great." 
The Aloft brand operates under the 
Starwood Hotel & Resorts Worldwide 
Inc. umbrella, which covers other hotel 
brands such as St. Regis, Element, The 
Luxury Collection and W 
"The Aloft brand is very up and com-
ing," Simballa said. "It's fresh, relaxed 
and laid-back, from a hotel standpoint. 
It's something relatively new in the 
market." 
The new hotel - a franchise owned by 
St. Louis-based Paige Sports Entertain-
ment and developed by Dallas-based 
Gatehouse Capital Corp. - is the 47th 
Aloft to open since 2008, Simballa said. 
Texas-based Aimbridge Hospital-
ity, which acquired the Sheraton Hotel 
Jacksonville via a lender-mediated sale 
in October, is managing the property. 
For the 16 days in January Aloft was 
open, its occupancy rate was 19.6 per-
cent - well below the Jacksonville av-
erage of 52 percent, but above the 16.2 
percent the management had forecast 
for the month, Simballa said. 
Rates vary from $119 to ·$139 during 
the week and $89 to $119 on weekends, 
Simballa said. Business travelers keep 
weekday rates higher. 
The hotel has hosted several events, 
including a AAA trade show and a pro-
motional event for Deutsche Bank. 
"We're still reaching out to the mar-
ket," Simballasaid. "Wedidalotof work 
pre-opening with businesses, but they 
wanted to touch and see the building." 
agurbal@bizjournals.com I 265-2219 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Access to health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patien t care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care syst.em. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and t heir communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
George Ratiu conducts resea rch in comrnercial real 
i!State and writes regular colum ns for Real Estate 
Insights, SIOR's Professional Report and Commercial 
Property Executive. He produces NAR's Commercial 
Real Estate Outlook and manages the NAR Com.mercial 
Tick t rice: 
Individual ticket I $85 
Table I $800 
Day of Event I $95 
Includes: Breakfast, main 
program events, breakout 




The Workspace of Today & 
Tomorrow 
Moderator: Kimberly Waterhouse, 
Mills Gilbane 
• Revitalization of Downtown 
Jacksonville 
Moderator: Preston Haskell, 
The Haskell Company .... .... .. .. .... .. .... .... .... .. ..... ..... 
• Distressed Commercial Assets 
Moderator. Gary Montout 
Col/lers International 
• Recession, Recovery & Beyond 
In Commercial Lending 
Moderator. Joel Cqykendol' 
NorthMarq 
Industry Panel Discussion ... ... ...... .. ..... .. ..... ... ..... .. ..... .... 
• Industrial Market 
• Multi-Family Market .. ., ..... ..... .. .... ......... .... ..... ...... . 
• Office Market 
• Retail Market 
.·. ?~?!~ ~~~!~~-~-~~~~~ ........... . . 
Moderator: David Si/lick, 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
• •• ~ . .. . .. . . ,; ..... .... ■ •• ♦ ... ... . .. . ~ . . . . . ... . 
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For updated information Seating is limited; 
regarding speakers and breakout 
sessions please visit our website sign up early. 
www.reoutloak.com 
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CCIM Chapter, REALTORS9 
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When you're trying to reach out to a certain 
industry, there's no better way to get your 
message in front of that industry's leaders 
and decision makers than to advertise in 
Orlando Business Journal's special reports. 
UPCOMING 
SPECIAL REPORTS 
The changing legal landscape 
The List: Bankruptcy Law Firms, Litigation Law 
Firms 
Space Deadline: 4 p.m., March 3 
OSCEOLA UPDATE 
Five things that could change the 
county 
The List: Caterers 
Space Deadline: 4 p.m., March 10 
BANKING & FINANCE 
Landing a business loan 
The List: Accounting Firms 
Space Deadline: 4 p.m., March 17 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE 
· Multifamily market update 
The List: Landscape Architects/Landscapers 
Space Deadline: 4 p.m., March 24 
. TRANSPORTATION 
I 
What's on the horizon in Central 
Florida 
The List: Office furniture dealers 
Space Deadline: 4 p.m., March 31 
For more information, contact 
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Commissioner pushes for $30M interchange 
BY ANJALi FLUKER 
A big piece of the planned Innova-
tion Way corridor in east Orange Coun-
ty that stalled last summer is rearing 
its head again. 
And if it moves forward this go-
round, it could attract new industries 
with high-paying jobs, opportunities for 
retailers and an improved economy for 
Central Florida. 
Orange County Commissioner Jen-
nifer Thompson, who took office in 
January, wants to discuss the status of 
the $30 million Innovation Way-Beach-
line interchange in southeast Orlando 
with county commissioners and county 
Mayor Teresa Jacobs. · 
The interchange is the next step for 
th~ budding Innovation Way high-tech 
corridor that connects several major 
employment centers, such as the Univer-
sity of Central Florida, Central Florida 
Research Park, Lake Nona's emerging 
medical city and Orlando International 
Airport. The strategy fits into an ongo-
ing regional effort to lure high-tech jobs, 
thereby diversifying the area's tourism-
heavy economy. 
The interchange also would help the 
area tap into an educated work force 
on Central Florida's east coast, as the 
space shuttle program winds down. 
But the project has a few challenges. 
For one, the proposed interchange project 
halted last August when Salt Lake City-
based developer Suburban Land Reserve 
withdrew its $12.5 million commitment 
Thompson Pratt 
The interchange is the next 
step for the budding 
Innovation Way high-tech 
co"idor that connects several 
major employment centers. 
to the project after the county rejected 
its proposed 6,000-home Innovation Way 
East residential community. Because the 
plan wasn't approved, the developer can't 
bring it back before the county for two 
years. The only way around that is if one 
of the remaining commission members 
who voted on the project last year brings 
it back for a new discussion. 
Of the three who then voted against 
the residential project - former county 
Mayor Rich Crotty and commission-
ers Fred Brummer and Linda Stewart 
- only Brummer remains on the com-
mission after last November's general 
election. Brummer said he would be 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has worked through 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
to improve access to health care for those 
who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Access t.o health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 




willing to change his stance if the de-
veloper shifts its plan by increasing the 
density - homes per acre - west of Tur-
key Creek to support its transit-oriented 
format. 
Jim Pratt, vice president of Florida 
for Suburban Land Reserve, said the 
firm wants to resume talks with the 
county about both the interchange and 
the residential project. 
Jim Harrison, county regional mo-
bility director, said the county may be 
willing to resume discussions on the in-
terchange project. But if Suburban Land 
Reserve isn't willing to give a little, it's 
time to move on. The Orlando-Orange 
County Expressway Authority and the 
county - which have a combined $18.5 
million set aside for the project- can't 
sit on that money forever, Harrison said. 
Meanwhile, Thompson wants talks 
to resume soon, since the interchange 
is a critical component of creating 
more jobs in an area set to boom in the 
near future. 
afluker@bizjournals.com I (407} 241-2910 
Poll: Most like high-speed 
rail, but don't want state 
government to fund it 
A poll by Schwartz Consulting Part-
ners this week about high-speed rail 
found that most Business Journal read-
ers in Orlando and Tampa like the idea 
of high-speed rail and don't oppose fed-
eral spending on the project, but don't 
want the state to fund it. 
Most disagreed with Gov. Rick Scott's 
hard-line stance in rejecting the federal 
funding for high-speed rail and would 
support a program of local private in-
vestment. Sixty-nine percent support 
federal government funding of the proj-
ect, with a component coming from 
either local private or state funding. 
Thirty percent oppose any government 
funding of high-speed rail at all, and 
14 percent oppose the project as a bad 
idea no matter how it is funded. 
A majority of readers (57 percent) 
feel high-speed-ra il would have a 
positive impact on their businesses , 
and 74 percent think it would have a 
positive impact on the Central Flori-
da economy. 
Other findings from the poll: 
• Opponents are less supportive of 
light rail. 
• Neither strong supporters nor 
strong opponents support the idea of 
private investors putting up the money 
for high-speed rail. 
• About a third of supporters said 
they would be willing to invest their 
own money in the project. 
specialrcports@bizjournals.corn I (407} 649-8470 
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Please indicate which of the following best describes your level of support or 





I strongly oppose the High Speed Rail project, regardless of whether funding is private or public. 
0% 
I do not have an opinion on the Orlando to Tampa High Speed Rail project 
What sort of impact do you think the proposed high speed train would 
likely have on your business? 
4% 5% 40% 23% 28% 
Neither Positive nor Negative 
Somewhat Negative 
Very Negative Somewhat Positive Very Positive 
What sort of impact do you think the proposed high speed train would 
likely have on the local economy in Central Florida? 
8% 18% 19% 
Neither Positive nor Negative 
Somewhat Negative 
Very Negative Somewhat Positive Very Positive 
Rail earns support, funding opposed 
More than 62 percent of more than 500 
business people responding to the news-
paper's survey on high-speed rail opinions 
support federal government funding of 
the multi-billion dollar project along with 
a component coming from either local 
private or state funding. 
In fact, they support the general idea. 
But a majority of 60 percent to 40 percent 
opposes Florida's funding the project. Just 
19 percent oppose the project as a bad idea 
no matter how it is funded. 
"The results suggest that most readers 
MORE ONLINE: For 
expanded results of data 
collected on business com-
munity views on high-speed 
rail, see www.tampabaybusi-
nessjoumal.com. 
like the idea ofhigh-
speed rail in gen-
eral, do not oppose 
federal spending 
on the project and 
disagree with Gov. 
Scott's 'hard-line 
stance," sa4d Steve 
Runfeldt, vice president of analytical ser-
vices at Schwartz Consulting Partners Inc. 
"Most readers would support a program 
of local private investment, and support-
ers are willing to put their money where 
their mouth is with 30 percent saying that 
they would personally invest in the HSR 
program." 
When respondent opinions about high-
ABOUT THE SURVEY 
The T88J collaborated with research partner Schwartz 
Consulting Partners Inc., a full-service marketing research 
consultancy in Tampa specializing in the design and execu-
tion of marketing research studies in business-to-consum-
er (82C) and business-to-business (828) markets. SCP 
created a survey link, which was distributed to potential 
respondents. There were 539 responses to the survey. 
speed rail and government spending are 
examined based on support for or opposi-
tion to the project, some interesting pat-
terns emerge, the Schwartz team found. 
Supporters of HSR believe that Tampa 
Bay also needs light rail or some other 
form of mass transit. Opponents are less 
supportive oflight rail. 
Supporters are likely to think that HSR 
should be extended to the airport and the 
beaches, and they feel strongly that Amer-
ica is lagging behind Europe and China in 
the development of HSR. Opponents are 
not at all concerned about foreign com-
petition in this arena. , 
Neither supporters nor detractors agree 
with the idea that transit and transporta-
tion should be completely privatized. 
- Alexis Muellner 
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Chamber: Mianii-Dade schools 
neglecting minority businesses 
BY OSCAR PEDRO MUSIBAY 
The 550-member Miami-Dade Chamber 
of Commerce wants to grow the work black 
businesses get through procurement at Mi-
ami-Dade County Public Schools to 10 per-
cent from less than 2 percent over the next 
few years. 
It is also working to get school board mem-
bers to require Superintendent Alberto M. 
Carvalho to direct principals to increase 
the pool of vendors it considers for small 
CQntracts to include more minority busi-
nesses, including Hispanics, women and 
blacks; to create a mentoring program for 
black and minority businesses to learn 
and participate in the bidding process; to 
create, if they don't already exist, the pro-
grams necessary to help minority busi-
nesses get into the procurement pipeline. 
Chamber President Bill Diggs said he is 
reaching out to the school board directly 
to achieve this after meeting with the su-
perintendent and getting nowhere. 
"He asked what we needed to do, and we 
told him , and he has done nothing;' Diggs 
said. "His responding means I had a meet-
ing with you guys. His responding means 
he's assigned a person to this. His respond-
ing means he gave us some documents. We 
gave him a document at the end of October/ 
beginning of November and got no response 
from hi,?1 until days before our press con-
ference. 
Diggs is referring to a press conference 
he and the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People held Feb. 22 
to call out the school system on its record of 
awarding contracts to minority businesses. 
To make its case, the group used the coun-
ty's own report, which showed that only 
about 4.5 percent of$15 billion spent on con-
struction and procurement since 1987 went 
to black firms. Women-owned business re-
ceived even less (3 percent), while Hispanic-
owned business received 15 percent. 
Basil Bernard, president of Hialeah-based 
Apricot Office Interiors, said he has lost 
about 60 percent, or more than $600,000, 
of his school district work as a result of a 
change in its bidding process. His impression 
is that the lost work is the result of an effort 
by county schools to streamline their process 
and cut costs, but it has had the unintention-
al affect of making it harder for minority and 
small businesses to win work. 
School district spokesman John Schuster, 
responding on behalf of Carvalho, said the 
·school system released the report to bring 
the issue to the forefront and it is continuing 
to speak to various groups. 
"Education is going to be a big part of the 
process, letting business owners know the 
opportunities that are available and how 
they can apply for them;· Schuster said. 
Diggs said Schuster's statement sounds 
good, but it has to be followed with action. 
Diggs said that, moving forward, Miami-
Dade County's small business program for · 
the Florida Marlins ballpark project should 
be drawn on for ideas. The county set goals 
for small business participation in project 
contracts. 
The county also worked extensively with 
the Florida Marlins for outreach. The coun-
ty, city of Miami and the Florida Marlins 
worked together with employment organi-
OSCAR PEDRO MUSIBAY 
Basil Bernard says his business has lost 
more than $600,000 as a result of a change 
in the school district's bidding process. 
zations to recruit prospective workers to the 
ballpark project from the county's neediest 
communities. 
ornu1ibay@biz1ournal1.com I (954) 949-7567 
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IREODROP 
The total number of area employees at 
the top five insurance direct writers on the 
list dropped 21 percent over the past year. DIRECT-WRITER INSURANCE COMPANIES 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Inc. 
4800 Deerwood Campus Parkway, 
1 Jacksonvi lle, 32246 791-6111, 905-1321 
bcbsfl .corn 
State Farm Insurance Cos. 
2 





841 Prudential Drive, Jacksonville, 32207 
351 -5153, 351 -4143 
aetna.com 
Allstate/American Heritage life 
1776 American Heri tage Life Drive, 
5 Jacksonville, 32224 992-1776, WND 
allstateatwork.com 
Fidelity National Financial Inc. 
4 





76 S. Laura St., Jacksonvill e, 32202 
376-1000, WND 
humana.com 
New York life 
7 
7880 Gate Parkway, 
Suite 2000, Jacksonville, 32256 
997-3000, 997-3012 
jacksonville.nyloffices.com 
The Business Journal's designated partner 
company, Scoop ReprintSource, at (BOO) 
767-3263 or scoopreprintsource.com. Other 
companies offering similar services are not 
affiliated in any way with The Business Journal. 
Abbreviation: WNO = Would not disclose 
Source: Company representatives 
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Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center I Pembroke Pines 
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Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
The Blue Foundation for a 
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Health, life, disability, dental, Health insurance Dr. Robert Lufrano Jacksonville 67 
long-term care, flexible spending, Cha irman, CEO 
health reimbursement accounts 
All lines All lines & financial services Curtis D. Hunter Bloomington, Ill. 57 
Marino Rodriguez 
Agency field executives 
Medical, dental, Medicare, li fe, WND Mark R. LaBorde Hartford, Conn. 22 
accidental death & President Jacksonville/ 
dismemberment, short-term Tampa markets 
disability 
Life; health, disability, vision, Worksite David Bird Northbrook, Ill. 45 
dental President Allstate 
Workplace Division 
ntle, homeowners. auto, flood WND George P. Scanlon Jacksonvi lle 
CEO 
Dental, vision, life, disability, Group dental, vision, life, Timothy Love Louisville, Ky. 20 
workplace voluntary benefits, disabilty, workplace voluntary Florida market 
group Medicare Advantage, benefits, group Medicare president, commercial 
individual medical Advantage & individual sales 
Life, including corporate-owned Asset protection, estate Robin Wahby New York 107 
& bank-owned, key person & planning Managing partner 
group carve-outs, long-term care, 
disability 
It is not the intent of this list to endorse participants or imply that a listing indicates quality. Eve,y attempt is made to ensure the 
accuracy and thoroughness of this list. Corrections or additions may be sent to esnite@bizjournals.com. 
We know. 
We'll guide you through the 
increasingly complicated 
maze of laws, government 
regulations and human 
resource issues that come 
into play in the employment 
relationship - including those 
related to Healthcare Reform. 
/1s a Professional Employer 
Organization, we help you 
turn challenges into cost-
effective solutions that allow 
you to achieve your business 
objectives. 
Contact us today to learn how 
we can help. 
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Biz digest 
Help us share your good news with our readers. 
Send information for publication to orlando@bizjournals.com. 
ANNIVERSARIES 
The Orlando office of Woolpert cel-
ebrates its 10th anniversary this _year, 
while the parent company observes its 
centennial. Woolpert, founded in 1911 
as a surveying company, now offers a 
full range of design and infrastructure 
services. It is based in Dayton, Ohio, 
and has more than 650 employees in 22 
offices across the country. 
CONSTRUCTION 
The Central Florida office of Sikon 
Construction broke ground in late 
January on a new $7 million, three-sto-
ry, 84,600-square-foot Publix at Riviera 
Beach supermarket and parking ga-
rage project. Developed by Brandon 
Structures in Orlando and designed 
by Fisher & Associates LLC in Clear-
water, the project is slated for comple-
tion in October. 
Edwards Construction Services 
Inc. got a contract to build the new 
Hyde Park Storage Suites in Daytona 
Beach. The 73,000-square-foot, tilt-wall 
building is scheduled to be completed 
in August. 
Emerson International bought 7 
acres at Central Florida Research Park 
where it plans to build a 40,000-square-
foot facility for Florida Technical 
College. Emerson bought the site from 
O53A LLC, which was 
represented by Jeff K. 
McFadden of McFadden 
Realty Advisors Inc . 
First Builders Inc. is the 
general contractor, and 
Lincoln Property Co. 
is managing the project, 
which will get under way McFadden 
in March. Completion is 
scheduled for October. FTC is leasing 
the build-to-suit facility for 15 years. 
SALES & LEASES 
Fruitland Park Plaza LLC bought 
a 24,785-square-foot facility on U.S. 
Highway 441/27 in Fruitland Park for 
$1.3 million. Realty Capital Vice Presi-
dent Elliott Jamison, Vice President 
Robbie McEwan and Associate Nathan 
Eissler represented the buyer. 
Duke Realty signed five leases to-
taling 247,733 square feet of space in 
its Parksouth and Park 27 distribution 
THRIVING IN CHAOS: 
centers, both in Orlando. Grendha 
Shoes Corp. leased 67,397 square feet 
in Parksouth H. Matt Sullivan and 
Wilson McDowell of Colliers Inter-
national-Central Florida represent-
ed the tenant. Orlando Grand Prix 
leased 60,636 square feet in Parksouth 
F. Jon Slater of Studley represented 
the tenant. 1-800-Pack-
Rat leased 38,050 square 
feet in Parksouth F. Matt 
Sullivan and Wilson Mc-
Dowell of Colliers Inter-
national-Central Florida 
represented the tenant. 
Finally, Walt Disney 
Murphy Parks & Resorts leased 
50,900 square feet in Park-
south A. David Murphy of 
CB Richard Ellis represented Disney. 
City College leased 24,000 square 
feet of space for 10 years at 177 and 
197 Montgomery Road in Altamonte 
Springs. Robin Kesler with Re/Max 
Selec t Commercial represented 
the landlord. 
ReSell CNC LLC signed a two-year 
lease for 9,000 square feet of warehouse 
space at 1065 Nursery Road in Winter 
Springs. Eva Grace Royal of Quest Co. 
of Central Florida Inc . represented 
the tenant. Ben LaFreniere, also of 





Kolin formed a new al-
ternative dispute law 
firm called Lawrence H. 
Kolin PA. 
Data Transfer Solu-
tions LLC opened an 
office in Portland, Ore. 
Data Transfer Solutions 
is based in Avalon Park. 
Nuviva Medical Weight Loss 
opened in Baldwin Park. It's the first 
franchise location for the company, 
which is based in Fort Myers . 
STAFFING 
Source2 reported record revenue in 
2010 of$13.6 million, a 30.5 percent gain 
over 2009's revenue of $10.4 million. Net 
income for 2011 was $350,073, compared 
with $11,078 in 2009. Source 2 is a staff-
ing and recruiting fir m in Orlando. 
Finding Balance in the Dysfunctional Work Environments 
of Education, Health Care and Government 
March 1, 2011 8:30 a.m. • 5:00 p.m. 
Early Reiistration: $259 
On or before February 15, 2011 
To R,egister: 407-582-6688 
valenciacc.edu/si1natureevents 
Presented in partnership 1tJith: l:NIVF.llf.lTYOf ~!VJ.fl 
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Buca di Beppo is your answer to one fabulous group dining 
experience. Our staff will organize and plan your events with one 
of our family-style banquet packages. Our Italian specialties are 
also available in Extra Large Party Pans To Go. 
FLORIDA MALL 
8001 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL • 407.859.7844 
MAITLAND 
1351 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE • 407.622.7663 
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As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
recognizes the best health nonprofits in Florida. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center I Pembroke Pines 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
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As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and the,r communities, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
recognizes the best health nonprofits ,n Florida. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida is now 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center I Pembroke Pines Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Ao:ess t.o health rare. 
• Consumer health. Hebr:11 Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
• Quality and safety of patient care: 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
... 
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KATHLEEN CABBLE 
Larry Wood, warehouse manager for Florida Chemical Supply, loads chemicals for delivery with Joe Morales, 
delivery driver/manager. 
Bay area companies score business 
in Dominican Republic after mission 
BY JANE MEINHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
An Enterprise Florida trade mission to 
the Dominican Republic provided a con-
sortium of Tampa Bay area companies 
with opportunities expected to produce 
several million in revenue initially and 
more over time. 
Representatives of the new integrated sup-
ply consortium of Florida Chemical Supply 
Inc., Goodyear Rubber Products Inc., Florida 
Industrial Products and Electric Supply Inc. 
already are quoting on supply deals for vari-
ous Dominican companies and entities they 
met during the two-day trip. 
The consortium found "a tremendous 
amount of opportunity" for exporting to 
the Dominican Republic, said Marc Mase-
man, president and chief executive officer 
of Florida Chemical in Tampa, who ended 
up staying an extra day in Santo Domingo 
to follow up and visit business facilities. 
The quick success illustrates the kind of 
tangible opportunities that can develop as 
a result of trade missions. 
OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND 
Florida-origin exports to the Dominican 
Republic in 2009 were valued at $1.4 bil-
lion, according to Enterprise Florida statis-
tics. Among the commodities exported the 
most were electric apparatus and storage 
batteries, motor vehicles, air conditioning 
equipment and fabrics. 
The Dominican Republic mission, Mase-
man's first to LatinAmerica,·gives his com-
pany a foothold in a new market. Florida 
Chemical has a subsidiary in Denmark for 
distribution in 14 European Union coun-
tries plus agents in Malaysia, Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Laos. 
"Latin America has been a soft market 
for us, and we are now shifting some focus 
in that direction as there are many emerg-
ing countries competing globally from the 
region," Maseman said. One Dominican 
prospect involves a power transformer 
manufacturer that imports oil and other 
supplies, which he estimated could be a 
deal amounting to nearly $2 million a year. 
Another opportunity for the entire con-
sortium is providing the supplies needed 
by an aviation services company that han-
dles operations such as catering, baggage, 
. cleaning, maintenance and ground sup-
port at several airports in the Dominican 
Republic. Chemicals, lubricants, lighting 
· and hoses are among the exports the avia-
tion company needs. 
CONSORTIUM FOCUSES ON COST SAVING 
The trade mission was part of a con-
certed effort by the consortium to save 
costs during the economic downturn by 
combining logistics, sharing distribution 
prospects, finding new trade partners and 
eliminating companies in the middle. 
"We sell to exporters in Miami, and then 
they resell to others," said Brad Atkinson, 
vice president of sales and marketing at 
Florida Industrial Products in Tampa: "This 
time we went di-
rectly to the end CURRENT 
users so we are 
the competitors. TRADE 
"I've already 
received requests MISSIONS 
for quotations, 
and one is in the 
$100,000 range,'' Enterprise Florida, a public-
Atkinson said. private partnership devoted 
"It's very large for to economic development, 
us. We don't do arranges and hosts trade 
that very often." missions to encourage business 
The trip cost development opportunities. 
his company The organization lists missions 
about $2,000 so and events on its website at 
he figures FIP's www.eflorida.com. 
return on the in-
vestment shows 
the mission was worth the expense. The 
company's pipe valves and fittings for in-
dustrial use caught the interest of a busi-
ness that handles all the gas and propane 
in the Dominican Republic. 
"That would be huge," Atkinson said. "This 
was a very productive trip with back-to-back 
appointments with companies for two days. 
It shows we can do business down tl1ere." 
Michael Torres, marketing manager at 
Goodyear Rubber Products in St Petersburg, 
estimated he met with about 50 Dominican 
companies either personally or through 
members of the consortium during the trade 
mission. The supply deals he is quoting to 
Dominican interests could total $1 million 
or more overall for Goodyear, a p1ivate com-
pany founded 62 years ago in Florida. 
"I've been in industrial distribution for 37 
years," Torres said. "The exporting business 
is a different animal. We found a strong 
preference for American.goods. I'm putting 
together a lot of quotations." 
jmelnha,dt@b,zjouinals com I 727.224.2299 
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Get SFBJ's free daily breaking news updates or news by industry sent to you by e-mail. 
Register at www.southfioridabusinessjournal.com/emails or use your QR-enabled smart phone to scan this code. 
Federal agents swept out across the nation 
in what was called the largest-ever federal 
health care fraud bust, involving more than 
$225 million in fraudulent Medicare billing. 
The sting netted 111 people, including 32 in 
South Florida. 
' Riviera Beach-based Zeiger Crane Rental 
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, 
listing debts of up to $50 million. 
~ Florida's mo1tgage delinquency rate at 
the ertd of2010 was the highest in the na-
tion. The Mortgage Bankers Association said 
more than 24 percent of the home loans in 
the state were one payment or more past 
due. The national average was 13.6 percent. 
Florida was the nation's fourth-largest ex-
port state in 2010, according to federal fig-
ures. With nearly an 18 percent increase in 
exports above 2009's level, Florida was be-
hind only New York. California and Texas. 
Average room rates in the Miami area were 
up 4 percent, year-over-year, in January, trail-
ing only New York among top U.S. markets, 
according to Smith Travel Research figures 
J POll RISUlIS 
Our survey may have been online, but 
59 percent of our Biz Pulse respondents 
said they still like to read print publica-
tions, rather than electronic versions. 
Our survey was conducted as Apple 
and Amazon.com announced d~tails of 
programs for publishers to go online. 
How often are you late? 
Visit www.south-
floridabusinessjour-
nal.com to participate 
in our Biz Pulse sur-
vey or use your QR-
enabled smart phone 
to scan this code. 
released by tourism officials in Miami-Dade 
County. Unfortunately, snowstorms kept 
some visitors from arriving, and room occu-
pancy was down 0.8 percent, to 74.5 percent. 
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International 
Airport reported a 5.1 percent year-over-year 
increase in passengers in January, with 16.3 
percent growth in international passengers 
and 3.1 percentgrowth in domestic passen-
gers. The 5.1 percent increase in total pas-
Hise and shine! 
Join the staff of the South Florida Business Journal for breakfast 
from 8:30 to 1 0 a.m. on Thursday, March 241 Take this opportunity 
to network with the publisher, editor, reporters and staff, who cover 
the most important business news in South Florida, as well as the 
area's best and brightest business leaders. 
Editor in Chief Kevin Gale will present "How to Get Ink," 
offering some of the most effective ways to: 
• Present your news and event listings to our reporters and editors. 
• Make sure your company is considered for one of our lists, which 
are researched and compiled weekly. 
• Make a nomination for our awards program. 
Tickets to the breakfast are: 
• $30 for existing subs:::ribers 
- $91 .95 for a new, cfne-year 
subscript ion and 2011 Book of Lists 
Hosted by: 
Saulll flarlda 
6400 N. Andrews Ave., Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33309 
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 
Time: 8:30 am - 10 am 
To register, please visit: 
http://events.bizjournals.com/event/41351 
For more information, please contact I 1111 IIIMI 
Teresita Monterrosa at (954) 949-7569 
or e-mail tmonterrosa@bizjournals.com 
Publication preferences 
Do you like publications better in print or electronic format? 
Source:www.sou1hfloridabu1ines1journal.com poll. feb 16-23 
sengers put the airport at 2.07 million - the 
highest since 2.18 million last March. 
The University of Florida said Floridians re-
main relatively positive about the economy 
with consumer confidence holding steady at 
a 77 out of 100 rating in February, after rising 
seven points in January. 
I The average price of a South Florida home 
slid to a new post-peak low in December, 
according to the Standard & Poor's/Case-
Shiller index. Prices fell 3.7 percent, year-
over-year. Plices fell a half-percent from No-
vember to December, data showed. 
Florida banks lost $483 million in the 
fourth quarter while the nation's banks 
earned $21.7 billion, the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corp. reported. The Florida loss was 
worse than the $150 million third quarter 
loss, but improved from a $520 million loss 
in the prior-year period. 
i The newly renamed B1ickell World Plaza of-
fice tower, at 600 Brickell Ave. in Miami, will 
open in August, developer Foram Group said. 
The building, which is precertified LEED plat-
inum, is still seeking its first tenants. 
Kevin Gale rep01ted that H. Wayne Huiz-
enga's former home on the New River in Fort 
Lauderdale is now for sale as a teardown. 
Paul Brinkmann interviewed the new CEO 
oflaw firm Yoss LLP, who said publicity 
about a scandal involving former name part-
ner Hank Adorno has started to die down. 
Susan Miller reported that New York's 
Brandman Agency is sponsoring an online 
auction of travel packages, dining, rare wines 
and art in conjunction with the Food Net-
work South Beach Wine & Food Festival. 
- Amy Limbert reported on the Business Jour-
nals DataCenter, which has information on 
2010 gubernatorial campaign contributions. 
( 
SAPPHIRE 
AW A R D 
As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
recognizes the best health nonprofits ,n Florida. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center I Pembroke Pines 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens/ Palm City 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Acress to health care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality oflife. 
• The health care system. ... 
FLORIDA 
For more information, please visit www.bluefoundationfl.com 
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Local banks continue to slip in statewide rankings 
BY CHRISTIAN CONTE 
STAFF WRITER 
JACKSONVILLE - Fourth-quarter 
2010 results show that Northeast Flori-
da's regional banks continue to be weak, 
and as the health of community banks 
goes, so goes the local economy. 
Sean Snaith, director of the Univer-
sity of Central Florida's Institute for 
Economic Competitiveness, said that 
because banks tend to focus on concen-
trated geographic regions, their health 
is a reflection of that region. For Jack-
sonville, the state of the banks is a re-
flection of the still-foundering commer-
cial and residential real estate markets 
and the still-high unemployment rate. 
"There!s still some pain that has to be 
worked through," Snaith said. "There's 
no magic wand or flick of the switch to 
make the economy improve." 
Bad loans accounted for 9.41 percent 
of total assets at nine banks based in the 
Jacksonville area in the fourth quarter, 
nearly twice the state average. Bad loans 
in the area were up 30 percent and net 
losses were up 17.2 percent in the fourth 
quarter from the third quarter, accord-
ing to data from Saltmarsh, Cleaveland 
& Gund, a public accounting and con-
sulting firm in Pensacola. 
While the area banks' total risk-based 
capital ratio of 10.95 percent in the 
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fourth quarter was an improvement 
over 10.03 in the third quarter, it was the 
second worst region in the state. 
The total risk-based capital, which 
is one of the measurements regulators 
monitor closely to determine a bank's 
health, measures the risk-weight of 
the bank's assets against its total capi-
tal. Banks must maintain a 10 percent 
or greater total risk-based capital ratio 
to remain "well-capitalized." The state 
average for total risk-based capital was 
14.36 percent in the fourth quarter from 
14.29 percent in the third quarter. 
Three out of the nine banks in North-
east Florida had capital ratios below 
10 percent. First Guaranty Bank and 
Trust Co. of Jacksonville had 5.11 per-
cent, Florida Capital Bank NA had 
9. 79 percent and Heritage Bank of North 
Florida had 6.96 percent. 
Bill Massey, an accountant and share-
holder at Saltmarsh, Cleaveland & Gund, 
said the reason Jacksonville banks contin-
ue to drop in performance relative to other 
areas of the state is because many of the 
weakest banks in hard-hit Southeast and 
Southwest Florida have already failed. 
Also impacting Jacksonville's overall 
statistics is its relative small number of 
banks cpmpared with other areas of the 
state. The number of Northeast Florida-
based banks continued to shrink in the 
fourth quarter. Only the South Central 
area has fewer banks with six. The Florida 
Panhandle banks did worse than Jackson-
ville area banks with 10.32 percent of the 
total assets in the nonperforming catego-
ry in the fourth quarter and the net loss up 
20.l percent to $95.2 million. 
Massey said that although bankers were 
more optimistic in the fourth quarter than 
they had been, it could still take another 18 
to 24 months for banks to rid themselves of 
bad assets and return to profitability. 
"Until I see some hard nmnbers to that 
effect, I'm not willing to say we're out of 
the woods just yet," he said. 
cconte@bizjournals.com I 265-2227 
Northeast Florida banks are still racking up bad debt and suffering income losses. 
Third quarter 2010 Fourth quarter 2010 
*Northeast Fla. Statewide *Northeast Fla. Statewide 
Net income ($63.4M) ($533.9M) ($74.3M) ($1 B) 
NPA/assets 8.27% 5.49% 9.41% 
Nonaccrual $210.GM $4.1B $273.7M 
Total RBC 10.03% 14.29% 10.95% 
*Does not include thrift banks, EverBank, First Atlantic Bank or Bank of St. Augustine 
Net income= Gross income minus operating expenses 
NPA/assets = Nonperforming assets, or loans that are not being paid, divided by assets 




Total RBC = Total risk-based capital, a measurement of capita l adequacy based primarily on the perceived credit ri sk associated 
with balance sheet assets. 
-. - .. : 
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Royal Oak Homes ramps up Orlando operations 
BY ANJALI FLUKER 
Bill Orosz Jr. doesn't mind being 
at the bottom end of the curve, since 
there's nowhere to go but up. 
Orosz founded home-
building firm Cambridge 
Homes during 1991's real 
estc1te down cycle and in 14 
years delivereff600 homes 
anrl. revenue of $166 mil-
liQn. Orosz sold the firm to 
Red Bank, N.J.-based Hov-
nanian Enterprises Inc. Orosz Jr. 
(NYSE: HOV) in 2005. 
Now, he's ready to do it again. 
The new company he incorporated 
last fall, Royal Oak Homes LLC, will 
break ground this year on two Central 
Florida communities and hire up to '30 
people during the next 18 months. 
Orosz said he's introducing the firm 
as residential real estate is improving. 
Metro Orlando posted 3,048 new home 
starts in 2010, up 15.8 percent from 2,633 
in 2009, sa id real estate research firm 
HBW Inc. "It's a great time to get in the 
ground," Orosz said. "We can build our 
back office, start exposing our brand 
name and start selling houses." 
Construction could start next month 
on model and speculative homes in 
Hammock Trails in Kissimmee. Royal 
Oak Homes inherited 134 completed 
home lots and 234 undeveloped lots in 
the community after buying the bank 
note left unpaid by KB Home, which 
had completed about 100 homes before 
JIM CARCHIDI 
Brothers Matt and Stephen Orosz 
of Royal Oak Homes LLC 
abandoning the project, Orosz said. New 
homes will be priced from the $140,000s. 
Royal Oak Homes also plans to start 
on Breckenridge in Apopka, a 140-lot 
community with homes 
starting in the $180,000s. 
Jim Reinert, Central 
Florida division vice pres-
ident for homebuilder Toll 
Brothers Inc. , said firms 
with available capital 
should take advantage of 
distressed property deals Reinert 
and start building now. 
Toll Brothers this year announced 153 
homes in three new communities, one of 
which was bank-owned in east Orlando. 
But that's not to say the local industry 
doesn't still have its troubles, such as tight 
credit markets preventing buyers from 
securing mortgages. Orlando also had 
What this means to you: 
• New jobs wi ll help boost the local 
economy. 
• New construction wi ll create a need 
fo r surrounding retail and services 
fo r construction workers and residents. 
• Homes on empty lots eventually will 
help increase property va lues. 
• Local governments will get more 
money from property taxes, helpi ng 
them continue to provide services. 
Royal Oak Homes LLC 
Headquarters: Baldwin Park 
Contact: (407) 206-9300; 
partners@royaloakhomesfl .com or 
sales@royaloakhomesfl.com 
the ninth-highest foreclosure rate in 2010 
among the nation's top metro areas, with 
61,674 filings, said Irvine, Calif.-based on-
line research firm RealtyTrac Inc. That's 
keeping home values depressed. 
Scott Brown, Raymond James & Asso-
ciates Inc.'s senior vice president/chief 
economist, said starting a firm now is 
gutsy since the economy is still shaky. 
"The ultimate recovery in housing will 
come when there's job growth." 
Even so, Royal Oak Homes is gearing 
_up for another four to six communities 
orlandobusinessjournal.com QB~ S 
Jumping the gun? 
Residential real estate research-
er and consultant Jack McCabe 
said homebuilders may be over-
zealous in preparing for a rebound. 
Builders in the last six months 
have been doing due diligence and 
pushing land-acquisition efforts 
for what they see 
as demand for new 
homes. "Builders 
are so anxious to get 
going again because 
they don 't make 
any money unless 
they're building," McCabe 
McCabe said. 
But another rush of foreclosures 
and short sales are set to hit in the 
coming year, prompted by last 
year's lender moratoriums and 
another round of toxic mortgages 
from the boom years slated to reset. 
Even now, nearly half of the mar-
ket is made up of distressed proper-
ties, whereas those comprise only 
1 to 2 percent of the inventory in a 
normal market. 
With all that drama, prices still 
won't bottom out at least until 2012, 
and builders will have a hard time 
continuing to sell new homes at dis-
tressed home prices, McCabe said. 
-Anjali Fluker 
in the next 18 months, said Matt Orosz, 
Bill Orosz's son and company president. 
afluker@bizjournals.com I ( 407) 241-29 10 
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The Towers of Channelslde pool area 
Towers nearing sold out status 
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Rays' player purchases 
illustrate market swings 
TAMPA- Talk about slick fielding. 
Tampa Bay Rays third baseman Evan 
Longoria paid$415,000fora two-bedroom 
condominium at the Towers of Channel-
side shortly after the team lost the 2008 
World Series. 
1\vo years later Rays second baseman 
Reid Brignac scooped up a three-bed-
room condo in the same development 
for $366,000. 
Since baseball players love stats, here's 
one that matters in real estate: Longoria 
paid $247 per square foot; Brignac paid 
$149 per square foot. 
Good deal for the rookie, who earned 
less than half as much as his All-Star team-
mate in 2010. 
The purchase price difference resulted 
from the historic crash of real estate prices 
and the developer of the twin condo towers 
filing for bankruptcy protection. The Tow-
ers of Channelside remains in receivership, 
and prices have declined by 45 percent. 
But it appears the 257-unit luxury build-
µigs might be sold out by the time the Rays 
start their 2011 season in April. 
"We are clearly bucking the trend with 
our recent strong sales activity, and it's a 
testament to the value and quality avail-
able at Towers of Channelside," said Steve 
McAuliffe, president of JMC Realty, which 
took over sales and marketing a year ago. 
The market has corrected the pre-bust 
price point, McAuliffe said. "This is where 
it should be," he said during a recent tour 
of the property. · 
WIDE PRICE POINTS 
Prices at Towers of Channelside range 
from about $168,000 for a one-bedroom, 
1,145-square-foot lower floor unit to 
around $375,000 for a three-bedroom, 
three-bathroom upper floor unit ofnearly 
2,200-square feet. 
Penthouse units of about 2,000 square 
feet start under $500,000. The largest pent-
house units of nearly 5,000 square feet are 
available for less than $1 million. 
With units selling at asking price and 
little room for negotiation, buyers can have 
confidence they are making a sound fi-
nancial decision, said Cheryl McCormick 
Brown, sales and marketing director for 
JMCRealty. 
Thirty-five condos remain unsold. The 
units are evenly spread in the two 28-story 
towers. 
Most of the buyers are "empty nesters 
in the 45- to 64-year-old range, with an 
emphasis on the younger," McAuliffe said. 
Most don't need to sell a house for their 
down payment. 
In additional to ballplayers, the condos 
are attracting doctors from Tampa General 
Hospital and other local residents rather 
than out-of-town investors. 
In August the condos were approved 
for Fannie Mae financing. The govern-
ment-backed loans mean smaller down 
payments for potential homebuyers. This 
typically allows for a quicker qualification 
and closing process. 
CREDIT LOOSENING? 
The market for private mortgage insur-
ance, for loarts more than 80 percent of a 
home's value, also began to thaw about the 
middle of last year, said Jason Nordin, a 
loan officer with HomeBan.c in Tampa, one 
of several lenders at Towers of Channelside. 
"We are seeing a lot more movement in 
the condo market," he said. 
Condo buyers fit the trend of baby boom-
ers who want to live in urban, mixed-use 
developments, said Jennifer Doerfel, ex-
ecutive vice president of the Tampa Bay 
Builders Association. That shift eventually 
should lead to transit and other infrastruc-
ture investment, which will help put some 
of the construction workers who lost jobs 
during the recession back to work. 
"We are seeing the beginning of a return 
to a normal market," Doerfel said. But she 
doesn't see any new condo developments 
on the horizon. 
JMC Realty has sold 103 units at Towers 
of Channelside over the past year. A hand-
ful of people who bought condos when 
the development opened in 2007, or their 
relatives, have purchased second units to 
reduce their price average, McCormick 
• Brown said. Subleases are restricted to 
a minimum of seven months to reduce 
turnover and boost the community feeling. 
HOAfees, whichcoverwaterandsewer, 
maintenance, landscaping and amenities 
such as the pool, range from $553 to about 
$2,000 a month. 
markholan@blzjournals.com j 813.342.2468 
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According to lnnoVida, its materials have been used on 60 buildings and 80 homes in Haiti. 
Haiti projects going well amid 
other issues, Inno Vida says 
BY PAUL BRINKMANN 
Although Miami Beach business.man Clau-
dio Osorio is beset by legal troubles at home 
and abroad, he and his company, InnoVida 
Holdings, insist they are making progress on 
their most important project - building af-
fordable housing in Haiti. 
Osorio made headlines 
last year when he held a 
press conference shortly af-
ter a devastating January 
earthquake. He announced 
that his company would 
establish A House For You 
Foundation, a nonprofit 
group that would build du-
Osorio rable, affordable cabins in 
Haiti using InnoVida's fiber 
composite material. 
Osorio lined up celebrities including 
Alonzo Mourning and retired Gen. Wesley 
Clark to support the project. At the time, ln-
no Vida said it had secured $15 million in in-
vestment capital to build a factory in Haiti 
that could produce 10,000 houses a year. 
The company also received a $10 million 
loan from tl1e federal Overseas Private Invest-
ment Corp. 
But, since then,,Osorio has suffered a string 
of legal setbacks, including an investigation 
by the Swiss government regarding alleged 
fraud connected to his former company, CHS 
Electronics. 
And local businessman Chris Korge, filed 
motions in a lawsuit to have a court-appoint-
ed receiver take over Osorio's lnnoVida. 
Osorio has declined repeated requests for 
interviews about InnoVida and the Haiti 
project. In response to the Business Journals 
questions, lnnoVida sent a press release from 
Jan. 3 that gave a progress report on its Haiti 
. operations. The company said the nwnber of 
projects using lnnoVida's materials had "ex-
panded considerably'.' According to the re-
lease, projects include 60 buildings - mostly 
schools - and 80 homes. Some co-sponsors 
include cruise industry giant Royal Carib-
bean Cruises Ltd. and World Vision, a Chris-
tian humanitarian nonprofit. Projects listed 
in the news release include a school in La-
badee, and a supermarket and bungalows in 
Port-au-Prince. · 
The release says A House For You_Founda-
tion has contributed "close to $1 million~ 
Lisa Sampson, a spokeswoman for lnnoV-
ida, said in an e-mail response tlmt the com-
pany has tapped $3 million of a $10 million 
OPICloan. 
DUANY DESIGNED BUILDINGS FOR HAITI 
Osorio also had help from leading Miami 
. architect Andres Duany, who helped design 
many of tl1e buildings going into Haiti. 
Duany was also a board member of lnno V-
ida for a while, along with former Gov. Jeb 
Bush and Miami developer Jorge Perez, Dua-
ny said. But, he said in an interview this week 
that he resigned last year. 
"When suspicions started to surface, I 
wrote a letter saying I resigned from the 
board, and told them to take me off the web-
site as design director:' Duany said. "They had 
listed me as that for no pay'.' 
When asked what suspicions had surfaced, 
Duany said "vague stuff about questions be-
ing asked, about where tlie money for Haiti 
had gone'.' He declined to elaborate further. 
Duany has been in Haiti recently because 
he is helping to rebuild the Port-au-Prince 
city center. He said he saw a school building 
that Inno Vida said it had built, but he was not 
impressed with it. 
"I don't know how they run their business; I 
just don't get it;' Duany said. "It always struck 
me as very slack, although he was pulling it 
together. It was getting better'.' 
Duany said he believes the Inno Vida prod-
uct, the fiber composite building material, is 
valuable, and he "hopes tl1e product survives'.' 
A wealthy neighbor of Osorio recently re-
ceived a jury verdict of $6 million in a lawsuit 
tliat claimed investor fraud regarding anotli-
er one of Osorio's companies, but Osorio is 
challenging the verdict 
Osorio was named Ernst &. Young's 1997 
Entrepreneur of ilie Year. He is a politically 
connected resident of Miami Beach's exclu-
sive Star Island, and a significant fundraiser 
for Hillary Clinton. 
pbrinkmann@bizjournals.com I (954) 949-7562 
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Fannie/Freddie loan buybacks hurt local banks' profits 
BY CHRISTIAN CONTE 
STAFF WRITER 
JACKSONVILLE - Bank of America 
Corp. made news recently when it bought 
back bad mortgages it had sold to Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, but it's not just the 
big guys getting stuck with bad loans. 
Mark Johnson, president and CEO of 
Florida Capital Bank Mortgage, based in 
Jacksonville, said banks and mortgage 
loan originators large and small are be-
ing asked by the federal mortgage giants 
to buy back mortgages that don't conform 
to underwriting guidelines. That's forc-
ing banks to put additional time and mon-
ey into either taking back the bad loans 
and hurting profits or proving that they 
shouldn't have to. 
Johnson said that for Florida Capital, 
which has $1 billion in 
assets and $938.6 million 
in deposits, the buybacks 
have been a small percent-
age of overall loan origi-
nations. He declined to 
say the exact percentage. 
Still, he has two employ-
ees dedicated to what he 
calls forensic underwrit- Johnson 
ing, going through each 
loan that Fannie and Freddie ask the bank 
to take back. In some cases, Johnson said 
he does take back the loan, but in others, 
he does not. 
"Lenders are in a Catch-22 because Fan-
nie and Freddie are the biggest mortgage 
guarantors in the world," Johnson said. 
"We need them." 
Of the 14 banks based in Northeast Flor-
ida, very few were in the residential mort-
gage loan origination business even at the 
height of the market. Ever Bank Financial 
Group Inc. did originate residential mort-
gages, but a representative of the bank did 
not return a request for comment. 
Fannie Mae (OTCBB: FNMA) was cre-
ated by the Franklin D. Roosevelt admin-
istration during the Great Depression 
to provide local lenders with money for 
fmancing home purchases. Freddie Mac 
(OTCBB: FMCC) was created in 1970, and 
together both agencies provide liquidity 
in the housing market by supplying finan-
cial institutions an outlet for selling their 
mortgages. 
Lenders sell mortgages to Fannie and 
Freddie so they have more money to re-
lend. Fannie and Freddie, in turn, bundle 
and issue securities against the loans for 
sale to investors. Sometimes Fannie and 
Freddie require lenders to buy back the 
loans they sell for deficiencies in docu-
mentation or other reasons. 
Johnson said part of the problem stems 
from many lenders following Fannie and 
Freddie guidelines for underwriting stan-
dards in years past, including for loans 
that required limited documentation on 
income verification. It wasn't until after 
some of those loans started to go bad that 
Fannie and Freddie started asking banks 
to take them back. 
The Wall Street Journal has reported 
that the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commis-
sion has determined that Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac have asked banks over the 
past three years to buy back nearly 167,000 
loans valued at $34.8 billion. They've re-
ceived $20.9 billion worth of those loans. 
That includes Bank of America, which 
paid $2.6 billion Dec. 31 to settle claims 
relating to mortgages that allegedly did 
not conform to Fannie and Freddie's un-
derwriting standards. The agencies asked 
BofA (NYSE: BAC), to buy back thousands 
of loans from its Countrywide Financial 
"If you loo back at this 
period 20 years from now it's 
just going to be a blip in time, but 
things have massively changed in 
a short period of time." 
Matt Daly 
President 
Dolphin Home Mortgage 
Corp. The Charlotte-based bank agreed to 
pay the $2.6 billion to buy back the Coun-
trywide loans just two years after pur-
chasing the lender for $2.5 billion. 
The nation's other mega bank, Wells 
Fargo & Co. (NYSE: WFC), based in San 
Francisco, has announced that it will not 
buy back disputed mortgages sold to Fan-
nie and Freddie. 
John Hirabayashi, president and CEO 
of Community First Credit Union of 
Florida, said that when lenders have to 
buy back loans from Fannie or Freddie, it 
often affects their bottom line. 
"The property values of the mortgaged 
homes can be less than the remaining bal-
No. No. No. 
No. No. No. 
No. No. No. 
ance on the loan, or the loans are current-
ly delinquent, or both," Hirabayashi said. 
"If the lender ends up taking back the 
homes from the borrowers, it has to write 
off the losses incurred on the sale of the 
homes. This affects their capital reserve 
and ultimately their net income." 
Hirabayashi said he hasn't had any 
requests from Fannie or Freddie to buy 
back loans, and he does not expect that he 
will because the underwriting process on 
these loans is done completely internally 
at Community First, lessening the chance 
for unqualified loans to be made. 
The struggle facing mortgage loan orig-
inators in buying back loans from Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac is just one of many 
issues in the banking industry. 
April Charney, an attorney at Jackson-
ville Area Legal Aid, said that although 
some inroads have been made, she ex-
pects the problems to continue before 
they improve. 
"There are problems all up and down 
the line," Charney said. 
While there are sprouts of improve-
ment in other segments of the economy; 
experts say the mortgage lending indus-
try is at a place it's never been before, and 
where it's headed is unclear. 
"If you look back at this period 20 years 
from now, it's just going to be a blip in 
time, but things have massively changed 
in a short period of time," said Matt Daly; 
president of Dolphin Home Mortgage 
Inc. in Ponte Vedra Beach. "What's go-
ing to happen in the future no one really 
knows." 
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Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, 
Kantor & Reed PA 
Jacqueline Bozzuto recently was 
elected president of Commercial Real 
Estate Women (CREW) Orlando, an or-
ganization dedicated to helping female 
decision-makers in commercial real es-
tate do business together. "I'm thrilled 
about it; I think we're going to do great 
things this year," she said. 
Bozzuto is an attorney with 
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & 
Reed, an Orlando law firm specializing 
in legal issues concerning businesses. 
Her areas of expertise include commer-
cial leasing, real estate transactions, 
development and finance, and restau-
rant service practices. "My family was 
involved in real estate, so it was a natu-
ral step for me." 
Bozzuto has been recognized with 
an AV rating by Martindale-Hubbell, 
which means her peers rank her at the 
highest level of professional excellence. 
She also was selected for inclusion in 
the 2007-2009 Florida Super Lawyers 
and listed in the 2009-2010 Best Law-
yers in America. 
Aside from her involvement with 
CREW Orlando, Bozzuto is a member of 
Valencia Community College's hospital-
ity management advisory committee. 
Personal 
Age:46 
Hometown: San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Education: Bachelor's degree and law 
degree, University of Florida 
First job: Helping my father in his Pasta 
Factory restaurants 
Hobbies: Cooking, travel, race car 
driving, working out, collecting wine 
Favorite distraction: Entertaining 
and surrounding myself with 
genuine people 
Business Philosophy 
Motto: Live in the present and 
appreciate where you are, who you 
are and what helped you get there. 
Basic philosophy: Service is the key 
element to any successful business. 
Greatest challenge: Recognizing that 
everyone wants different things, 
and delivering that 
Lessons learned: There is no pleasing 
everyone, so do what you know is 
right. Every experience, good or 
bad, helps me grow. 
Words I live by: Be yourself - everyone 
else is taken. 
What motivates me: Appreciation 
Best way to stay competitive: Know your 
industry and help others because it is 
JIM CARCHIDI 
Jacqueline Bozzuto 
the right thing to do, not because you 
expect something out of it. 
Judgment Calls 
Best business decision: Working in the 
hospitality / restaurant industry. 
People in this industry are 
wonderful and genuine. 
Worst business decision: Trying to look 
sexy instead of smart on my first day 
of work. 
Best advice received: If there is 
a positive or negative way to look 
at something, always choose the 
positive. Look for the best in 
people, and often you will find 
they rise to this expectation. 
True Confessions 
If I could pick any other job, I'd: Have my 
own cooking show 
What I'm good at: I am a good judge of 
character. I motivate by positive rein-
forcement. I say thank you every day. 
What I'm bad at: Dieting. I love food and 
just need to work out. 
What makes me angry: Passive-aggressive 
behavior 
What makes me happy: Hammocks 
between palm trees on a beach 
with a good book 
Et Cetera 
Favorite movie: Undercover Blues 
Place I'd like to visit: Ireland 
Favorite food: Cheese - any kind 
Song I listen to most right now: "Promise" 
by Steph Green 
I've always wanted to learn to: Speak 
Italian 
I'd be most interested in meeting: 
The Barefoot Contessa 
-Marco Funk 
11 1 SIRAUIIIS 
Moffitt - it's our only priority. This 
clarity of mission for our physicians, 
surgeons, nurses, researchers and 
technicians - a team of more 
than four thousand - not 
only sets us apart from 
other hospitals, it leads 
to breakthroughs 
in prevention, 
t r e a t m e. n t 
and - then 
one day -
a cure. 





Grow Finan- Strickland 
clal Federal 
Credit Union in Tampa. 
Strickland previously was 
vice president of marketing. 
Brian Holloway was 
promoted to assistant vice 
president of marketing at 
Grow. Holloway previously 
was marketing manager. 
Katherine Peterson was 
promoted to assistant vice 
president of human re-
sources at Grow. Peterson 
previously was professional 




as senior vice 
president of investor rela-
tions. Arnold most recently 
was vice president of Storr 
Office Environments. 
HEALTH CARE 
Dr. Lodovico Balducci was 
named medical director of af-
filiates and referring physician 
relations at Moffitt Cancer 
Center in Tampa. Balducci is 
the program leader of Senior 








previously was Asher 
at Suncoast 
Medical Clinic. 
Duanna Rance joined JSA 
Medical Group in Seffner as 
a case manager. Rance previ-
ously was at Private Duty in 
Tampa. 
Anna Rowe joined JSA · 
Medical Group Tyrone in St. 
Petersburg as case man-
ager. Rowe previously was at 
Tampa General Hospital. 
Kathleen Megahee joined 
JSA Healthcare in St. Pe-
tersburg as customer service 
trainer supervisor. Megahee 
previously was a training 
manager at MedQuist. 
Brian Keane joined JSA as 
clinical correlations coordina-
tor. Keane is a graduate of 
Pinellas Technical Educa-
tion Center. 
Kay Allwardt joined JSA as 
FEBRUARY 4, 20TI 
billing collections manager. 
Allwardt previously was team 








Tampa as Cordeau 
director of 
marketing. Cordeau was 
previously with Dunn &· 
Company. 
SPORTS 
Rocco Baldelli was named 
special c1ssistant to baseball 
operations with the Tampa 
Bay Rays. Baldelli previously 






ager at STAR 
TEC in largo. Weltlauf 
Weitlaufis 
executive director of the 
Florida Federal Contrac-
tors Association. 
Send announcements via e-mail as Word 
attachments to jmcconnell@blzjournals.com. 
Learn more and follow the 
momentum at lnsideMoffitt.com 
Call 1-888-MOFFITT 




was promoted to dis-




Drames to VP of ben-
efits. 
Darren Shepherd 
was named GM of 
Boynton Beach Mall. 
Law 
Julia Wyda joined 
Schwarzberg & Asso-
ciates as chairwoman 
of the marital and 




Ct,. Salli Hinton was 
A appointed to the 
ing a.. board of directors of 
and i Nonprofits First. 
Nm· Michael Smith was 
ofl named president of the 
Fl American Board of 
Trial Advocates Palm 
Beach County chapter. 
..J 1111111 
Banking & Finance 
Broward Bank of 
Commerce named 
Ricarlda Rubino 
executive VP and chief 
risk officer. 
Jordan Small joined 
the Principal Finan-
cial Group as financial 
representative. 
I General Business 
Edify appointed 










Deborah Stear De 
Luca joined Holland 









Banking & Finance 
Kinzer 
Gibraltar Private 
Bank & Trust named 
Richard Kinzer as 
senior VP and private 
banker. 
TotalBank hired 
Rafael Cabrera as 
assistant VP and mort-
gage loan originator, 
Mendoza 
Schoendorf 
and Lynette Pineiro 
and Luis Rodriguez-
Molina as seniorVPs. 
Continental 
National Bank of 
Miami hired Alex Men-
doza as assistant VP 
and credit manager. 
GlassRatner Advi-
sory and Capital 
Group LLC named 
John J. Schoendorf 
senior managing direc-
tor of its Miami office. 
Ocean Bank hired 
Jorge Flores as VP 
and audit manager. 
I General Business 
Lopez 
Albert Lopez was 
elected to BDO USA's 




kjy, Chris Cummings, 
Michael Greif and 
Paul Miller managing 
directors. 
I Health Care 
Chayldn 
Lee Chaykin was 




was named human 





pelt, Milbrath and 
Gilchrist named 
Robert Thornburg a 
shareholder. 
Fernando Mar-
garit was named a 
shareholder in the cor-
porate and securities 
practice of Greenberg 
Traurig. 
Bercow Radell & 
Fernandez named 
Melissa Tapanes 
Llahues and Michael 
Marrero partners. 
Adriana Clamens 
and Elenice Portz 
joined Diaz, Reus & 
Targ as associates. 
I Organizations 
David Schwede! 
was appointed to the 
board of directors 
of First Southern 
Group. 
Michael Bileca 
was named to the 
board of directors of 
Baptist Health South 
Florida Foundation. 
Bill Tillett was elected 
secretary. 
Jeffrey Benjamin 
was elected president 
of the Business Refer-
ral Group. 
Dr. Samuel Porco 
was named to the 
Homestead Hospital 







Ian Anderson to 




Larry Olsen joined 
the in-house research 
team of City Labs as 
director of research. 
peoplesfbj@bizjournals.com 
STRATIGIIS: PIDPU ON THI MDVI ! 25 
Even likileaks 
doesn't know who the 
Power Leaders are ... 
100 




On February 18th, the award-winning editorial team of the South Florida 
Business Journal will publish a list of the 100 Power leaders of our community. 
To sponsor or place your advertising message in 
the Power Leaders issue, please call (954) 949-7503 
6 jacksonvillebusinessjoumal.com ■ THE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
On the mal"ket 
There's a different story behind each of the six Down-town office buildings that have been on the market 
for more than three years, but collectively; the spaces 
tell t he tale of sellers' expectations versus economic 
reality. 
"If they're on the market that long, the market is send-
ing· you a message," said Oliver Barakat, senior vice 
president at CB Richard Ellis Group Inc .. "You have to 
question the motivation of the seller if they're for sale 
that long. It's an issue of pricing and buyers. Many are 
just waiting for the bottom. We don't know when the bot-
tom's going to hit, but we tend to think it's this year, that 
the best bargains are going to be had this year." 
170 N. Hogan St. -
The Hogan building 
Days on market: 1,984 
Available space: 17,1 08 square feet 
Building status: Built in 1982 
Asking price: $1.5 million 
The Hogan building was originally a 
department store, but has been renovated 
many times over the course of its lifespan, said 
broker Wayne Sanderson of Sanderson, Easton 
&Co. 
The building has also housed several offices, 
,and it's been under contract twice, Sanderson . 
said. 
SOURCE: CoSar Group Inc. 
He said he's seen renewed interest in the 
building since the beginning of the year. 
W. Adams Street 
W. Forsyth Street 
i 
122 E. Duval St. 
Days on market: 1,952 
Available space: 6,900 square feet 
Building status: Built in 1909 
Asking price: $450,000 
.o....o.,;..: 
105-113 Bay St. E.-
Holmes Builiting 
Days on market: 1,463 
Available space: 16,000 square feet 
Building status: Built in 1928; 
renovated in 2005 







10 S. Newnan St. 
Days on market: 1,298 
Available space: 10,500 square feet 
Building status: Built in 1910 
Asking price: $1.3 million 
JAN. 28-FEB. 3, 2011 
The building began life as a carpenter's 
shop, said broker Bob Knight of Addison 
Commercial Real Estate. From the 1940s 
through the 1970s, the building was owner 
occupied. 
"We've had a lot of people look at it," 
he said. "Awhile back, there were a lot of 
restaurant and bar type users interested. 
We're hoping for the best." 





136-140 E. Bay St.-
Baywater Square 
Days on market: 2,452 
233 E. Bay St., Unit 1120 -
Blackstone Condo Building 
Days on market: 1,085 
Available space: 1,550 square feet 
Building status: Built in 1945 
Asking price: $75,000 
Available space: 27,640 square feet A lack of parking and high 
assessment fees have kept this space 
on the market, said broker Ralph 
Colbert of HS Turner Inc. 
Building status: Built in 1902; 
renovated in 1960 










WOMEN '" BUSINESS 
Women In Business Awards 
March 21, 2011 
Women Business Owners of North Florido olong with our Diamond Sponsor, 
the Professional Women's Council of the Jacksonville Regional Chamber of Commerce, 
invite you to Participate in the 20 11 Women in Business Awards. 
The Women In Business Awards will recognize lour women in the following categories: 
ENTREPRENEUR of the Year 
FRANCHISEE/FRANCHISOR of the Year 
CORPORATE LEADER of the Year 
~IONEER of the Year 
SAVE THE DATE: 
Date: Monday, Morch 2 1 , 20 1 l 
Time: WIB Awards Luncheon 
12 N oon - l :30 p.m. 
Trade show runs from 
l 0 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Hyatt Regency Riverfron t 
Speaker. Delores P. Kesler 
Chai rman, PSS World M edical 
Tickets: $40 each advance 
purchase/$50 each al door 
(i f ava ilable) $360 for 
Corporate Table of l O until 
Feb 2 1st. 
RSVP: admin@wbonfl.org 
or 904-278-9270. 
Check, cash or charge via Visa, 
M C, & Discovery (not AMX) . 
Seating is limited, RSVP early. 
Website: www.wbonfl .org 
Opportunities to PARTICIPATE in the Women In Business Awards include: 
Trade Show Opportunities • Luncheon Program Advertising Opportunities 
Be on EVENT SPONSOR and HAVE IT ALLI 
Contact Janet Herrick for details : oecianet@ansiteec.com, 904-384-7020 
Business 
Journal 
The event is open to the public. 
10 OBJ orlandobusinessjournal.com 
SAVE THE DATE 
ROLLINS SATURDAY MBA 
STARTS APRIL 17, 2011 
f1rw;h Yollr Mf:1.L,. 1n 19 lv1onlh', 
·r,:ikr• Co11trol of -four C<11nr-r - !,pply Tr>d;iy! 






Kurt Kuehnhackl took 
a risk when he decided 
to leave his job as a se-
nior manager with Price 
Waterhouse, which is now 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
in Orlando to start his 
own accounting firm in 
Winter Park. 
BKHM CPA now is cel-
ebrating its 20th year in 
business, and the firm has 
been making news because 
of its engagement with Flor-
ida charter schools and a 
recent survey it completed 
showing how they finan-
cially stack up to public 
schools. Kuehnhackl looks 
back at the business deci-
sion he made to start his 
own firm as the best one 
he's ever made. BKHM, JIM CARCHIDI 
which he and Brad Beemer Kurt Kuehnhackl 
co-founded, now handles 
tax and audit work for about 1,000 cli-
ents and was one of the first firms to get 
into the charter school business. 
"We have been doing charter 
school work .10 years now, handling 
about 60 schools, mainly in Florida," 
Kuehnhackl said. He said his firm, 
which has 26 employees, does the 
schools' audit work and financial re-
porting to the state and county. 
Still, the biggest chunk of the firm's 
clientele is privately held small busi-
nesses and nonprofit organizations 
in Central Florida. "We are very com-
mitted to the private small businesses 
throughout Central Florida." 
Personal 
What motivates me: Having an organiza-
tion that people can build their lives 
around, and being able to provide a 
place for people to be successful. 
Goals: We want our firm to grow from 
within, not through a bunch of small 
mergers. And we want to stay indepen-
dent and not change the firm's culture, 
focus or identity. 
Worst business decision: Giving people 
the benefit of the doubt too often. I've, 
hopefully, become a better judge of 
character over time. 
Favorite distraction: I'm a huge fly fish-
erman. My wife and I have a place in 
Montana in a little tiny town of 
. ,, about 400 people. It's probably 
_;:-.r centered in the best trout fish-Age: 52 
Family: Wife, Vera 
Hometown: Davenport, 
Iowa 
J'/Jlr&~·~· -;;;i.;:;:• ing area in the country. 
First job: Ticket taker at 
a local movie theater 
Education: Bachelor's in 
accounting, St. Ambrose 
University 
Little-known fact: I put myself through 
school in part by working at a steel 
mill, and I was a drummer in a rock 
band on the weekends. 
Business Philosophy 
Motto: Professionally, ethics. Hon-
esty and hard work will carry you 
a long way. Personally, if you have 
family, friends and your health, the 
rest is gravy. Those three things are 
probably the most valuable personal 
assets you could have. 
Greatest challenge: Attracting and 
retaining really good talent 
Et Cetera 
Favorite film: The Usual 
Suspects 
Book I'm reading 
now: Delivering 
Happiness: A Path 
to Profits, Passion and 
Purpose by Tony Hsieh 
In my iPod: Everything from Elton John 
to the Rolling Stones to Pink. I'm kind 
of a music junkie. 
Place I'd like to travel to: New Zealand 
- big trout and great wine 
Favorite thing about Central Florida: 
The weather. It's not so great in July 
and August, but from November to 
May, it's probably the best place in 
the country. 
If I could pick any other job, I'd be: A fly 
fishing guide 
- Melanie Stawicki Azam 
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You may have the wrong impression 
of your company's first impression 
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The Blue Foundation for,a.~Hen.lthy -El01:ida.1..,. ~~,-~ 
IO-Year Anniversary Event and 
.q,. Sapphire Award Sy1nposiu111 
Februaryl7&,~ 8, 2011 
Hilton Orlando ~on net- Cre~k ·\· 
Register roday! 
Go online to www.bluefoundationfl.com 
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Ask almost anyone what makes his or 
her company better and the most com-
mon answer is: service. Well, obviously, 
that couldn't be true because, first of all, 
everyone can't be best in service and, in 
most cases, I don't think organizations 
even realize what their employees actually 
do outside of their view. 
I was recently asked to do a shopper 
~.! .... ·.,, ....... ·· ··.·.· . :,'f; 
' ' 
il . "' 
survey for a medical organi-
zation. In the medical field, 
as in most others, there are 
several choices of products 
and services.'This organiza-
tion wanted to know h ow 
their frontline phone answer-
ers do. 
Well, n ot too well. But, 
there is hope for them - and 
Greta for each of you - to really 
Schuiz create the best service envi-
ronment. 
• When answering the phone, there is 
an order in which you should give your 
response. . 
Good morning/ afternoon should be first. 
Why? Because most people don't hear the 
first couple of words you say. They have 
their mind on what they are calling for so 
the first two to four seconds are typically 
lost. Make this time the least important. 
The second should be the name of the 
company, and the third should always be 
the name of the person answering the 
phone. 
Last is often "Can I help you?" I learned 
from a client I worked with years ago that 
a better term is "Let me help you" with the 
emphasis on let So try: "Good morning, 
ABC Corp. This is Jane. Let me help you." 
• Nothing is more annoying than being 
transferred improperly. 
Have you ever called a company, told 
your whole situation to the person answer-
ing the phone just to hear "Hold a minute," 
then be transferred to someone who says: 
"How can I help you?" 
What does that mean?Well, it means you 
have to tell your story yet again. 
So, here are some hard-and-fast rules in 
transferring a call properly. · 
After listening to your callers' concerns, 
say something like "I understand" or, 
even better, repeat the situation back 
to them to make sure you heard it right. 
Then, tell them what you are going to do. 
No one likes to be in the dark in what you 
are going to do with your call, and they 
TO RTODAY 
can't read your mind. 
"I am going to connect you to Jane. She 
is in charge of our accounting department 
and should be able to help you from here. 
I will call Jane, make sure she is available 
and tell her your situation before I transfer 
you. How does that sound?" 
What a great way to keep the commu-
nication clear and keep them up on what 
is going on. 
After speaking to Jane, come back to the 
caller and then let them know you will put 
them through. Always give them Jane's 
direct line in case they get disconnected. 
If in calling Jane or someone internally, 
you reach a voice mail, do not transfer 
without first asking if that is the option 
they would like. Then transfer. 
• Remember: Your caller can always tell 
if you are happy they called or not. 
Be enthusiastic when answering. You 
nee~ to make them feel that you are happy 
that they called. After all, without our cus-
tomers, what are we anyway? 
In running a company or a department, 
there is nothing more important to portray 
the feeling that you are there to help the · 
person on the other end of the line solve 
their problem. 
"You never get a second chance to make 
a first impression" is a cliche, but it still 
holds true. 
We ·work hard to gain new customers, 
and they are truly so important. Don't let 
your organization blow it by not making 
them feel that way. 
Grela Schulz is owner of Schulz Training. a West Palm Beach-based 
consulling firm. To receive her free a-newsletter. please e-mail greta@ 
schulztraining.com. 
and learn why resident, the Honorable Sam Gibbons, 
calls Canterbury Tower 
"the happiest place in town" 
CANTERBURY TOWER 
One Address. Countless Amenities. 
Distinctive Life Care Retirement 
3501 Bayshore Boulevard 
Visit online or in person: Can terburyTower.org I (813 ) 83 7-1083 'CE)· \:::~:~;~,~~fr\ 
~~01~4'0-17)! 
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Investment firni seeks those 
that 'rise above the pack' 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
pany specializing in cloud 
storage and one of six South 
Florida companies repre-
sented, does not see the 
event solely as a competi-
tion for money. 
"It's also an opportunity 
to get the word ,out about 
an exciting opportunity, 
Huang find connections and ex-
pertise from the communi-
ty, get recommendations for good law firms, 
people to sit on an advisory board .and other 
factors to build the infrastructure;· he said of 
th e company, which incorporated in 2008. 
"They have seen a lot of companies fail and 
succeed and they know what it takes:' 
For Rob Flippo, president 
and COO of Boca Raton-
based MobileHelp, the con-
ference provides a chance 
to create exposure and 
scout out talent for his pi-
oneering health care tech-
nology company, which last 
-=~• year launched the first ful-
Flippo ly integrated mobile medi-
cal alert system providing 
emergency assistance to users inside and 
outside their homes. 
'i\s we grow, raising funds is just a part of the 
process;· he said. "We also want to make con-
nections and build strong relationships that 
.J IHI DHAllS 
South Florida companies presenting at 
the 20th annual Florida Venture Capital 
Conference: 
AccuDial Pharmaceutical, www.accurat-
edose.com, Palm Beach Gardens: has 34 
patents for displaying weight-based dosing 
for over-the-counter, prescription, injectable 
and veteri nary medications. The business 
model is to license to national brand manu-
facturers and provide store brand products. 
They currently have eight OTC medications in 
4,500 Canadian pharmacies. 
Aplicor LLC, www.aplicor.com, Boca 
Raton: is a global, cloud-based software 
company with a strong track record of 
delivering software solutions that address 
critical business needs, and has done so 
for an array of customers in more than 160 
countries in key verticals such as high-tech, 
government and services industry. Aplicor 
has received numerous awards over the 
years, including awards for customer rela-
tionship management product of the year, 
and for excellence in customer service and 
software development. 
Gladinet, www.gladinet.com, Fort Lau-
derdale: provides a cloud storage access plat-
form with 600,000 users, and key partnerships 
with EMC and others. The company's com-
petitive advantages have positioned it as the 
preferred access enabler for the cloud storage 
offerings of hosted and managed service 
providers. Gladinet is partnering with these 
trusted advisers to create a large install base 
' '1etized by monthly recurring revenue. 
·-Aid Technologies, www.loc-aid. 
'oca Raton: Its privacy-protected, 
could help us grow down the road, whether it 
is future financing or getting exposure to tal-
ented people who want to be involved in what 
we are doing~ 
Craig Burson, one of the 
managing directors at Mi-
ami-based H.I.G. Growth 
Partners, will be seeking 
companies "that rise above 
the pack." 
His firm is the growth 
capital investment affili-
ate of H.I.G. Capital, a pri-
Burson vate equity investment 
firm with more than $8.5 
billion of capital under management. H.I.G. 
is willing to invest between $5 million and 
$15 million in a company - like it did for 
Tampa-based Ideal Image, which owns and 
operates laser hair removal clinics country-
wide and Loe-Aid Technologies, a mobile 
location data gateway based in Boca Raton, 
after hearing their present ations at previ-
ous conferences. 
"We look for growth-oriented business-
es with at least 20 percent annual growth; 
he said. "On the other hand, we don't mind 
building up management teams. And we 
aren't against taking deals others might deem 
difficult:• 
But, is this a good time to invest? 
"It's a great time;' Burson said. "It's always 
best to invest at the bottom and ride the wave 
back up. We have reached bottom and are go-
ing back up'.' 
multi-carrier gateway connects mobile 
businesses to the world's wireless infra-
structure. It simplifies commercial and tech-
nical complexities involved with delivering 
secure location information for mobile 
business needs. Loe-Aid the only dedicated, 
server-based, location-based service aggre-
gator in the wireless industry. The company 
specializes in global operator interconnec-
tivity and location-specific services, and it 
maintains connections to millions of mobile 
subscribers through its privacy-·protected, 
carrier-grade network. 
I MobileHelp, www.mobilehelpnow. 
com, Boca Raton: is a health care technol-
ogy company that developed and distrib-
utes MobileHelp, the first fully integrated 
mobile medical alert system, providing· 
emergency assistance to users while in 
their homes or away. MobileHelp integrates 
cellular and GPS technology to provide 
medical monitoring services and location 
tracking for emergency assistance to the 
user as well as notification and tracking for 
the caregiver. The company is dedicated to 
delivering a quality product to customers, 
including seniors and their'caregivers, at 
an affordable price; and to providing excel-
lence in customer service and support. 
I Papatel, www.papatel.com, Miami: is 
the only mobile-advertising platform offering 
personalized and location-based advertising 
reaching Hispanics and other immigrant pop-
ulations of developed countries worldwide. 
Papatel allows businesses to micro-target cus-
tomers and provide personalized and interac-
tive content to individuals. 
Source: Florida Venture Forum 
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Small biz lending 'starting 
to tum,' but issues linger 
BY KENT HOOVER 
STAFF WRITER 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Small business-
es should find it easier to get credit this 
year, thanks to an improving economy 
and government programs aimed at en-
couraging banks to make more loans. 
This brighter forecast is clouded, how-
ever, by continued weakness in real es-
tate - the collateral used by many small-
business owners - and uncertainty as to 
how many community banks will tap the 
Treasury Department's new Small Busi-
ness Lending Fund. Plus, the Small Busi-
ness Administration's flagship 7(a) lend-
ing program could run out of money by 
the end of this fiscal year, after providing 
a record $9 billion in loans to small busi-
nesses last quarter. 
At a recent forum hosted by the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corp., both FDIC 
Chairman Sheila Bair and Federal Re-
serve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke pre-
dicted 2011 will be a better year for small-
business lending. 
"Things have stopped getting worse," 
Bernanke said. "They're getting a little 
better." 
"It is starting to turn," Bair said, al-
though she added that many small busi-
nesses still complain they can't get loans. 
"We're not quite out of the woods yet," 
she said. 
As the economy grows, sales at small 
businesses should pick up, which will 
make companies more creditworthy and 
increase loan demand, Bair said. 
The FDIC and the Fed have taken steps 
to encourage banks to meet this demand 
by addressing the biggest impediment to 
lending: lower real estate values. 
Small businesses often use their homes 
or other real estate holdings as collateral 
for loans. As a result, many of these loans 
don't look as good as they used to, even at 
businesses that have strong cash flow and 
have never missed a loan payment. 
Banking regulators last February en-
couraged banks to lend to creditworthy 
businesses even if these borrowers' col-
lateral values have fallen. 
Has this guidance made a difference? 
"I think it has," Bair said. 
Many bankers disagree, contending that 
examiners in the field are ignoring it. 
"Sadly, that guidance is not always filter-
ing back to the operational level," said Rep. 
Spencer Bachus, the Alabama Republican 
who chairs the House Financial Services 
Committee. 
Bair said the FDIC wants to hear from 
small businesses that feel they have been 
unfairly rejected for a loan. The FDIC 
has established a toll-free hot line -
1-855-334-2249 - for small businesses to 
use in reporting credit problems. 
Will banks tap new lending fund? 
The Small Business Lending Fund 
could help meet small businesses' need 
for credit by providing up to $30 billion 
in cheap capital to community banks for 
use in making small-business loans. The 
first term sheets for this program were 
issued at the end of December, so it's too 
early to tell how many banks will tap this 
fund. Applications are due by March 31. 
"I think we're going to see a lot of ap-
plications," said Paul Merski, senior vice 
president and chief economist at Indepen-
dent Community Bankers of America. 
Under the program, banks with assets 
of $10 billion or less can access capital 
from the Treasury Department at an ini-
tial dividend rate of 5 percent. If a bank 
increases its small-business lending, the 
dividend rate will fall to as low as 1 per-
cent. If a bank fails to increase its small-
business lending, the dividend rate will 
increase to 7 percent or more. · 
Banks won't tap this fund unless 
SEE LENDING, PAGE 9 
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Fresh on the scene, the new 5 Series Is already the most celebrated 5 Series ever, with the critics at CarandDriver,corn 
concluding "The new 7 h;,s us convinced. It's lu,urious, stylish, and fan tastic to drive," Also renowned for having our 
most generous maintenance plan ever, it's covered for everything but gas and tires, You pay nothing. And re!TI<,(kably, 
this new 5 Series in recognized as a better value than ever, with a price point comparable to its predecessor. Stop by a 
BMW center today and experience the king of sport luxury sedans---the all -new 5 Serles. 
JOY IS THE ALL-NEW BMW 5 SERIES. 
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BMW Ultimate Service'"' 
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Groveland alterhative energy firm completes reverse merger 
BYBILLORBEN 
Raptor Technology Gr oup Inc., 
a Groveland firm known for build-
ing and running alternative energy 
plants, is going public with the goal of 
raising $5 million-$8 million through 
the sale of stock. 
The aim is to fund its planned expan-
sion in Groveland, which will involve 
the construction of one new building, 
the expansion of an existing facility 
and the creation of 65 high-tech jobs. 
Instead of an initial public offering, 
privately held Raptor Fabrication & 
Equipment Inc. completed a r e·verse 
merger with Raptor Technology Group 
(Pink Sheets: RAPT). 
Reverse mergers usually are favored 
by companies in the early stages of 
development wanting to become pub-
licly traded, said David Feldman , a 
corporate and securities attorney with 
Richardson & Patel LLP. However, it's 
not the quickest means to raise capital 
because trading volume usually isn't 
immediate, he said. 
Although that could mean a slow 
flow of investment dollars from inves-
tors, Tom Gleason, CEO and president 
of Raptor Technology, said access to 
capital isn't a problem. Raptor Tech-
nology is projecting net income of $15 
million on sales of $30.5 million in 2011 
and net income of $57.6 million on sales 
of$181.8 million by 2015. Gleason would 
not disclose net income and revenue 
figures for Raptor Fabricatiol). for 2010. 
JIM CARCHIDI 
Raptor Technology Group Inc. welder 
Louis Juarez 
The company has traded more than 
202,000 of the 191 million shares avail-
able, with a pricing of 9 cents to 61 cents 
per share, with much of the trading at 
15 cents to 17 cents. 
Raptor's three principal lines 
of business are: 
• Operating and building alternative 
energy plants, mostly biodiesel, which 
is a diesel fuel refined from waste cook-
ing oils and other fats. 
• Extracting gold, platinum and pal-
ladium from mining operation waste. 
• Generating power through wood 
and other agricultural waste. The agri-
culture waste fuels a turbine capable of 
Sustainability Q uarterly Special Report publishes February 25, call your 
OBJ account executive for advertising information at 407.649.8470 
What this means to you 
• Opportunities for contractors, 
subcontractors and construction 
material vendors 
• The creation of 65 high-tech jobs 
• An investment opportunity in 
a new public company 
Raptor Technology 
Group Inc. 
Headquarters: 7064 Sampey Road, 
Groveland 34736 
Contact: (321) 274-9675; 
www.raptortechnologygroup.com 
producing half a megawatt of electric-
ity, or enough power for 500 homes. 
The outlook for biodiesel operations, 
which accounts for 50 percent of Rap-
tor's revenue, is positive, said Wayne 
Lee, principal of Lee Enterpr ises Con-
sulting Inc., a Little Rock, Ark.-based 
biodiesel consulting firm. 
The Tax Relief, Unemployment In-
surance Reauthorization & Job Cre-
ation Act of 2010 contained a retroac-
tive reinstatement of the $1 per gallon 
tax credit for 2010 and carried it into 
2011. Coupled with credits ofup to $1.13 
per gallon for creating a renewable fuel, 
the pr ice of biodiesel runs $1.62 per gal-
lon, compared with $2.50 per gallon for 
diesel refined out of crude oil, Lee said. 
However, extracting precious metals 
from mining operation waste - which 
Raptor says accounts for 40 percent of 
its revenue - hasn't been that success-
ful in the U.S., but has enjoyed some 
success in South Africa where there 
are large volumes of material and low 
operating costs, said Dirk van Zyl, a 
mining consultant and professor at the 
University of British Columbia NBK In-
stitute of Mining Engineering. "It could 
work if the cost structure is such that 
you can make a profit." 
Raptor Technology plans to use the 
stock sale proceeds to accommodate 
growth in its mining and biodiesel op-
erations. It's seeking contractors for 
a 20,000-square-foot addition to its ex-
isting 50,000-square-foot building in 
Groveland. The building now houses its 
pr oduction, office space, research and 
development and labs. It's also seeking 
a contractor for a new 17,000-square-foot 
office building to be built near its exist-
ing facility. The company expects to be-
gin work on the two buildings in June. 
The expansion will result in the cre-
ation of 65 new jobs by the end of 2012. 
The positions - managers, laborers, 
welders, pipe fitters, computer pro-
grammers and sales people - will pay 
$17 to 30 an hour. The company expects 
to begin hiring within six months. 
borben@bizjournals.com I (407) 241-2891 
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SBA offers grants for training 
Businesses, including nonprofits, are 
eligible for grants ofup to $500,000 to train 
small businesses on how to team with oth-
er companies to pursue federal contracts. 
Applicants must have experience dealing 
with small business issues on a national 
level and demonstrate that they have the 
capacity to provide assistance. 
The Small Business Administration will 
award up to 20 of these grants this year. 
The deadline for submitting grant applica-
tions is Feb. 25. 
This new grant program was created by 
the Small Business Jobs Act, which was 
signed into law Sept. 27. 
LENDING: 7 ( a) program could hit cap by the fall 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
SBA lenders by deciding that banks cannot 
count the government-guaranteed portion 
of SBA loans when they calculate their over-
all small business lending numbers. That 
means most SBA lending won't be counted 
toward these totals since the SBA typically 
guarantees 75 percent to 85 percent of its 
flagship 7(a) loans. 
"They took us out of the equation," said 
Tony Wilkinson, president and CEO of the 
National Association of Government Guar-
anteed Lenders. "We're disappointed that 
the good deeds that our lenders have done 
don't really count toward lending to small 
businesses." 
SBA lending was one of the few bright 
spots last year for small business credit. 
Thanks to incentives created by the eco-
nomic stimulus bill, the SBA increased its 
guarantee on 7(a) loans to 90 percent and 
waived or reduced loan fees. 
These breaks generated record demand 
for 7(a) loans, parti_cularly in December, as 
the end of these incentives loomed. 
Last month, "lenders were working till 
2 o'clock in the morning," Wtlkinson said. 
Now that these breaks have expired, SBA 
lending has plummeted.· 
Wtlkinson expects 7 (a) lending to bounce 
back in February to a more normal level 
of about $1 billion a month. 
Last quarter's torrid pace, however, could 
create problems for the SBA later this year. 
The 7(a) program could hit its $17.5 bil-
lion cap before the fiscal year ends Sept. 
30. That would force a halt in 7(a) lending 
unless Congress increases this loan limit. 
SBA lenders also are nervously awaiting 
President Obama's budget for next fiscal 
year. 
Pressure to limit government spending 
could lead Congress to substantially in-
crease fees on SBA loans. If that happens, 
expect another rush to get SBA loans in 
August and September before the new 
fiscal year begins. 
khoover@bizjournals.com ! 703.258.0845 
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Local banker joins KR Financial 
as head of wealth management 
BY LESLIE KRAFT BURKE 
Veteran local banker Maria Mas Blet 
joined KR Financial Services, a division of 
the Goldstein Schechter Koch accounting 
firm, Jan. 17 as a managing director. 
Prior to her appointment, she had served 
since 2007 as senior VP and philanthropic 
consultant relationship manager for Wa-
chovia Trust. There she was responsible for 
more than 100 client nonprofit and private 
foundation relationships throughout ori-
da, specifically providing administrative, in-
vestment, board governance and fundrais-
ing consulting. 
Mas Blet was a senior VP of Northern 
Trust, N.A. from 1982 to 2007. There she 
managed more than 75 client relationships, 
including personal and irrevocable trusts, 
foundations and charitable trusts, individu-
al retirement and investment accounts. 
At KR Financial, Mas Blet is heading the 
endowment/foundation/ corporate/ person-
al division. She will focus on enhancing the 
firm's investment advisory and administra-
tive services, building its client base, and 
calibrating its training and client service 
processes. 
"We are extremely happy to add such an 
accomplished person to our team with in-
depth experience in foundations, endow-
ments and individuals to expand on our 
quality and breadth of services;· KR Finan-
cial Services CEO Jeff Koch said. 
He added that KR Financial expects to at-
tract more foundation and endowments cli-
ents now that Mas Blet has joined. 
Mas Blet will be based at the firm's Cor-
al Gables office, while Bernard J. Schinder, 
KR Financial's other managing director, is 
based at its Hollywood office. 
GSK and KR Financial combined have 
about 100 employees. 
''I'm excited to join a firm so focused on 
the client that delivers excellent service, a 
personalized approach with a local pres-
ence;• said Mas Blet, a certified trust and fi-
nancial adviser, and a member of the Insti-
tute of Certified Bankers. "It is a great oppor-
tunity to be able to build on the success the 
firm has already experienced'.' 
She added that working with a more local-
ly focused firm would allow her to provide 
greater personal service to clients and help 
in relationship building. 
KR FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Website: www.krfinancialservices.com 
Managing ·oirect~r: Maria Mas Blet 
Address: 2121 Ponce de Leon Blvd., 11th floor, Coral Gables 33134 
Phone: (305) 442-2200 
Managing Director: Bernard J. Schnider 
Address: 4000 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 215 South, Hollywood 33021 
Phone: (954) 989-7462 
"A move such as this is strategic in na-
ture and usually equates to career progres-
sion and heightened responsibilities and 
platform. Going from a large institution to 
a smaller one will certainly be culturally dif-
ferent, but many of the contacts, business 
strategies and community partners remain 
the same;' said Carlos J. Arboleda, executive 
director of the National Banking & Financial 
Services Group for executive placement firm 
Stephen James Associates. "The majority of 
the time, the offer from the smaller entity 
is just too sweet to pass up, as that entity is 
dead set on bringing in executive talent from 
a well-known, large institution'.' 
He noted that his firm has seen more exec-
utives making this type of move during the 
past three years as a result of the financial 
crisis and the upheaval that it brought up-
on many tenured executives. These included 
structure changes, stock price devaluation, 
mergers and acquisitions activity, and unex-
pected layoffs at the executive ranks. 
"Our expectations are that this is a trend 
that will become more defined as talent is 
wooed not only by direct competitors, but 
also by smaller outfits that can offer lead-
ership autonomy and strategic control;' Ar-
boleda said. 
Mas Blet is particularly involved in the 
United Way of America. She is a member of 
its National Women's Council, which focus-
es on leadership, 'advocacy and resource de-
velopment, as well as its Miami-Dade Coun-
ty Women's Leadership Executive Commit-
tee. Mas Blet is also a member of the United 
Way's local speakers bureau and chairs its 
membership committee. 
"My motto is 'make a difference;" she said. 
''.And that transcends through everything 
I do. The United Way makes a difference, 
which is why I am associated with them and 
their quest to address and solve issues asso-
ciated with education, income and health'.' 
lkraftburke@bizJournals.com I (954) 949-7521 
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INSPIRED LEADERSHIP LESSONS 
with Ann Fudge 
FORMER CHAIRMAN AND CEO OF YOUNG ft RUBICAM BRANDS 
FEBRUARY 9, 2011 * NOON - 2:00 PM *JUNGLE ISLAND, MIAMI 
Ann Fudge is Former Chairman and CEO of Young & 
Rubicam Brands, a global network of pre-eminent 
companies across the fu]I range of marketing 
communications. Young & Rubicam Brands companies 
include Y&R, Burson-Marsteller, Wunderman, Landor 
Associates, Sudler & Hennessey and Cohn & Wolfe 
among others. Prior to Young & Rubi cam Brands, Ms. 
Fudge served as President.Beverages, Desserts and Post 
Division - a $5 billion unit of Kraft Foods. 
Join us for Inspired Leadership Lessons 
from a true marketing maven! 
TICKETS AND TABLES: 
TCI Member Ticket: $75. Table of l 0: $750. 
Non-Member Ticket: $100. Tobie of 10: $1,000. 
REGISTER ONLINE WWW.COMMONWEALTHINSTITUTE.ORG 
OR CALL 305-799-6547 11111 fllrlfl 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has worked through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to health care for 
those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach- and changing the name 
of our foundation -to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. Our mission is to improve: 
Access to health can•. Awarding grants to nonprofit 
health care organizations to help provide access to quality 
health-related services. 
C'o..-umer health. Taking steps to reduce and prevent 
childhood obesity. 
Qunlity and snf~ty of pntient ca,·e. Partnering with 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Florida Center 
for Nursing to help enhance nurse education through 
simulation equipment Working to improve nurses' ability 
to care for patients. 
Quality of life. Partnering in communities to improve 
human and social services, community development, 
education and literacy, arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
The health care system. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
and encouraging other organizations to replicate 
these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities . Today, tomorrow- and well into the future. 
Page:Asection_ll Pub. datt:Sunday, February 20 Lastus8f: cd EdiUon: lst Sectk>n,zone:Asection, Herald lastcha~eat: 20:43:4 February 19 
say exacerbated the finan-
cial crisis, but the difficulty 
in getting vastly different 
economies like China and 
the United States on the 
same page doesn't bode well 
for the Group of 20 rich and 
developing countries as a fo-
rum for global decision 
making. 
'BALANCED' 
G·20 finance ministers 
and central bankers meeting 
in Paris agreed on a list of 
technical indicators to track 
those imbalances - caused 
by some countries consum-
ing more while others tend 
to hold on to their money -
but left the more tricky 
questions of when those im-
balances actually become 
dangerous and what to do to 
mitigate them in the future. 
French Finance Minister 
Christine Lagarde, whose 
country holds the G-20 
presidency this year, said 
the all-night talks had been 
"tense" at times, indicating 
the clash in national inter-
ests between countries that 
find themselves on com-
pletely divergent growth 
trajectories after the 2008 
crisis that plunged the world 
into its worst economic re-
cession in 70 years. 
The result was a "bal-
anced compromise [that] 
doesn't stigmatize any one 
country," Lagarde said 
The G-20 is a recognition 
of the rise of nations such as 
India, China and Brazil, hav-
ing supplanted smaller fo-
rums like the G-7 and G-8 
during the peak of the finan-
cial crisis, when it achieved 
its biggest successes. 
But since then - with 
some countries growing at 
an almost unprecedented 
pace while others remain in 
the throes of recession - the 
G-20 has lost much of its 
swagger. "What I was wor-
ried about - I'm sorry to 
say- materialized: which is 
1 1 that it's more difficult than it 
was before to have people 
agree," said Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn, managing di-
rector of the International 
Monetary Fund, of Satur-
day's compromise. "When 
they were really scared, they 
were happy to find a con-
sensus. Now ... many believe 
- wrongly - the crisis is 
behind us and they have do-
mestic concerns." 
UNTENABLE 
At the heart of the debate 
about imbalances is the real-
ization that a decades-long 
global economic order cen-
tered on the U.S. buying ex-
ports from the rest of the 
world and running huge 
trade deficits, while coun-
tries such as China and Ger-
many accumulate vast sur-
pluses, is no longer tenable. 
In the years before the 
meltdown. countries with 
trade surpluses plowed 
money into mortgage and 
other investments in the 
United States, driving up 
their value and exacerbating 
the crash when the bubble 
eventually burst. 
But the opaque language 
of Saturday's deal shows the 
challenge of moving beyond 
that basic recognition. 
China's large current ac-
count surplus, a measure of 
trade and capital flows in 
and out of a countcy, made it 
reluctant to include that as 
one of the G-20's indicators 
for imbalances. Compro-
mise wording was agreed on 
making that measurement a 
mix o f current account bal-
ance - the indicator most 
countrie s wanted - and 
trade balance - the yard-
stick for which China had 
been pushing. 
The valuation of national 
currencies - long a sticking 
point in Chinese-U.S. rela-
tions - did not survive as a 
separate indicator, but will 
be considered as part of the 
broader analysis of capital 
flows. That saved Beijing 
from more pressure to let its 
currency - the yuan - rise 
more quickly against the 
dollar. The U.S. complains 
that the artificially low value 
of the yuan gives Chinese 
exports an unfair advantage. 
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Madres dan su apoyo a 
huelguistas en Caracas 
EFE 
CARACAS 
"Al a ca bar est a ruecla 
de prensa diez mujeres 
irAn ante la sede de la 
Uni6n Europea para enca-
denarse porque es preciso 
que todo el pa!s se lnvolu• 
ere'', dijo a los medios 
Aura Loreto, una de las 
portavoces de las madres 
de los huelgulstas, ante la 
sede de Ia Organizaci6n de 
Estados Americanos 
(OEA) en Caracas. 
EL CAMPAMENTO lmprovi$8do de los estudlantes venezolanos en Caracas lucfa asr 
el s4bado. Las madres de los j6venes han pedldo que otros se les unan. 
U 
n grupo de mad res 
de los J6venes que 
comenzaron hace 
20 d!as una "huelga 
de hambre" en pro de la 
defensa de los derechos 
humanos en Venezuela 
anunclaron el sAbado, en 
un encuentro con la 
prensa, la radicallzaci6n 
de la 1nlc1ativa y pidieron 
que se extienda a todo el 
pals" 
Loreto tambi~n reiter6 
los planteamlentos hechos 
en di.as precedentes por 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida se convierte 
en Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
En los ultimos 10 anos, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida ha trabajado a traves de The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida con el objetivo de mejorar el acceso a 
los cuidados de salud para quienes mils lo necesitan. 
Ahora, estamos ampliando nuestro alcance -y 
camb1amos el nombre de nuestra fundaci6n - para 
mejorar la salud y el bienestar de los floridanos y de 
sus comunidades. Nuestta misi6n es mejorar: 
11;1 1M"' ('N10 a Im~ <·ui<lados dc- salucl. Subvencionando a 
organizaciones de atenci6n m8dica sin fines de lucro para 
ayudar a brindar acceso a servicios de calidad en relaci6n 
con la salud. 
La sa.l u d d<•I <•onsumidor. Ade1antando acciones para 
reducir y prevenir la obesidad infantil. 
I .a ca.I idml y la SC"l,(ltridnd <·n lot,; ,·uidaclos dt•I pad<-r1U:•. 
Asoci!ndonos con The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation y 
Florida Center for Nursing para ayudar a mejorar la educaci6n 
en enfermeria mediante equipos de simulaci6n. Trabajando 
en mejorar la capacidad de las enfermeras para cuidar de 
lospacientes. 
l .. a cu.lid.ad clP vida. Asoci3ndonos en comun1dades 
para mejorar los servicios humanos y sociales, el desarrollo 
comunitario, la educaci6n y la alfabetizaci6n, las artes y la 
cultura, y la preparaci6n y el alivio en caso de desastres 
El sil'itc-ma <I<' <•uidnclo!-t d<- HHlmt Buscando programas 
que atiendan las necesidades de salud de la gente y las 
comunidades, y animando a otras organizaciones a imitar 
estos programas. 
Juntos, podemos hacer mas por mejorar la salud y el bienestar de los floridanos 
y de sus comunidades. Hoy, maf\ana y en un lejano horizonte. 
personas o grupos pol!t1-
cos que apoyan la huelga y 
descarg6 en el goblerno de! 
presidente Hugo ChAvez la 
responsabU\dad de Io que 
ocurre. 
,;No podemos permitir, 
como mujeres que somos, 
sustento de la famtlia, que 
es tos j6venes se est~n 
lnmolando y no haya res-
puesta del Gobierno a sus 
peticiones. Es una vlo1a-
ci6n a los derechos hum a-
nos que el gobl erno per-
mita el deterloro flslco y 
pslquico de estos j6venes 
sln responder a sus exigen-
clas", manifest6 Loreto" 
I Quieren que se extienda a todo el pais 
Entre las pettciones del 
grupo huelgulsta fl guran 
la llberac16n de 27 supues-
tos presos politicos y la ll e-
gada al pa!s dei secretario 
general de la OEA, el ch1-
leno Jos.\ Miguel lnsulza. 
Entre los presos callfi· 
cados de "polltlcos" figu-
ran polictas acusados de 
la muerte de 19 personas 
durante el golpe de Estado 
que derroc6 por dos d!as a 
CMvez en abrU del 2002" 
Tambl ~n se lncluye a 
los diputados electos Blag-
glo Pilleri , procesado por 
malversac16n y cuyo jui-
clo se debe repetir por 
orden de l Tribun a l 
Supremo, y J os.\ Sanchez 
"Mazuco", condenado a 19 
a ~os de prlsl6n por horn 1-
cidlo" 
La lnlciatlva del grupo 
de Caracas ha tenido r~pli -
cas en otras ciudades del 
pa1s co ma Maracai bo y 
Valencia y, de ac uerdo 
co n cA lcul os dif\md1d os 
por su entorno, en la 
actualidad hay 69 perso-
nas en huelga de hambre 
secundando sus exlgen-
clas. 
La portavoz de las 
madres de Ios huelgulstas 
reiter6 que sigue en pie la 
demanda para que Insulza 
se haga presente en Ca ra-
cas y se involucre en el 
problema" 
"Exlglmos la presencia 
de la OEA, porque es sig-
niflcativo que los pat.sos 
deben velar por los dere• 
chos humanos", record6 
Loreto. 
Otra de las madres pre" 
sentes p1di6 que el diatogo 
ayer entre los huelgu\stas 
y el ministro del Interior, 
Tarek El Atssami, "se con• 
cr ete" en la aceptaci6n 
por parte clel Gobierno de 
algunas de sus relvind\ca-
ciones. 
Para el titula ,· de Rela" 
clones Exteriores, NicolAs 
Maduro, la inlclativa del 
grupo de huelguistas estA 
prop!clada por Estados 
Unidos para aprovechar el 
impacto queen la opini6n 
p1ibl!ca Int ernacional han 
tenldo los levantamlentos 
registrados en vartos pal-
ses Ara bes" 
Maduro dijo el v1ernes 
que "detrAs de todo esto 
estA el intervencionismo 
de Ios Estados Unidos" y 
su intento por "montar un 
escenarlo ncticio, algo as1 
como un Egipto virtual". 
El ca ncille r tambi ~n 
consider6 que la huelga, 
protagonizada por "J6ve-
nes de de rec ha.,, persigue 
objetivos "pollticos" y no 
tlene nada que ver con la 
defensa de los derechos 
humanos. 
Aunque las peri 6dicas 
revislones m~dicas a las 
que se someten los hue1• 
guistas no han revelado 
un detertoro preoc upante 
de su salud, medios infor· 
mati vos caraqueflos lndi· 
caron hoy que a lgunos 
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Tree poisoning saddens Auburn 
ByJQHNZl!NOl 
IUJMllttdPm, 
AUBURN, Ab. - A steady 
stro;un of people gathered S:atur-
:~ tor~:,!i :r~.:_ d:; 
Toomer'• Come.r. a spot where 
Auburn fan, tradition31ly cele-
brate wim. The crowd of old and 
)'OllJlg alilt< bcpn arriving Satur-
day morri.ng for • r.Uy dubbed 
"roomer's Tree Hug.•• 
~~JY..Y,r>t!.d~::;:~ 
ruJ mischief for allegedly using• 
herbicide 10 poi90fl th, rwo 
~•.-old oa b al some point of-
ter Auburn boot the Unlvonlry of 
AlobGmo CrimoonTldc inNowm-






Gordie Griteo was 
hoolted on g;imbling almotr 
fTom the flrot time he shot 
dice at age 16. And for 35 
yeors. g.,mbling w111 his life: 
he worlted In the industry 
and made hh own bets on 
lportl a.nd honet. 
But w!Kn he was lokl off 
~~he~.: ~.:.:r.::: 
Gnmbling Center. It has 
now bttn years 1locc he 
pl,ced • bet. 
Treatment prog:r:uns for 
gambling oddlcu In the m>-
tion'a ino capital are in 
Jeopordy, how.vor, • Neva-
da bwmalo,ro look for way, 
lo doac tho Jtato't hug,, bud-
get ahortblL Thr goveruor 
hos proposed cutting f1DM1:-
l11g for orgru,lzarioos like 
rbe cuter, which could 
leave those ttylng to quit 
with few places to tum. 
"G<!ttlng help was the 
best thing r,.., ever done," 
wdCreco,61,whonowvol-
ume•n helping other od-
dlcts. •n-, cur....., going 
to cauw a lot of despair . ., 
More tbon 5 percent of 
Ncvad.,.'s rnidrnts 11tt ei• 
thcr pothologicol or prob-
~•iJo2b~1d'y''':~rdJ~O:,~ 
twic.-c the rate of tha na--
tlon'1 overall population. 
Since 2005, o $2 r.e on slot 
nw:hln,s b"" helped pay 
for resenrch. prcve:ndon =:.:~~· !:,:."r! 
broughr In ,bout $1.5 mil-
lion. 
of~ bJ~ ~~~tl} 
of the at3te'• total ope-rating 
~~ y,~-thc:.'s:i~ 
Sandov.t.a Republican. has 
proposed r<<lir<Ctlr« half of 
thnt revenue 10 the general 
fund. The move would 
nwte pcn,wl<Ot O stopgap 
meuure that the Leg!Jb-
rure took b" ycar. 
0th r bwmaken want to 
~~b~~~~n~':i~ ry. Store Son. Ben Kieck· 
he fer b,,a proposed redlrtct-
lng the o<htr half of the slot 
machine money toward nu-
mm treament prog:n.m, 
rhar might alio be oo d,e 
chopping block. 
g~i:~~! :J:bl;: 
==~~~ .. rn:d 
Kieekhcfur, • Rcpublicon 
from Reno, -when it C'Om('I 
:r:~t:~.~~d~itl 
ov..- a problem l'l""hl<r any 
day of the week." 
The Problem Gambling 
Centrr offers outpatient 
%.,7."~h=.{. ~f :~ 
dents e:iicb yeo.r. Private So,. 
n:atiON, including contribu-
tions from gomblfug compa-
nies. maJoc up more than 
holfofthoorp.niutioo'san--
nualS410,000 budget. 
· By any mcuurr. we're a 
,hoesning operation." said 
Robe.rt Hunter. tbt: cmter-'t 
clinkaldirector. 
"lfwelotrstat<fundi118, 
It wouldn, kill us, but we 
would be forced to make 
tome drartutic cuts," be 
s.nid. 
StU~ Bo Bernhard, a ,ocl• 
ologiot at the Uniwrdty of 
Nevada. wd ••••• money 
had been o boon to l.('Ull-
bling addiction rnatmen~ 
which he found to he efl'oc-
dvc for 19 of every 20 pa-
t~ntl 
the l.,e Coumy Detention FacUily 
on bond Frtd:,y. "Thispenonoovi-
oudy bas problm,s to do scxne-
thlng Uke lhl,; Aubum Police 
Chief Tommy DIIWIOn said 01 • 
De"N'I conference lost week. 
The tlllte-.,ncompaHing foo<-
ball rivnlry bu• Ions bi,tory. But 
the h ino.is act has devout Ah, 
:=-r:.::o.:=~':c·~=~~ 
has 111ruted raising money for n,-
placcm,nts for the oab. 
Alabama studenr Sean P~ 
::!!t :·: ::i:~'r.~t~·~:. the 
two-hour drive from home In Blr-
::ieiu.~~ ~~;'.,;',;~don 
The Toomer·• uodltlon, - In~ 
~:iJ;~,'~:':ti;;:c!c: 
rhe Sh'Ce[ - ore Ingrained In the 
1tate•s cuk.llte. It is whlYe hWJ-
dreds of fans celebrated the re-
cent foorball narional champloo-
shlpon Jon.10. 
Retired Auburn athletic direc-
~~~i::~~r. ~~~ 
siae- Soutltt:aste-m Coufettnc~ 
<Otllltrycanundentand. 
"In Now York. Times Square Is 
con,idered the crossroads of the 
world," Housel said . "In our 
W<Jrld. Toom,r's Comer it the 
cro,aroads of Auburn· 
tfoonvictoo, Updyke c:ouldfacc 
~:~ ·~cl[ ~'.!Ji::· t.:r.: 
Teresa Green~ Monlgome,y, AIL, takes a plQllfe Salurdayln Auburn 1o 
remember Iha lrees that,_ been pollloned. .......,.o,_JIUYOfOBL 
Ule" phoned o ndio show bte last 
moruh. chiming be h3d poun.-d 
herbldde around oob. Dawson 
::'! r;;,:: ~':.n~YS~t~~ 
dioshow. 
Stef"hen Enloe, an HtistA.nt pro-
feuor of agronomy and soil. said 
consulutJon with experts arouod 
the counrry lndlcated that there 
w.u •• very low probabilJty- thar 
rhe tree, will survm, In the long 
run bttau .. e ol tbr rooccn.trndon 
of the h• rblcide found in the oolL 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Oller the past 10 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has worked through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to health care for 
those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and c:hanging the name 
of our fouidation -to inprove the health and wel~being of 
Floridians and their communities. 0.... mission io to improve: 
11,.,,e lo hP 1th Ctll'I', Awarding grants to fl0r4)rofit 
health cal8 organizations to help provide access to quality 
health-18lated services. 
('oo.,,unet h Rlth. Taking steps to reduce and prevent 
childhood obesity. 
Quality 11nd safe ty of pat nt ~at.,,. Partnering with 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Florida Cenll!r 
for Nursng to help enhance nurse education through 
si1n1lation equipment. Working to improw nurses· ablity 
to cal8 for patients. 
Quality of W"e. Partnemg in communities to improve 
human and social services, community development. 
education and llteracy, arts and culture and disaster 
prepa18dness and relief. 
Th<' h.-all h con• .. _.,t,.m. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
and encouraging other organizations to replic,1te 
these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
BA I SUndey, February 20, 2011 I St. Petorsburg Times * * 
Nation 6i World ~ tampabay.com for more wor1d ne'NS 
U.S. military may go after pirates f 8deral0tticials 
Four U.S. c1t1zens Slates is prepared to intervene four U.S. citizens captive. The almost nothing about where the 
were taken captive 10 rescue the couple if they are other two people have not been Adams lived or what they did b I k t h t 1• 
Indeed aboard the boat. "They identified. beforetheysetolT. a a s or 1ne when their yacht was werepartofasallinggroupthat The website of the American "We were so unhappy being 
hijacked off Somalia. :d~\:n;~~"w~s~~;~~:J:: ~~~,8~','ie!\:u~~: !! ;~s~:1:~ri:~:~h~~rn~~J,:; 
l.o,Ang,lu Ttmu Ocean,"hetold the network. ter from lndla to the Medlterra- abode had to be ncquired," Jean Mica's sudden plan paired with prooeed wouldhwnpertheircase, 
LOS ANGELES - U.S. mili - Jean and Scott Adam have new, by way of the Arabian and Adam wrote. the apparent disapproval by the porticularlywiththe time crundl. 
tary officials said they are con- been sailing around the world Red seas. 'Ibey had hoped to But the website richly chron- Department of lransporlalion If they cannot come up with 
sideringa response aflerreports for six years o n their sailboat, reach Crete by April, then sail to Ides thei r adventures abroad, made for a lot of unknowns Sat- something, ~7orida's $2.4 bil-
lhal pirates off the coast of the S/VQuest. 111ey have raced Istanbul, Turkey. last year, the among them lales of distribut- urday, and time ls running out. lion wlll be handed out to other 
Somalia hijacked the yacht with the Del Rey Yacht Club in couple sailed to ports in Myan- ingBlblesin F\ji . A loose coalition o f Flor- states, seve ral of which have 
belonging to an Orange County, Marina del Rey, Calif., which mar, Cambodia wld 111ailwld. "We seek fertile ground for the Ida officials has until Friday lo eagerly stretd1ed out their palms 
Calif., couple on a worldwide has been lheir mail drop during Before the rerent seizures of Word and homes for our Bibles," come up with an alternative that in thedayssinceSoott 's rejection . 
voyage distributing Bibles. their global odyssey. the S/V Quest and w101her ves- she wrote. "Often, the ultimate bypasses the state aild transfers Advocates for the full line were 
Rear Adm. Charles Gaou- Omar Jamal, first secretary at sel, the Alfardous, pirates were homes are best found by people the money to some other entity, surprised, if not taken aback by 
eu e, deputy commander o f the the Somali mission at the United believed to be holdlng 29 ships who are already living locally such as a regional transportaUon Mica's plw1, released late fnday. 
U.S. Navy's 5th floot, told CNN Nations, said Friday that pirates and about 660 hostages. and seeking and cultivating that board or loo~ government. 111ey proceeded cautiously Sat-
on Saturday that the United In the Indian Ocean had taken The S/V Quut website says fertilegromld." Adlvidedapproach over how to urday, but disappointment was 
m~~~:;:;;;;;:=.:::;::;;===============i7 •"!_~I.goal is to bring as many 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
has worked through The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida to 
improve access to health care for those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Our mission is to improve: 
Aooea to health care. Awarding g rants to nonprofit health care 
organizations to help provide access to quality health-related services. 
Cowrumer health. Taki,g steps to reduce and prewnt childhood obesity. 
Quality and llllfety of patient can,. Partnering with The Robert 
Wood Johnson Foondation and Florida Center for Nursing to help 
enhance nurse education through simulation equipment. Working to 
improw nurses' ability to care for patients. 
Quality of life. Partnering in communities to improve human 
and social services, community development, education and literacy, 
arts and rulture and d"ISBSter preparedness and rerief. 
The health care system. Seeking out programs that 5erV9 the 
health needs of people a nd communities, and e ncouraging other 
organizations to replkate these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities. 
Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
jobs as possible to the state of 
florida and lay a foundation for 
long-term economic growth;' said 
U.S. Rep. Kallty Castor, D-Tumpa, 
who has been coordinating with 
officials in "!lunpe. and Nelson . 
.. We have the basis for a legal 
and practical proposal that will 
accomplish the original goal of 
high-speed rail, jobs and hope 
for Florida," Castor said. 
Hillsborough County Comml&-
sioner Mark Sharpe, a rail pro-
ponent, c riticized a "piecemcaJ 
approach." 
"I think It's probably a good 
time now for us a11 to stop, take 
a deep breath, and begin to re-
evaluate our nation's transpor-
tation plan from the bottom up 
and the top down; he said. 
Mica proposed to bring 
together Orange and Osceola 
counties with the city of Orlan-
do to build a 21-mile stretch 
between Wail Disney World and 
Orlw1do International Airport. 
As for stations, Disney has 
committed to donate a si te val-
ued al $25 million for a stop on 
its property, accordlng to federal 
grant applications. A conven-
tion center stop is planned for a 
20-acre parcel owned by Orange 
County, and the final station Is at 
Orlando lntematlonal Airport. 
Some t hougl1 t Mica's plan 
could work. 
StaleSen.Jad< Latvala,aRepul>-
lican from SI. Petersburg who 
diairs U1e transportation conunit-
tee, said "more power" to Mica if 
he "can swing this." It could pave 
t11e way for a T..-unpa leg, Latvala 
said, and could be done with tittle 
helpll-ornU1egovemor . 
.. As lo ng it 's in one county 
or metropolitan area, l would 
pretty much imagine that could 
be done with local sponsorship," 
Latvnla said. "The only problem 
is, I think he could say you can"t 
have DOT right of way. I just 
can't imagine he wouldn't be rea-
sonable." 
But Ellyn llog(ianolI, a Repul>-
Jican slate senator from Fort 
Lauderdale, said if Mica's plan 
need ed any state backing, it 
wouldn't ge t hers because 21 
miles is too short 
''The purpose of a bullet train 
is to tnlce you long distances in a 
short period of time. I don't think 
the airport to Disney is a long-
enough distance. At first. glance, 
it really doesn't seem to make a 
lot of sense," she said. 
llog(ianolI said she never liked 
the project anyway, and would 
have preferred that a Miami-
10-Orlando route be built first 
because or its greater ridership 
potential. 
Latvala and Bogdanoff signed 
a letter last wool< criticizing Scott 
for rejecting the federa1 money, 
largely they said, over the way 
Soot! handled IL 
"He didn't let i1 golhrouglt Ute 
process; Bogdanorr said. ··nte 
process is import.ant to maintain 
a democracy. 111is Is not corpo-
rate Arnerica. This is politics.~ 
Critics of any rail deaJ say a 
smaller line does not help the 
case. 
"lbe bollorn line is that build-
ing high-si-1 rail Just for U1e 
sake of buildlng high-si-! rail 
would be a reddess mistake and 
It is a perfect e.xample of why the 
'stimulus"hasn't worked;said U.S. 
Rep. Rich Nugen~ R-Brooksville. 
But Ray Chiaramonte, execu• 
tive director of the Hillsborough 
County Metropolitan Planning 
Organization, is Just hoping a 
deal can be worked ouL 
"If the issue Is protecting the 
taxpayers, then le t 's work on 
getting an agreement that does 
that," l1esaid. 
"I honestly believe there's 
enough taxpayer support to make 
this happen .. .. 11tis has evolved 
over Ute last 20 years to finally 
come up with something that 
can work Let. 's not throw awa.v 
20 year.; of wolk This is a game-
changing project for our ronunu-
11.ity, and we need to be very seri• 
ous about this fork in Ute road." 
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busservlcewlll operateonaregular ooerateonaregular scheduleMonday. 
caJI (80)272-5900. Call (813)659-4200. SChedu!e MOl"lday, Call (813)2!)4-4278. 861-3020. caJl(727)51,0-1900. ST. PETERSBURG 
Animal MrVku:: CIOsed Monclc\Y. Llbrarlu: Qoeo MOi'\day. Call (80) 
Mlmalcontrol offlcerswI11 oeonca11 273-3652. 
Rea1atlon: ReglonaI Par~.sand Gart,a,ecoUectlon: Regularlysched- Parks: Councy-operatedparkSare 
uled0<ck.u0Monliay. Call {800)255-
fo<emergerclesonlyat(813)74'•5660 Publcschools: QoenMcw,~. Call 
TreshetterwUl beopen Tuesday (SG)Zn-4000• 
recreatloncenterswmoeopenMonday. ooenMo"1ay. Call(727) 582-1lOO. Governmentofflcu:: ClosedMorday. 
Call (80)506-6600. 7172, Call (72n893-71n. 
~:.;~ Ooen Monday. Call (8l3) ~:,-;:,e~~=;~~!:~~ ok:Koos 
~ 1~,;~;;~ Ooen Monday. Call Recreation: ParkS and recreation 
DADE CITY CLEARWATER 
Ubrarlu: ClosectMonday. Call (727 ) 
341·n99 . 
PASCO Gilrt>a,1collectlon:ReguIarIysche<f. Govemmentofftcu: Oosed Monday, Rfl:readon: AUrecreat:Joncenters Call (727)562-4040 uledolCl<uoMonday. Cal! (800)2SS- ooenMonctay.CaJI (727)893-7441. 
Hlllsboro.,&h ccmmuntty eonea:e: ~:-~~
5
~ '.11 be ooen Monclay. Call (813) 
NoclassesMonclay. Call {80)253-7620. 
Gov1mment offices: Open Mooctay. Ubr•rtn: ClosedMonday.Gall (727) 
Call (80 )996-7:1'l 
m1. 
562-4970. Gar1>a&1collect:lon: Regu~rlysched-









Rtautton: Parks ard reaeaoon 
cem.ersY11ll oeooenMoncsay.Ca11 (8l1) 
635-3500. 
TAMPA 
Government offlcu: Ooen Mooday, 
Call (80)274-821l 
Ubrar1u: Open Monday, Call (813) 
173-361. 
Publlcachools: OpenMor(lay. Call 
(80)272-4000 
UntversltyofTampa: Ooen MQnday, 
Call (80)253-3333. 
UnlvarsltyofSouthAorlda: Ooen 
Morday. Call (80)974-20n. 
Garbq1co111ctton: RcauIarold(ups 




scheduleMonday. Call (8l3) 254-4278. 
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Starkey Is partner! ng 
with Gardner Audiology 
to field study the first 
affordable digital hearing 
aid that disappears Inside 
your ear 
In return for answering 
research questionnaires 
Gardner will give you one 
month to test this new 
hearing aid Invention. At 
the end of 30 days you 
will return your study aids 
or purchase them. It 's 
















Recreatlon: OosedMonday. Call {727) = Garb1&1coll1ctlon:Regularlysched- 562-4800. Publlcschools: ClosedMonday. Call Garba&1c0U.ctton: Regularlysehed-
TEMPLE TERRACE (80)794-1000. uled~ckup/'vlcnday. CaJI (800)25S- uled olci<up Monday.Call (727)562- STATE 
Pubffctn1nsport•tlon:Pasc0County 
mz 
4920. Department of Motor Vehldu: Government offlcu: Coen Monday. 
ea11 (m3J506-6410. 
llbr•lu: OoenMonday, Call (8t3) 
506-6770 
Publk:schoots: OpenMonday. Call 
(80)172-4000. 
Garbqecollectlon: Regularolc:kuos 
Monctay. CalI (80)506-6570 
oubllctransPQrtatJon wll ooerateona 
regularscheduleMonday.Ca.11 (727) 
PINELLAS Ooen Monday. Call {850) 617·2000 
DUNEDIN 
834-3311 Government offices.: CIOSed .V.Onday. FEDERAL 
Garbagecolleetlon: Rcgularlysehed- Call (727) 464-3000. Government offlcu: Closed Monday, 
uledplcJ<upMoooay. Call (800)155- Llbrarlt.s: OosedMonday.Call (727) Call (727)298-3001 U.S. PostalSuvlce: ClosedMorday. 
nn. -'4l-84oa Ubriirles: ClosedMorday. Call (T27) Call (800)ASK-USPS. 
PubHc.Khoots: OoenMonday. CaJI 298-3080. Tan"C)a Federal COl.rthouse.: CIOSed 
(717)588-6000. Garba&1c0Uectlon:RcgularlysctiOCI· Monday. Call (8l3)30f-5400 
Tbe Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has worked through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to health care for 
those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and changing the name 
of our foundation -to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. Our mission is to improve: 
AcC8IIS to health care. Awarding grants to nonprofJt 
health care organizations to help provide access to quality 
health-related services. 
Consumer health. Taking steps to reduce and prevent 
childhood obesity. 
Quality and safety of patient can,. Partnering with 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Florida Center 
for Nursing to help enhance nurse education through 
simulation equipment. Working to improve nurses' ability 
to care for patients. 
Quality of lite. Partnering in communities to improve 
human and social services, community development, 
education and literacy, arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
The health care system. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
and encouraging other organizations to replicate 
these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the heah:h and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow- and well into the future. 
Blue Crou and Blue Shield of Honda foundation,, en lndepondent LJcensee of the Blue Cn:,u and Blue Shield As.s(x;1at1on 
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· Afghan soldiers, police 
killed while getting paid 
f/4#tL41te/3<Vt(Jeli 
lost 30 pounds in 
30 days and now ... 
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Over 1 million Pounds Lost Nationwide/ Call Tocu,y to start Los,ng 
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alxmk. t/11:11 ~truck. 
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Like many thue day.a, 
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much. eaung fatty t,,odo 
andsipping ,ruprydnnk:.!1. 
Hoboarhepotbellyro 
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touche:sth.etloor-when 
he's onallfoun, thatia . 
Shiva bdonp to a colony 
ofmonkeyowhohaw 
been ffttb!nf!d up to help 
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modem, human ep,demico 
, ofoboaityatlddiabet ... 
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new drup aimed at 
treatingthoaeconditlon.,. 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the pHt 10yewo, Blue Croa and Blue Shield of 
Florida ha• workod through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to heakh ca"' for 
those who need ~ most. 
Now, we're e,cpendng our reach -ond changing the name 
al our foundation - to improve tho health and -1~ of 
Aorid'-lns and their convnunitias. Our miuian is to irnpro,,w 
Ac:C"t>"i to health <'an•. Awarding grants to nonpront 
health c,iro organiz;otions to hop provide acctiS to quality 
haalth-rebl8dseM01S. 
('on ,mer h~•ltb. Taking steps to 18duca ard pAIVent 
childhood obesity. 
Q1.111U1,- nnd ~t~ ot p,ntient t'ftJ"{o. Partneriig with 
The Robert Wood Johnson Fot.ndabon and Florida Cent.er 
for Nul!ing to help enhana, muse education th'°"!/l 
sim.Jlation oqupmant. v.o.kng to irr'4)fovo nurus' abiUty 
tocareforpatlents. 
QuuU l~ of hf•. Partnering in ex>mmunitlos 10 lmpn,ve 
human and &OCl:al J8Ni<:es, communfty development. 
education and literacy, arts and culture and disoster 
preparedness and relief. 
The hNlth c-an'.' Ii) tern. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
and encouraging other organizations to replicate 
these pJograms. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians 
and their communities. Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
L,_ _____________________________ __J 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has worked through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to health care for 
those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and changing the name 
of our foundation - to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. Our mission is to improve: 
Access to health care. Awarding grants to nonprofit 
health care organizations t o help provide access to quality 
health-related services. 
Consumer health. Taking steps to reduce and prevent 
childhood obesity. 
Quality and safety of patient care Partnering with 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Florida Center 
for Nursing to help enhance nurse education through 
simulation equipment. Working to improve nurses' ability 
to care for patients. 
Quality of life. Partnering in communities to improve 
human and social services, community development, 
education and literacy, arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
The health care system. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
and encouraging other organizations to replicate 
these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the heafth and well being of Floridians 
and their communities Today, tomorrow and well into the future . 
CYA~1 MAGENTA BLACI< • 
most of the . ideas that have 
dominated public education 
have worked against students, 
teachers and our country. Did 
this really happen? 
A condensed version of the 
remarks begins: 
· "This school will no longer 
honor race or ethnicity. I could 
not care less if your racial make-
up is black, brown, red, yellow 
or white . .. . I could not care less 
if your ancestors arrived here 
on the ayflower or on slave 
ships. The only identity I care 
about, the only one this school 
will recognize, is individual 
identity - your character, your 
scholarship, your humanity. 
And the only national identity 
this school will care about is 
American. This is an American 
public school, and American 
public schools were created to 
make better Americans." 
It goes on to say that students 
will leave the school speaking 
and writing English no matter 
what theii:_ native language is; 
students will dress properly; no 
obscene language will be toler-
ated; all self-esteem programs 
wpl be ended and self•esteem 
will be attained by earning 
it; and the school will now· be 
reoriented toward academics 
and away from the politics and 
propaganda of scariog students 
about smoking, caffeine or 
global warming or other such 
things. 
The speech ends: "Now 
please stand and join me in the 
Pledge of Allegiance to the flag · 
of our country. As many of you 
do not know the words, your 
teachers wil han them out to 
you." 
The words are real, but they 
weren't part of a speech by a 





The Loughners' front 
door and windows are 
now covered over. 
By ALLEN G. BREED 
Associated Press 
TUCSON; Ariz. Randy 
Loughner was always reclusive. 
But since the shooting rampage 
in Tucson last month, the father 
has shut himself behind what 
one neighbor calls "an elabo-
rate cage." 
In recent weeks, Loughner 
has built a substantial wooden 
enclosure, more than 6 feet 
high, obsctiring his front door 
and windows. The four horizon-
tal windows on the garage door 
have been papered ov~r, the 
diamond-shaped openings atop 
the block wall to· his back yard 
closed off with little plywood 
plugs. 
Even the white mailbox out 
front has been replaced by a 
heavy black steel one with a 
locked drawer. 
"He was already secluded, so 
he was already set up for it, and 
used to it," says Stephen Woods, 
who lives in the house to the left 
of Amy and Randy Loughners'. 
11S0 I imagine it's not bothering 
him much. I don't think his life 
h as changed that much." · 
But life has undoubtedly 
changed. 
Until Jan. 8, the couple's 22-
year-old son, Jared, shared the 
modest beige block and brick 
home where the couple have 
lived for nearly ,three decades. 
Now, he sits in a cell, , facing 
federal charges of attempting to 
assassinate U.S. Rep. Gabrielle 
Giffords and two of her aides. 
Six people, including a fed-
eral judge, were killed and 13 
injured in the shooting during 
a Giffords meet-and-greet .out-
side a Tucson grocery store, and 
more charges are expected. 
e ,- - e - ,- 111111,u111v1 1uu1111111uunu1uuuu1v , uu11,, er ie e - • 
SAPPHIRE 
AW ARD 
Tomorrow's health begins 
with today's honore~s. 
As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities, 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation recogn·izes th~ best heaith nonprofits in Florida_. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center 
Pembroke Pines · 
" The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida is no:v 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Ov~r the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need it most. 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
TY.kes & Teens I Palm City 
Now, we're expanding our reach -
an,d changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health 
and well-being of Floridians and 
their communities. 
-Our mission is to improve: 
• Access to health care, 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. · 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
. . 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloas~ AIDS Support & 
· Informational Services (OASIS) 




For more informat ion, p lease 
visit www.bluefoundationfl.c'om 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities. 
Today, tomorrow-and well into the future. 























SOURCE: Department of Defense 
Names released by 
the mllltary during the 
past week: 
■ Army Spc. Lashawn 
D. Evans, 24, of Columbia, 
S.C., died in Baghdad prov-
ince, Iraq, in a noncombat-
related incident. He was 
ssigned to the 1st Attack 
Reconnaissance Battalion, 
1st Aviation Regiment, 
Combat Aviation Brigade, 
1st Infantry Division, Fort 
Riley, Kan. 
■ Air Force Airman 1st 
, Class Corey c. Owens, 
26, df San Antonio, Texas, 
died after a noncombat-
related incident at Al Asad 
.Air Base, Iraq. He was 
assigned to the 47th Secu-
rity Forces Squadron, 
Laughlin Air Force Base, 
Texas . . 
■ Army Spc. Jonathan 
• Pilgeram, 22, of Great 
Falls, Mont., died in Konar 
province, Afghanistan, of 
wounds suffered when 
nsurgents attacked his 
unit using small-arms fire. 
He was assigned to the 1st 
Battalion, 327th Infantry 
Regiment, 1st Brigade 
Combat Team, 101st Air-
borne Division (Air As-
sault), Fort C&mpbell, Ky. 
■ Air Force Airman 1st 
Class Christoffer P. 
John on, 20, of Clarksville, 
Tenn., died after a non-
com bat-related incident in 
Sout hwest Asia while 
supporting the Iraq war. He 
was assigned to the 423rd 
Security Forces Squadron, 
Royal Air Force Alconbury, 
England. 
■ Marine Sgt. Mat-
thew J. Deyoung, 26, of 
Talent, Ore., died while 
supporting combat op-
erations in Helmand prov-
ince, Afghanistan. He was 
assigned to the 2nd Re-
connaissance Battalion, 
2nd Marine Division, II 
Marine Expeditionary 
Force, Camp Lejeune, N.C. 
WASHINGTON All 
branches of the U.S. mil-
itary have begun required 
training as part of the re-
peal of the ban on gays and 
lesbians serving openly in 
the armed forces and expect 
to have it completed before 
the end of summer. 
The branches are follow-
ing a three-step approach 
toward removing the "don't 
ask, don't tell" policy. The 
first part focuses on train-
ing experts- service mem-
bers responsible for the ad-
ministration of the new pol-
icy, such as chaplains, law-
yers and recruiters. The 
second step involves train-
ing senior leaders, includ-
ing the highest-ranked offi.-
cers and enlisted person- · 
nel. Finally, the rank-and-
file troops will be trained. 
All uniformed military 
personnel and civilians 
who supervise troops must 
undergo the training. 
The Marine Corps was 
the first branch to begin 
training and expects to be 
finished before the end of 
ay, according to Marine 
Corps spokesman Capt. Bri-
an Block. 
The Army started its 
training Thursday with 
Gen. George Casey, the U.S. 
Army Chiefof Staff, leading 
many of his four-star gen-
erals through the guidance. 
l t plans to complete train-
ing for all soldiers by the 




·.o~orrow's h al· h b • gins 
with tod y' onorees. 
As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities, 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation recognizes the best health nonprofits in Florida. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center 
Pembroke Pin~s 
The Blue Foundat ion for 
a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and ,Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need it most. 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: · 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm_ City 
Now, we're expanding our reach -
and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health 
· and well-being of Floridians and 
their communities. 
· Our mission is to improve: 
• Access t.o h alth care. 
• Consumer health. 
• Quality and safety of patient care. 
• Quality of life. 
• The health care system. 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Leam I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
FLOR·IDA 
For more information, please 
visit www.bluefoundationfi.com 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities. 
Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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~ using a Smart B, 
.tH' sprn compensat10n czar 
that said nearly all will be 
well by 2012. 
At a science conference 
in Washington, marine 
scientist Samantha Joye 
of the University of Geor-
gia aired early results of 
her December submarine 
dives around the BP spill 
site. She went to places she 
had visited in the summer 
and expected the oil and 
residua: from oil-munching 
microbes would be gone by 
then. It wasn't. 
"There's some sor.t of a 
bottleneck we have yet to 
identify for why this stuff 
doesn't seem to be degrad-
ing," Joye told the Amer-
ican Association for the 
Advancement· of Science 
annual conference in Wash-
ington. Her research and 
those of her colleagues con-
trasts with other studies 
that show a more optimistic 
outlook about the health of 
the gulf, saying microbes 
did great work munching 
the oil. 
"Magic microbes con-
sumed maybe 10 percent of · 
the total discharge, the rest 
ofit we don't know," Joye· 
said, later adding: "there's 
· a lot of it out there." 
The head of the agency in 
· charge of the health of the 
Gulf said Saturday that she · 
. thought that "most of the 
oil is gone." And a Depart-
ment· of Energy scientist, 
doing research with a grant 
from BP from be fore the 
pill, said his examination 
of oil plumes in the water 
column show that microbes 
have done a "fairly fast" job 
of eating the oil. Lawrence 
Berkeley National Lab sci-
entist Terry Hazen said 
his research differs from 
Joye's because they looked 
at different places at differ-
ent times. 
Joye's research was more 
widespread, but has been 
slower in being published 
in scientific literature. 
In five different expe-
ditions, the last orie in 
December, Joye and col-
leagues took 250 cores of 
the sea floor and traveled 
across 2,600 square miles. 
Some of.the locations she 
had been studying before 
the oil spill on April 20 and 
she said there was a notice-
able change. Much of the oil 
she found on the sea floor 
- and in the water column 
- was chemically finger-
printed, proving it comes 
from the BP spill. Joye is 
still waiting for results to 
show other oil samples 
she tested are from BP's 
Macondo well. 
She also showed pictures 
of oil-choked bottom-dwell-
ing creatures. They includ-
ed dead crabs and brittle 
stars - starfish like crea-
tures that are normally 
bright orange and tight-
ly wrapped around coral. 
These brittle stars were 
pale, loose and dead. She 
also saw tube worms so full 
of oil they suffocated. 
"This is Macondo oil on 
the bottom," Joye said as 
she showed slides. "This is 
dead organisms because of 
oil being deposited on -their 
heads." 
' Joye said her research 
shows that the · burning 
of oil left soot on the sea 
floor, which still contained 
petroleum products. And 
even more troublesome was 
the tremendous amount of · 
methane from the BP well 
that mixed into the Gulf 
and was mostly ignored by 
other researchers. 
Joye and three colleagues 
last week published a study 
in Nature Geoscience that 
said the amount of gas 
injected into the Gulf was 
the equivalent of between 
1.5 and 3 million barrels 
of oil. 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Found·ation. 
• 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has worked through The Blue FoL.indatio·n for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access.to health care for 
those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and char.iging the name 
of our foundation - to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their comr111unities. Our mission is to improve: 
Access to health care. Awarding grants to nonprofit 
health care organizations to help provide access to quality 
health-related services. 
Consumer health. Taking steps to reduce and prevent 
childhood obesity. 
Quality and safety of patient care. Partnering with' 
· The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Florida Center 
for Nursing to help enhance nurse education through 
simulation equipment. Working to improve nurses' ability 
~o care for patients. 
· Quality of life. Partnering in communities to improve 
human and social services, community development, 
education and literacy, arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
The health care system. Seeking out programs 
that serve the health needs of people and communities, 
. and encouraging other organizations to replicate 
these programs. 
Together, we can do more to improve the _health and well-being of Floridians 
and theit communities. T9day, tomorrow- and well into the future. 
8?ut: Cro~,~; ~riti' 91uf~ Sf"H(~!d Qt florid?) F·otn-,<l(")t!()rt !:.; en lndef.'.)end'!nt t~cen?>ft\~ ,.:f th:.:J 8\reJ Cros:,; c.tnd Bhr.r1 Shit1 ld t._<~5o~ir::tion. 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years 
and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation is an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association . 
A 
low-income, visually impaired man gets the 
cataract surgery he needs - free of cost. A retired 
schoolteacher receives low-cost dental care. A 
free clinic in Panama City provides timely, attentive care 
to patients who need it most. 
They're small victories, but each has a big impact. And 
throughout the past 10 years, outcomes like these have 
been made possible by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation, the only statewide health care 
philanthropy that's based in Florida. Since its 2001 
inception, the BCBSF Foundation has sought to assist a 
growing number of Floridians who are uninsured or have 
limited access to appropriate, quality health care - due 
to barriers like cultural and language issues, availability 
of providers or economic circumstances. 
In fact, more than one million people throughout Florida's 67 counties have benefited from 
the BCBSF Foundation's efforts. From diabetes and mental health treatments to HIV/ AIDS 
medicines, the BCBSF Foundation awards grants to help ensure that uninsured people have 
access to health care. 
Here's how it works: the BCBSF Foundation partners with community-based nonprofit 
organizations that provide primary health care, preventive care and other services that promote 
healthy lifestyles. By awarding grants to these groups, the BCBSF Foundation helps them 
start new programs - or enhance existing, successful ones. Organizations must meet eligibility 
requirements, undergo site visits, and demonstrate past successes to receive grants. 
It's a system that's worked consistently well, both for organizations and the Floridians they serve. 
In a study conducted by the University of Florida, the BCBSF Foundation's impact over the first five 
years earned it the distinction of an "important national practical model for addressing health 
care disparities." 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation is an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 
l 
• 
A New Name. A New Mission. 
As the BCBSF Foundation celebrates a decade of philanthropy, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida is expanding its philanthropic affiliate's reach, revising its mission, and changing the 
BCBSF Foundation's name to reflect its new goals. 
What was previously known as The Blue Foundation for .... a Healthy Florida is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Foundation. The new mission is to improve the health and 
well-being of Floridians and their communities. The change 
reflects the company's expanding commitment to its philanthropy, 
as well as five focus areas for the BCBSF Foundation: 
FLO RI DA 
F~ 
Improving access to health care. 
The original mission of the BCBSF Foundation, 
improving access to health care will always be a 
cornerstone ofthe organization. Through IMPACT 
(Improving Access to Health Care) grants, the BCBSF 
Foundation will award funds to nonprofit health 
care organizations throughout the state that provide 
access to quality health-related services and address 
health care disparities. 
Improving consumer health. 
By partnering with communities across Florida, 
the BCBSF Foundation is taking significant strides 
toward reducing and preventing childhood obesity, 
a problem that threatens children's health today 
and into the future. Moving forward, the BCBSF 
Foundation will work with local organizations to 
identify pressing health concerns and develop ways 
to help alleviate them. 
Improving the quality and 
safety of patient care. 
The BCBSF Foundation knows that a well-trained 
and readily available nursing workforce is crucial 
to improving health outcomes for patients. That's 
why the BCBSF Foundation has partnered with The 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Florida 
Center for Nursing. Together, the three organizations 
study ways to enhance nurse education through the 
use of simulation. 
Improving quality of life. 
Healthy communities make healthy people - and 
vice versa. The BCBSF Foundation will partner 
in communities to improve human and social 
services; community development and diversity; 
education and literacy; arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
Improving the health care system. 
The BCBSF Foundation honors the best of 
nonprofit health care organizations with the annual 
Sapphire Award. By recognizing and rewarding 
these exemplary programs, the BCBSF Foundation 
will encourage other organizations to replicate 
successful models - and advance the improvement 
of the health care system. 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation is an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 
Small victories. Big impact. 
Clinic Offers More 
Free Medical Care 
Between 2007 and 2009, 
Panama City's unemployment rate 
rose from 4.6 to 9.8 percent, forcing 
many families to stretch every dollar. 
Because of this, some postponed 
health care services, and others 
sought free or reduced-cost health 
care. Others neglected to seek 
care altogether. 
Panama City's St. Andrew 
Community Medical Center faced 
a difficult situation: more new 
patients were seeking its services, 
but limited resources meant the 
Center had to turn away many who 
needed care. The Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
and Bay Medical Center helped the 
walk-in clinic provide free, timely 
care to an additional 60 patients 
each week. 
The BCBSF Foundation extended 
a $96,000 grant to help St. Andrew 
Community Medical Center provide 
medical supplies like diabetes 
testing equipment, antib iotics, 
insulin and non-narcotic pain 
medications to needy Floridians. 
Something to 
Smile About 
When an injury forced Pamela 
Abbey to stop working as a 
schoolteacher, she lost her regular 
health care benefits. After years 
of neglecting her dental health, 
Abbey turned to Community 
Smiles for help. There, she received 
the extensive dental work she 
desperately needed, free of cost. 
Set up by the Dade County 
Dental Research Clinic, Community 
Smiles is staffed by volunteer 
dental professionals - and provides 
preventive, restorative and highly 
specialized dental and oral health 
care to low-income, uninsured 
residents of Miami-Dade County. 
Floridians like Abbey can count 
on Community Smiles thanks in part 
to support from the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
In 2007, a $100,000 grant from the 
BCBSF Foundation allowed the 
clinic to add two additional staff 
members. In 2009, the BCBSF 
Foundation continued its support 
of Community Smiles with another 
$100,000 grant- enabling the clinic 
to purchase educational materials 
and lab supplies. 
Non profit Adds Specialty 
Care to Its Services 
Addressing the unmet need for 
specialty care is the next step for 
Shepherd's Hope, a faith-based 
organization of volunteers that has 
been working to meet the primary 
health care needs of Central 
Florida's uninsured for more than 
10 years. Areas of extreme poverty 
are especially prevalent in Seminole 
County, where uninsured individuals 
under the age of 65 make up 
14 percent of the population, or 
nearly 50,000 residents. 
A grant from the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
allowed Shepherd's Hope to open 
the Longwood Shepherd's Hope 
Health Center in Seminole County 
in 2007. Since opening, the clinic 
has provided more than 7,500 
medical visits for Seminole County 
residents who might otherwise 
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The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years 
and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
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A 
low-income, visually impaired man gets the 
cataract surgery he needs - free of cost. A retired 
schoolteacher receives low-cost dental care. A 
free clinic in Panama City provides timely, attentive care 
to patients who need it most. 
They're small victories, but each has a big impact. And 
throughout the past 10 years, outcomes like these have 
been made possible by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation, the only statewide health care 
philanthropy that's based in Florida. Since its 2001 
inception, the BCBSF Foundation has sought to assist a 
growing number of Floridians who are uninsured or have 
limited access to appropriate, quality health care - due 
to barriers like cultural and language issues, availability 
of providers or economic circumstances. 
In fact, more than one million people throughout Florida's 67 counties have benefited from 
the BCBSF Foundation's efforts. From diabetes and mental health treatments to HIV/ AIDS 
medicines, the BCBSF Foundation awards grants to help ensure that uninsured people have 
access to health care. 
Here's how it works: the BCBSF Foundation partners with community-based nonprofit 
organizations that provide primary health care, preventive care and other services that promote 
healthy lifestyles. By awarding grants to these groups, the BCBSF Foundation helps them 
start new programs - or enhance existing, successful ones. Organizations must meet eligibility 
requirements, undergo site visits, and demonstrate past successes to receive grants. 
It's a system that's worked consistently well, both for organizations and the Floridians they serve. 
In a study conducted by the University of Florida, the BCBSF Foundation's impact over the first five 
years earned it the distinction of an "important national practical model for addressing health 
care disparities." 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation is an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 
A New Name. A New Mission. 
As the BCBSF Foundation celebrates a decade of philanthropy, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida is expanding its philanthropic affiliate's reach, revising its mission, and changing the 
BCBSF Foundation's name to reflect its new goals. 
What was previously known as The Blue Foundation for +.V. a Healthy Florida is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Foundation. The new mission is to improve the health and 
well-being of Floridians and their communities. The change 
reflects the company's expanding commitment to its philanthropy, 
as well as five focus areas for the BCBSF Foundation: 
FLO RI DA 
F~ 
Improving access to health care. 
The original mission of the BCBSF Foundation, 
improving access to health care will always be a 
cornerstone of the organization. Through IMPACT 
(Improving Access to Health Care) grants, the BCBSF 
Foundation will award funds to nonprofit health 
care organizations throughout the state that provide 
access to quality health-related services and address 
health care disparities. 
Improving consumer health. 
By partnering with communities across Florida, 
the BCBSF Foundation is taking significant strides 
toward reducing and preventing childhood obesity, 
a problem that threatens children's health today 
and into the future. Moving forward, the BCBSF 
Foundation will work with local organizations to 
identify pressing health concerns and develop ways 
to help alleviate them. 
Improving the quality and 
safety of patient care. 
The BCBSF Foundation knows that a well-trained 
and readily available nursing workforce is crucial 
to improving health outcomes for patients. That's 
why the BCBSF Foundation has partnered with The 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Florida 
Center for Nursing. Together, the three organizations 
study ways to enhance nurse education through the 
use of simulation. 
Improving quality of life. 
Healthy communities make healthy people - and 
vice versa. The BCBSF Foundation will partner 
in communities to improve human and social 
services; community development and diversity; 
education and literacy; arts and culture and disaster 
preparedness and relief. 
Improving the health care system. 
The BCBSF Foundation honors the best of 
nonprofit health care organizations with the annual 
Sapphire Award. By recognizing and rewarding 
these exemplary programs, the BCBSF Foundation 
will encourage other organizations to replicate 
successful models - and advance the improvement 
of the health care system. 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida celebrates 10 years and is now Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation is an Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association . 
Small victories. Big impact. 
Clinic Offers More 
Free Medical Care 
Between 2007 and 2009, 
Panama City's unemployment rate 
rose from 4.6 to 9.8 percent, forcing 
many families to stretch every dollar. 
Because of t hi!:>, some fJOstponed 
health care services, and others 
sought free or reduced-cost health 
care. Others neglected to seek 
care altogether. 
Panama City's St. Andrew 
Community Medical Center faced 
a difficult situation: more new 
patients were seeking its services, 
but limited resources meant the 
Center had to turn away many who 
needed care. The Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
and Bay Medical Center helped the 
walk-in clinic provide free, timely 
care to an additional 60 patients 
each week. 
The BCBSF Foundation extended 
a $96,000 grant to help St. Andrew 
Community Medical Center provide 
medical supplies like diabetes 
testing equipment, antibiotics, 
insulin and non-narcotic pain 
medications to needy Floridians. 
Something to 
Smile About 
When an injury forced Pamela 
Abbey to stop working as a 
schoolteacher, she lost her regular 
health care benefits. After years 
of negb~cting her dental health, 
Abbey turned to Community 
Smiles for help. There, she received 
the extensive dental work she 
desperately needed, free of cost. 
Set up by the Dade County 
Dental Research Clinic, Community 
Smiles is staffed by volunteer 
dental professionals - and provides 
preventive, restorative and highly 
specialized dental and oral health 
care to low-income, uninsured 
residents of Miami-Dade County. 
Floridians like Abbey can count 
on Community Smiles thanks in part 
to support from the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
In 2007, a $100,000 grant from the 
BCBSF Foundation allowed the 
clinic to add two additional staff 
members. In 2009, the BCBSF 
Foundation continued its support 
of Community Smiles with another 
$100,000 grant- enabling the clinic 
to purchase educational materials 
and lab supplies. 
Non profit Adds Specialty 
Care to Its Services 
Addressing the unmet need for 
specialty care is the next step for 
Shepherd's Hope, a faith-based 
organization of volunteers that has 
been working to meet the primary 
health care needs of Central 
Florida's uninsured for more than 
10 years. Areas of extreme poverty 
are especially prevalent in Seminole 
County, where uninsured individuals 
under the age of 65 make up 
14 percent of the population, or 
nearly 50,000 residents. 
A grant from the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
allowed Shepherd's Hope to open 
the Longwood Shepherd's Hope 
Health Center in Seminole County 
in 2007. Since opening, the clinic 
has provided more than 7,500 
medical visits for Seminole County 
residents who might otherwise 
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Promises, but no help, for troops' caregivers 
PARKER. Colo. - When the 
sniper's bullet hit his neck, Staff 
Sgt. Matthew Keil nearly blacked 
out 
'1 had herud the gunshot, and it 
felt like someone had kicked me 
right in the bad<," he said. '1 
oouldn 'I feel my bod~ I oould on ly 
feel my head. and it fett like l was 
Ooatin11." 
He was on a rooftop in Rantadi, 
Iraq, leading a nine-man squad. 
His men rushed to his aid.stopped 
the bleeding and strapped him to a 













SOU~E: Oepanmfflt of CJE.fense 
Names NIHMdby 
the military durina the 
put-ic 
■ Army Spc. Luhawn 
D. Evans, 24, of Columbia, 
S.C .. died in Baghdad prov-
ince, Iraq, in a noncombat-
related incident. He was 
assigned to t he 1st Attack 
Reconnaissance Battalion. 
1st Aviation Regiment, 
Combat Aviation Brigade. 
1st Infantry Division. Fort 
Riley. Kan 
■ Air Force Airman1St 
Class COrey C.. Owens, 
26, of San Ant onio, Texas, 
died after a noncombat-
related incident at Al Asad 
Air Base, Iraq. He was 
assigned to the 47th Secu-
rity Forces Squadron, 
Laughlin Air Force Base, 
Texas. 
■ Army 5pc. Jonathan 
A. Pi.,..,... 22. of Great 
FaJls, Mont., died in Konar 
province. Afghanistan, of 
wounds suffered when 
insurgents attacked his 
unit using small-arm s f ire. 
He was assigned to t he 1st 
Battalion, 327th infantry 
Regiment, 1st Brill.Ode 
Combat Team. lOtst Air-
borne Division (Air As-
sault ). Fort Campbell, Ky. 
■ Air Force Airman1St 
Clasa Christioffer P. 
Johnson, 20, of Clarksville. 
Tenn., died after a non-
combat-related incident in 
Sout hwest Asia Ymile 
supporting the Iraq war. He 
was a.e.signed to the 423rd 
Security Forces Squadron, 
Royal Air Force Alconbury. 
England 
■ Marine Sat. Mat• 
ti-J.Deyoun&. 26,of 
Talent . Ore .. died while 
suppcrting combat op-
erations in Helmand prov-
ince, Afghanistan. He was 
assigned to t he 2nd Re-
connaissance Battalion, 
2nd Marine Division, II 
Marine ExPeditionary 




WASHINGTON - All 
branches of the U.S. mil-
ilary h ave begun required 
tr aining as pa1i of the re-
peal of the ban on gays and 
lesbians serving openly in 
the armed forces and expect 
10 have ii completed before 
theend ofsummec 
The branches are follow-
ing a three-step approach 
towan:l removing the "don 't 
ask , don't tell" policy. The 
first pai1 focuses on trai.n-
ing experts - service mem-
bers respQnsible for the art-
minist ration of the new Pol· 
icy, such as chaplains, law-
yers and recruiters. The 
second step involves train -
ing senior leaders, includ-
ing the highest-ranked offi-
cers and enlisted person-
nel. Finall:. the rank-and· 
file troops will be trained. 
All uniformed mill tary 
personnel and civilians 
who supervise troops must 
undergo the training 
The Marine Corps was 
the first branch to begin 
training and expects to be 
finished before the end of 
MaY, according to Ma1ine 
Corps spokesman Capt. Bri· 
an Block 
The Army started i ts 
training T11w·sday with 
Gen . Geort!e Case:. the U.S. 
ArmyChiefof StalT, leading 
many of his four-star gen• 
erals through the guidance 
It plans to complete train-
ing for a ll soldiers by lhe 
middle of Augu:,,. 
- Cll/N 
A short time later, in Colorado, 
Tracy Keil's phone rang: Her hus-
band of six weeks !tad been se-
verely woW1Cled. At the time, n a-
cy Keil was a successful acrount-
ant working in oorporate America 
That da)( Feb. 24, 2007, was the 
last clay she would won< a regular 
job. A much more dilllcult job and 
an Wlrertai.n future awaited her: 
Matthew's legs and tight ann 
were paraly7.ed, and he had min• 
imal control o\'er hJs left aim. He 
v.uuld use a wheelchair for the rest 
of h is life. The Kells \\Ould have to 
live in their new roles: him as 
paraplegic. her ascaregivec 
"I think Matt and I \\-ere more 
prepared as a couple for death than 
for an iajury like this." Tracy says 
"We had talked about a lot of 
things, but we have never talked 
abotrtthis." 
So they tw-ned to the Depat1· 
ment of Veterans Affairs for help. 
The Kells say the VA has taken 
care of Matthew's prtmary medi• 
cal con rems. but there was no help 
for Trac~ 
She longed for suppon and 10 be 
reoognl1.ed for her role as Mal-
thew's caregiver Then, in May 
2010, a new fede1al law passed that 
promlsed to help caretakers like 
Tracy 
Under the caregivers and Vet-
erans Omnibus Health Servit-es Act, 
caregivers would recei\'e a financial 
stipend, health care, training and -
perhaps most imponantly - respite 
care. Trab ted heahh care providers 
m u.kl rome into the home and give 
the caretaker a break. 
The law was supposed to take 
effect Jan. 31., but so fai; none of the 
new benefits have been imple-
mented. 
The VA says it is unable to provide 
a timeline for when the benefits will 
beavailable. 
"VA understands that every day is 
a challenge for the caregivers of our 
most a itically injmul or ill veterans. 
That's Why VA is wod<ing to move 
SAPPHIRE 
AW ARD 
forward \\1th deliberate haste 10 
implement this oomplex act/' the 
~ncy said in a statement. 
As much as tl1c benellts. Tracy is 
looking for reoognilion lbr the \\011< 
she does to help her wounded hus-
band. 
" I had a great job, I made good 
mone~ we had plans to buy a house 
and move forwatd . I had a lot of 
potenlial"shesays ''Nowit's likel'm 
wmi<inglbrtheVAfortree." 
"There are days that I think. 'How 
am Igoingtodo tltisfortherest ofmy 
life?' " she says, '1 love him, and I 
\\Ould doan1thingforhin1.and !hat's 
what gets )'OU through those realJY, 
really hard da,vsi' 
Tomorrow's health begins 
with today's honorees. 
As part of our mission to improve the health and we/1-be;ng of Floridians and their co111mun1t1es, 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation recognizes the best health nonprofits 111 Florida 
Sapphire Aw ard Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center 
Pembroke Pines 
The Blue Foundat ion for 
a Hea lthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need it most. 
Aw ard of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
Now, we're expanding our reach -
and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health 
and well-being of Floridians and 
their c:ommunities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• lV.,'--:f..:,. to lt1·alth 1<.11\ 
• C1111slu11c·r ht.·a lth 
• Q uality and safdy of pat kut can 
• t..iun lity (1flili._. 
• Tl1t·l 1h-1ltlirart: -._••:o-h.m 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nu,se & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa A IDS Support & 
Informational Seivices (OASIS) 




For more information, please 
visit www.bluefoundationfl.com 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and we ll-be ing of Floridians and their communities. 
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ARTIGRAS 
PAINT IT GREEN 
The Jupiter festival holds a 'Recycling is an Art' contest. 
By LESLIE GRAY STREETER 
Palm Beach Pvst Sl,aff ~Vriter 
JUPITER - The giant 
snake rises up from be · 
hind the cylindrical recy• 
cling bin, enveloping it as 
it rises, menacingly fixing 
the viewe r in its gaze. And 
even though the very size 
of the thing, and the long 
red tongue darting out. 
should give the viewer 
pause, its pull is irresist-
ible. 
For tunately, the impres-
sion left by this snake 
- created from foam , up-
holste ry fabric and other 
found materials by art 
teache r Brent McHearn 
and his students at Inlet 
Grove High School - is on 
the viewers' artistic sen· 
sibil ities and not on their 
bodies. The piece, located 
next to the hospitality tent 
at Jupiter's 26th annual Ar-
tiGras festival , is part of an 
ongoing effort to be green, 
as well as to inspire a new 
generation of artists. 
"I think the efforts have 
been unbelievable, incred-
ible," s.ays Patti Hamilton 
of the Southern Waste Sys-
tems, which spearheaded 
the "Recycling is an Art" 
contest at the Abacoa-area 
event 
The winne r out of the 
17 completed bins receives 
$250 in art supplies. T he 
contest was organized by 
Resource Depot, a facility 
that offers reused material 
for creative purposes. 
the1;'her~::ti"fe;t\~~/~~ 
a line that extended "clear 
down Town Cente r Boule-
vard," where the main gate 
for ArtiGras is located, 
said media spokesperson 
Rebecca Seelig. 
The festival features 
about 300 ar tists from 
around the country, in-
cluding about 270 that are 
part icipating in the juried 
art competition. as well 
as several local emerging 
THOMAS CO RO'l'/ Staff Pl'IOt()£1'dl)llfr 
Linda Howell (left) gives Gina Azzizzi, 10, painting t,ps Saturday 
at the Alla Proma Creations on Canvas tent at ArtiGras. 
More art onllne 
See photos from the event 
PBpulse.com 
artists, who work closely 
with the festival to prepare 
their ArtiGras debut. 
"They were very help-
ful. .. . I like the location 
of the festival. This is a 
great little area, and we 
like the diversity of the 
work," s.ays emerging 
artist Jeff Houghtaling of 
Lake Wor th. a painter of 
the surrealist, Dali-esque 
school who features giant, 
omniscient eyes in much 
of his striking work. 
Across the way, Deborah 
LaFogg-Doche rty of Boyn-
ton Beach was displaying 
pastels of birds and other 
wildlife, because "I love 
all animals. We're he re 
off and on every year. Ifs 
a beautiful location, very 
well run and always has a 
lot of people ... 
Seelig s.ays that about 
150,000 visitors were ex-
pected between Saturday 
and Monday. 
Among the new fea-
tures this year, besides 
"Recycling ls An Art," is 
the interactive adult art 
area, to correspond with 
the popular ArtiKids area. 
Inside, the Pellici broth-
ers of Jupite r, 7-year-old 
Michael and 5-year-old Al-
exander, worked intently 
~~[I~Ffo,i';;~l~donb;;~tl~ 
colored plastic rods. 
· It's a person 1" ex-
plained Michael, so in-
volved in his creating that 
he barely looked up. 
"I thought it was a 
robot," s.aid mother, Su-
zanne. 
"No," the young art ist 
said. "It's a person." 
Farther away, friends 
Susan Present and Caro-
lyn VanMeter, both of Jupi-
ter, enjoyed colorful snow 
cones and discussed their 
art-buying plan of attack. 
ArtiGras had a different 
effect on Prosier Walker. 
18, an Abacoa resident and 
fledgling student photog-
rapher at Inlet Grove. 
"Seeing this art di rectly 
inspires the work that I do 
for the (school) maga-
zine." he said. "There's 
one booth that has black 
and white photography, 
and now I want to learn 
how to do it There's no 
loud music he re, very re-
laxing" 







6B Color/ Final 
Palm Beach County Jupite r, died Saturday. 
Amato, Joseph G., 92, Aycock Funeral Home. Ju-
of Palm Beach Gardens. pite r. Service Wednesday. 
died Saturday. Edgley Huesgen, Jolln G., 53, of 
Cremation Services, West Tequesta, died Thursday. 
Palm Beach. Avatar Cremation Service 
Bates, MIidred, 91 , of and Crematory, North 
Belle Glade. died Thurs- Palm Beach. 
day. Avatar Cremation Jones, l._rts, 61, for-
Service and Crematory, merly of West Palm Beach, 
North Palm Beach. died Wednesday. Browns 
Bond, Julie M., 72, of Funeral Home, Lantana. 
Lantana. died Friday. Keely, wcllle, 86, of 
Brown's Funeral Home, Boynton Beach, died Jan. 
Lantana 31. Edgley Cremation Ser-
Bradley, Chellle Dayle, vices, West Palm Beach 
43, of Lake Worth, died Kipp, Terry, 68, of Lake 
Wednesday. Edgley Cre- Park, died Thursday. Edg-
mation Services, West ley Cremation Services, 
Palm Beach. West Palm Beach 
Brown, George, 59, of Knight, Henry 1, 71, of 
West Palm Beach, died Delray Beach, died Fri-
Wednesday. Avatar Cren1a- day. Hudson Memorial 
tion Service and Crema- Chapel, Delray Beach. 
tory, North Palm Beach. LO'IY, lona, 58, ofWelling-
Smith, Arlen G., 91, of 
Boynton Beach. died 
Wednesday A Crema-
tion Service of the Palm 
Beaches, Boynton Beach 
Tucllman, Ronald, 73. 
of Delray Beach, died 
;;1;;,~t rvt~'.e\Ves~ r~';; 
Beach 
Welsne~ Glenn L. Sr., 78, 
of West Palm Beach, died 
Feb. 7. T illman Funeral 
Home. West Palm Beach. 
Wltkln, Bob, 90, of Palm 
Beach Gardens, died Sat-
urday. IJ. Mor ris Funeral 
Directors. West Palm 
Beach. 
Young, Lois E., 00, of 
Boynton Beach, died Feb. 
11. A Cremation Service 
of the Palm Beaches, 
Boynton Beach. 
die<;f~iida~.a~ t~:~ {v~~I dt~~e~id~m~~~d Martin County 
Fune ral Home and Crema- Crematory, Royal Palm Merryfleld, Keith Alton, 
tory, Lake Worth. Service Beach 88. of Hobe Sound, died 
Tuesday. Lopez, Enrique Jose, Feb. 10. Forest Hills Young 
DIGlrolamo, ~rnanda, 45, of Lake Worth, died and Prill , Stuart. Service 
78, of Jupite r, died Friday. Monday. Brown's Funeral March 4. 
Tillman Funeral Home, Home, Lantana Reynolds,Alfred H., 85, of 
West Palm Beach Funeral Martz, WIiiiam 1, 91, of Hobe Sound, died Tues-
in New York. Lantana, died Feb. 13. day. Avatar Cremation 
~ . James R., 79, of Avatar Cremation Service Service and Crematory, 
Boynton Beach, died and Crematory, North North Palm Beach 
Feb. 13. Scobee-Combs- Palm Beach. Waters, Rlcllard A., 56, of 
Bowden Funeral Home Mayers, Thomas E., of Jensen Beach, died Satur-
& Crematory, Boynton West Palm Beach, died day. Palm Beach National 
Beach Friday. Dorsey-E. Earl Chapel, Lake Worth Fu-
Fortune, Mary A. , 81 , of Smith Memory Gardens neral Tuesday. 
Palm Beach Gardens, Funeral Horne, Lake 
t~!bs~t;...d:~ t~~~ ~~o~ ~r1~itation and fu. St. Lucie County 
Home & Crematory, McElwreath, Mary A., Beagle, Pall, 'irl, of Port 
Boynton Beach. 102. formerly of Boynton St Lucie, died Monday. 
Gauthier, Roger 1, 53, of Beach, died Thursday. Aycock Funeral Home. 
D~lray Beach, died Fri- Scobee-Combs-Bowden Port St. Lucie. Funeral in 
~~;,,:
11 a~un~r~~;~~ ~':;~i~Y~~i~e B~J~e'pi: Ne;J~rs: Edward, 78, of 
Lake Worth ne ral Wednesday. Fort Pierce, died Wednes-
Gould, Reginald L, 66, for- Mecllanlc, Tuve, 88. of day. Haisley Funeral and 
merly of Lake Worth, died Boynton Beach, died Cremation Service, Fort 
l~:\'~::riZWo~~ J;::.rWl;,;~la,\~uc%!~ ;~~:- Service in New 
Funeral Wednesday. tory, Lake Worth. Kasmlre, Doris M., oi, of 
Hahn, Carl, 92, of Te- Ostrande~ Carol, 70, of Fort Pierce, died Wednes-
questa, died Thursday. Palm Beach Gardens. died day. All County Funeral 
Edgley Creniation Ser- Feb 12. Avatar Cremation Home and Crematory, 
vices, West Palm Beach Service and Crematory, Stuart. 
Hall, Jasper G., 64, of North Palm Beach. R .. ord, Ontlle, 85, 
West Palm Beach, died Parker, Gale, 75, ofBoyn- of Port St. Lucie, died 
Tuesday. Avatar Crema- t◊n Beach, died Friday. A Thursday All County 
tion Service and Crema- Cremation Service of the Funeral Home and Cre-
tory. Nor th Palm Beach. Palm Beaches, Boynton matory, Stuart Visitation 
Hudson, Robert, 79, of Beach and service Tuesday. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center I Pembroke Pines 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm Oty 
Honorable Mention 
$60,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jad<sonvil/e 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation. 
0-- the past 10 years. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida to imprtMl aa:ass to health 
care for those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach - and 
changing the name of our foundation -
to improve the health and well-being of 
Floridians and their communities. 
Our mia■lon la to Improve: 
• Aro,ss t,, health a,re. 
• C'..orurumer health. 
• Quality end safety of pabent care. 
• Qualityoflife. 




For more information, please visit 
www.bluefoLndationf.com 
As part of our mission to improve the health and 
we/1-be,ng of Floridians and their communities, 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
recognizes the best health nonprofits in Florida. 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and weU-being of Floricfrans 
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If Berlusconi goes, what 
will he leave behind? 
ltalianPrimeMrlis-
ter Silvio Berlusconi 
says he is not -...or-
ried about an order 
to stand trial on 




critics say that 
when t he premier 
finatlyexrt.s. hewill 
leave a nation 
whose democratic 
institutions. govern-
ance and polit ical 
discourse have 
suffered. 
By Hanry Chu 
TR IBUNE NEW SPAPERS 
ROME - Scandals that 
would almost certainly top-
ple the leader of any other 
Western democracy - al-
leged encoun ters \\1th 
underage prostitutes. cor-
mption charges, un-
abashed cmnyism - have 
yet to knock Silvio Ber-
~~~i P;Cs~i; a! 
f 
WiJ.lingt0 
that the la ll!'st imbrogjjo, 
which has Berlusconi set to 
stand trial in April on 
charges that he paid for sex 
\\1th a 17-year-old girl, will 
finally push him out the 
dom: 
But sensing that the odds 
are mounting against him, 
many here are starting to 
ask not whether Berlusconi 
can survive the caldron of 
Italian politics. but in what 
state he would leave Italian 
democracy. 
Commentators and crit-
ics across the ideological 
spectrum say that when he 
0nally goes, Berlusconi will 

























pervasive sleaze emanating 
from the very top, the in· 
creasing importance of per-
sonality and Bedusconi's 
etrorts to concen trate pow-
er while sidelining other 
insti tutions of state have all 
weakened the body poLitic. 
many analysts say. 
'' Italian democracy is de-
te1iorating fast," sa id 
Franco Pavonce1.lo, a pc,liti· 
cal scientist and president 
of John Cabot University in 
Rome. 
As premier, Berluscon~ 
74, has cultivated the idea 
tha t a popular mandate 
gives him license to ignore 
regular norms of conduct 
and prop1iety, said James 
Walston, a political scien-
tist at the American Univer-
sity of Rome. 
"His first statement after 
being elected was that he 
was anointed by the people. 
He was like Louis XJV. an 
ab.solute monarch with the 
blessingoflhe people," Wal-
ston said. 
The role of unquestioned 
boss was familiar to Ber-
Iusconi {tom his days as a 
billionain> media baron 
who still owns an empire 
tha t con trols most of Italy's 
commercial television. 
But in government, ana-
lysts say, his kinl!ly style 
has footered an extreme 
personalization a1 Kl rx>lar-
ization of politics, where 
virtually every matter of 
state and public policy 
tunlS into a referendwn of 
sm1s on Berlusconi him-
self. who inspires either 
devotion or revuls ion. 
Vme.n; who supported 
Betiusconi because they 
thought that as a self-made 
man. he wouldn't be behold-
en to special interests soon 
discovered that he himself 
was the special interest, 
crit.icssay. 
Yet he is able to dampen 
criticism and port ray him-
self in a flattering light in 
large part because of his 
companies' stranglehold on 
commercial T\~ the main 
source of news for most 
Italians. 
·'Only a blind person 
could not see the lethal and 
unnatural ll.repowe~ 
through his ownership of 
the Mediaset group ... that 
is concentrnted in the 
hands of a poLitlcal leader 
who's also an economic ty· 
coon," analyst Massimo 
Giannini wrote last month 
for the Rome- based think 
tank ltalianieuropei 
Political observers credi t 
Berlusconi with reviving 
the center-tight in Italian 
poUtics and turning ii into 
an electoral force. He has 
managed to stitch together 
a number of right-leaning 
coali tions that have put him 
in the prime minister's of-
fice on and off since 100.1. 
The oppooltton. by con-
trast. remains in disan-ax 
which ls partly wl"(Y low 
approval ratings and non-
stop scandals haven't been 
enoughto drive himout. 
He also maintains sup--
port rrom a signiflcant por-
tion of male voters, who 
regard his peccadilloes 
with indifference or even 
envJ 
Italian women seem less 
forgiving: Tens of thou-
sands took to the sn-eets a 
week ago 10 protest what 
they see as Bedusconi's 
ongoing assault on female 
cLignicy 
Analysts say the pre-
mier's coalition is apt to fall 
apart once he exits the 
scene. In the dran1a of the 
center-tight, "he's the direc-
tor. produce1~ the tycoon, 
the ma.in charc:1cte1; ·• said 
Enrico Mentana, a for mer 
news anchor for one of 
Berlusconl's TV sta tions. 




Tomorrow's health begins 
with today's honorees. 
As part of our m,ss,cn to 1mp1ove the health and well-being of Flond,ans and rhe" con11111in,r,es. 
rhe Blue Cross and Blue Sh,eld of Flonda Foundation 1ecogn1zps rhe best healrf nonprof,ts 111 F/onda 
Sapphire Award Winner I Award of Distinction 
$120,000 awarded to: $75,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center Hebni Nutrition Consu~ants I Orlando 
Pembroke Pines Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need ~ most. 
Now, we're expanding our reach -
and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the hea lth 
and well-being o f Floridians and 
their communities. 
Our mis&ion is to improve: 
• \ ,11•sstolU'<1lll1can' 
• ('c111sllmt·rl.1t:dth 
• q u: lllly ;rnd s;1f1·l.\ of pallt'lll , .. 11, 
• t l 11:1h1y uf l1li 
• '111t· 11, -:ilth ,-:11'· sr-.ti-11 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OASIS) 
Fort Walton Beach 
·~ FLORIDA 
F~ 
For more information, please 
visit www.bluefoundationfl.com 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities. 
Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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Pirates hijack 4 Americans; U.S. mulls responses 
Jason Straziuso 
Associated Press 
NAIROBI, Kenya - The 
United States government 
on Saturday said it was 
assessing possible responses 
after Somali pirates hijacked 
a yacht with four Americans 
on board in the Arabian sea 
off the coast of Somalia 
Pirates hijaeked the yacht 
Quest on Friday, two days 
after a Somali pirate was sen· 
tenced to 33 years in prison 
by a New York oourt for the 
2009 hijacking of the Maersk 
Alabama. That case ended 
ffl AROUND THE !!!!!L 
Madagascar president 





homalald from returni,g from 
exile in South Africa, but the 
poiticiantddreportersat 
Joha-lnesburg's aiport that 
he wookl keep tryi1g to return. 
Mire~ 
saidaviationauthoritiesn 
Ma:lagascar had written to 
South African NW¥ to 
say he was not welcome. 
Ravalommirla had been 






has been in exile in South 
Africa silo, being ousted 
in a 2009 militaJy-backed 
takeover led by Andry 
Rajoelina a former disc 
jockey turned An-o 
mayor. Rajoelina has been 
shunned by the intematicnal 
COOlllunity and has SO far 
rejected attempts by South 
Africa and other neiglbors 
to mediate a soluticn that 
would restore democracy. 
Rajoelina has refused to allow 
Raviiomlrlaia to return. 
2 trains hit buses in 
Bangladesh; 13 dead 
DHAKA, Bangladesh -
Two trains plowed into 
packed buses at unmanned 
railroad crossings in 
separate accidents on 
Saturday, killing at least 
13 people and injuring 45 
others, police and news 
reports said. 
Police recovered eight 
bodies from the wreckage of 
one bus in Cornilla district, 
55 mies east of the capital 
Dhaka, United News of 
Bangladesh news agency 
reported. 
Another 25 people were 
injured in the accident at an 
unmanned level crossing, 
the report said. Some of 
the injured were taken to 
hospital in serious oondltion, 
the agency said quoting 
unnanied police officials. 
In the second accident, 
police officer Ismail Hossain 
said five people died and 
20 were injured Saturday 
in Jessore district, 85 miles 
west of the capital. 
The guard at the crossing 
had left his post when the 
accident occurred, said 
Hossain. 
The dead and the injured 
were all bus passengers. 
Iran releases pair of 
Gennan journalists 
TEHR.AN. Iran- lranfreed 
two Gerrnan journalists 
arrested four nnonths ago 
in oonnection with a highly 
publicized stoning case, and 
Gerrnany's foreign minister 
went to Tehran on Saturday 
to bring the reporters home 
in a rare top-level visit by 
a Western government 
representative. 
An Iranian court threw 
out the journalists' 
20-month prison sentence 
Saturday , commuting it 
to a fine of $50,000 each 
and clearing the way for 
their release, state media 
reported. 
The Germans - a reporter 
and a photographer for 
the Berlin-based mass-
circulation tabloid Bild am 
Sonntag - got caught 
up in one of the many 
oonfrontations between Iran 
and the West. 
They interviewed the 
son of an Iranian woman 
sentenced to death by 
stoning for adultery, Sakinell 
Mohammadi Ashijani. 




in a spectacular rescue when 
Navy sharpshooters killed 
two pirates holding the ship's 
captain, Richard Phillips. 
The Quest is the home 
of J ean and Scott Adam, a 
couple who has been sail-
ing around the world since 
December 2004, aroording to 
a website the Adams keep. 
A U.S. military spokesman 
at Central Command in Flor-
ida said: ''We1re aware of the 
situation, and we oontinue to 
monitor it.• 
Matt Coshko, a spokesman at 
the U.S. Embessy in Nairobi, 
Kenya, which ovet'sees Soma-
lia, said preliminary reports 
indicate therearefour USciti-
rens aboonl the Quest. 
"All relevant U.S. agencies 
are monitoring the situation. 
working to develop further 
information, assess options 
and possible responses." Gos-
hko said. 
Pirates have increased 
attacks off the coast of East 
Africa in recent years despite 
an international flotilla of 
warships dedicated to pro-
tecting vessels and stopping 
the pirate a.~ults. 
Multim-illion dollar ra n-
soms are fueling the trade, 
and the prices for re leasing 
a ship a nd h ostages have 
risen sharply. One ransom 
last year was reported to 
be S9.5 million. Pirates cur-
ren tly hold 30 ships and 
more than 660 hostages, not 
counting the attack against 
the Quest. 
After the Maersk Alabama 
was hijacked in April 2009, 
Navy sharpshooters on the 
fantail of the USS Bainbridge 
fired on pirates holding Phil-
lips, the ship's captain, killing 
twoofthem. The only pirate to 
survive that U.S. rescue was 
AlxliwaliAbcliqadirMuse, the 
pirate who was sentenced to 
3.1yoors in prison this week. 
The best known case of 
Westerners being held hos-
tage in Somalia was that of 
Paul and Rachel Chandler. 
a British couple held for 388 
days. The two, who were rap-
tured while sailing in their 
private yacht, were released 
in November. 
U.S officials will likely try to 
prevent the Adams' yacht from 
reaching Somalia. where their 
options to rescue the Ameri -
cans become more limited. 
The Adams website chron-
icles the couple's travels over 
the last seven years, from El 
Salvador and Panama in 2005 
to Fiji in 2007 and Singapore 
and Cambodia last year. They 
most rooentlysailed from Thai-
land to Sri Lanka and India. 
Their wel,,ite said they were 
on their way to Oman when 
they were taken. Djibouti had 
been ne.xt on their lisL A satel-
lite tracking system the oouple 
uses showed them docked in 
Mumbai, India Oil F'oo. I. 
SAPPHIRE 
AW ARD 
Tomorrow's health begins 
with today's honorees. 
As part of our mission to ,mprove the health and well-being of Floridians and their communit,es, 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundat,on recognizes the best health nonprofits m Florida 
Sapphire Award Winner Award of Distinction 
$120,000 awarded to: $75,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Pembroke Pines Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation _ 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need it most. 
Now, we're expanding our readi -
and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health 
and well-being of Floridians and 
their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• Ac.t-c.- , -; to health l:::m ·. 
• ( 'or~um<·r l1l•,l lth. 
• l~11ality 111d safd_v of patio1t ,·an:. 
• qlLtlit~·of li t, ,. 
• The· lwaltJ1 n-tn· ~ystt:m. 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa A IDS Support & 
Informat ional Services (OASIS} 




For more information, please 
vish www.bluefoundationfl.com 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities. 
Today, tomorrow - and well into the future. 
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C KABUL, AFGHANISTAN 0 
u 
Insurgents attack >, 
C bank, ldlUng 8 C'GI 
CD 
siv~~~~ts7ira~J ::~k Ill 0 
e, in eastern Afghanistan 
::I Saturday as government i employees were waiting 
._ to be paid, killing at least 
0 eight people and wound-- ing scores of others in a ·o standoff punctuated by 
Q. deadly explosions. 
>< At least 48 people were 
CD being treated in the main 
>. hospital in Jalalabad, the 
I ~!~eth~t~d~;~\~~~~~tf~ 
l;' Kabul Bank branch, said 
C'GI Interior Ministry spokes-
.5 man Zemeri Bashary. 0th-... ers had already been dis-
0 ~~:'!e~~ ~!r~al1;;:;~~~'. ui 
.lll: lice officers. Three others 
0 were also killed, he said, 
~ ~ 
but investigators were 
CD 
trying to determine if two 
M > of them were the suicide 
0 ~ attackers. The Taliban claimed re-
~ -~ sponsibility for the attack, 
<( CD which spokesman Zabi-"0 ullah Mujahid said was 
i aimed at Afghan security Q) forces collecting their pay. 
C e BOSTON 
0 u -~ 0 Sen. not Interested C 
Q) Q) >, In pursuing attacker 0) C'GI 
E :ri rn 
C E Sen. Sco t t Brown 
rn 0.. 0 ::I has told a prosecutor z (/) c :g_ 0 he doesn't want to seek t >- criminal charges against c 0 ·5 "O Q) t5 
the former summer camp 
Q) > (/) CD counselor he says sexually 7; 
[5 '"O 
Q) Q) u assaulted him 40 years ago 
c::t:: Cl) 0 =ii on Cape Cod. Cape and Island's Dis-
.5 trict Attorney Michael 
CD O'Keefe tells The Boston 
g' Globe that the Massachu-
12. setts Republican told him 
"0 he didn't want to pursue 
C the case. O'Keefe said 
C'GI Brown didn't identify his 
CD alleged attacker, and that 
7; he will respect Brown's 
"0 wishes and won't launch 
CD an investigation. ; In a statement late Fri-
C day, Brown said he's not 
0 writing about what hap-
CD pened to him "to settle any 
C 
::I scores" but to let people 
:ri 
..a know they can overcome 
·c: hardships. 
~ In a book to be released 
.0 Ill Monday, Brown says he 
E Ill e was molest ed by the camp 
:ri ::J ll.. 
counselor when he was 10. 
z Q) ui MARANA , ARIZ. 
.0 a.. ~ 
E C ~ CD Bounce house blows 0 z 
::J t 0 1ii awl!/, injuring girt z Q) Q) C'GI 
'"O (/) N 0 0 A gust of wind picked up en 0 a bounce house with two c::t:: E (..) e girls playing inside Satur-
::I day, dumping one girl in 
Ill the yard but carrying the 
C'GI other two houses away and e dropping her onto a roof. I- The incident in the town 
.5 of Marana left a JO-year-
(I) 
9 
"0 old with serious head lac-... CD erations and other injuries. 
cu rn """"; She was taken to a trauma 
~ 
"""" 8., center in Tucson after fire-
Q 12, fighters got her off the roof. 
·E Q C'G1 Northwest Fire Dist rict 0. N "g i~~~e!:!nt~d~:o Gg~~t 
~ 
~ 
.,.r.. ......_ £ :~~~ :h~/r;ah~f1~ in!~ 
\I.I Q - hers called "a microburst" z w ('I ~ picked up the bounce . ......_ - house. 
.,w ;.,. N g ca~~:d 1~~::r;h;~ 7ti 
~ 
\I.I 
-i:: 0 -8 feet before falling out onto 
8 ::: ·s: 
the house. Her 7-year-old 
8 CD friend had minor injuries. ai -~ TEHRAN , IRAN 
~ '"' 2 captive German .a:: ....., -= = ·s. ca g ;oumallsts freed 
~ 
::: c! Iran freed two German ...... . journalists arrested four C'GI months ago in connection 
\I.I C: -g with a highly publicized ~ s stoning case, and Germa-
..0 0~ ny's foreign minister went li to Tehran on Saturday to ..... ·- e bring the reporters home 
.~ ~ 
....., 12. 
in a rare top-level visit by a 
rr, ca .!!! Wester°:government rep-
r/J CJ g re~~tat•tr~nian court \I.I u '"' • - 1i, threw out the journalists' Y) ~ -CD 20-month prison sentence 
tll i .c C1 
Saturday, commuting it to 
a fine of $50,000 each and 
\I.I :::::s w clearing the way for their 
z Ill release, state media re-c.. ~ ported. Germa n Foreign Min-
ister Guido Westerwelle 
in Tehran thanked his 
Iranian counterpart, Ali 
Akbar Salehi, for his "com-
mitment to the relations 
between our countries." 
TC « SCR I PP S TREASURE COAST NEWSPAPERS « Sunday, Februa ry20.20ll «3A 
NATION/WORLD -- TUNIS1 TUNISIA Marek Marius Rybinski cists," judging by the way it ·s the right time to leave. Slaying of priest was found on Friday with it was carried out, and He says he will focus his throat slit and stab vowed that those respon- on energy, education and Westerwelle's office said in condemned wounds in the parking lot sible would be severely ~~~i5~~nt\et~!m:fic1;mJ a statement the ministers of the religious school ina punished. 
also discussed their differ-
m~~eaJf ~i1~ann -t~~~~d Tunis suburb. ALBUQUERQUE , N.M. his term. He says he has 
~r~~~0J~~ ~~~~~d~~ The slaying of the Polish no specific plans once he Islamist party toth de- priest was the first deadly N.M. senator leaves the Senate, but will velopment of democracy." nounced Satu rday the attack on members of reli- work to make sure his seat 
The Germans - a re- grisly slaying of a Roman gious minorities since last says he'll retire stays in Democratic hands. 
porter and a photographer Catholic priest, while sev- month's ouster of Tunisia's Bingaman is the third 
for the Berlin-based mass- era! hundred people gath- longtime president Zine El New Mexico's senior Democrat and sixth mem-
circulation tabloid Bild am ered outside the French Abidine Ben Ali. senator, Democrat Jeff berofthe Senate to decide 
Sonntag - got caught up embassy in the capital The Interior Ministry Bingaman, said Friday he 10 step aside at the end of 
in one of the many con- to demand the recall of said the killing appeared intends to retire at the end their current terms. 
frontations between Iran France's new ambassador. to be the work of a "group of his fifth term in 2012. 
and the West. The 34-year-old priest of extremist terrorist fas- Bingaman says he feels Wire reports 
SAPPHIRE 
AW ARD 
Tomorrow's health begins 
with today's honorees. 
As part of our mission to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and theu communtties, 
the Blue C,oss and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation recognizes the best health nonprofits in Florida. 
Sapphire Award Winner 
$120,000 awarded to: 
Susan B. Anthony Recovery Center 
Pembroke Pines 
The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida is now 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida Foundation. 
Over the past 10 years, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida has worked 
through The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida to improve access to 
health care for those who need it most. 
Award of Distinction 
$75,000 awarded to: 
Hebni Nutrition Consultants I Orlando 
Tykes & Teens I Palm City 
Now, we're expanding our reach -
and changing the name of our 
foundation - to improve the health 
and well-being of Floridians and 
their communities. 
Our mission is to improve: 
• .i\cn,,_, lo IK·,~ll1 m n'. 
• Cunsunwr lwalt h . 
• quality ,uicl , a li·lv of p'1li ,•nt c,m •. 
• q ualit ,. orlifi ·. 
• '11w lwallh can • sy,i1'111 . 
Honorable Mention 
$50,000 awarded to: 
DLC Nurse & Learn I Jacksonville 
Okaloosa AIDS Support & 
Informational Services (OAS IS) 




For more information, please 
visit www.bluefoundationfl.com 
Together, we can do more to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communit ies. 
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House pivots, favors database 
By Jim Saunders 
04/12111 0 Health News Florida 
In a major reversal , a powerful House committee today 
went along wi1h using a prescription-drug database to help 
combat widespread abuse of painkillers. 
Low-profile issue witl1 big$$'$ 
By Jim Sa1mders 
04/12111 0 Health News Florida 
The Florida Senate has approved a bill that would limit how 
much doctors can charge for dispensing drugs to workers' 
compensation patients . 
More legislative news: 
• Medicaid bill attracts big-t ime lobbyists 
• Kids' groups oppose damage caps 
• 'Dangerous' dogs would get 2nd chance 
Scott to sell off Solau tic interests? 
04/12111 C) Palm Beach Post 
A spokesman for Gov. Rick Scott said the former health 
executive is trying to sell off his shares in Solantic to avoid 
any perception of conflict of interest, since the company 
stands to gain from polic ies Scott advocates. 
MORE STORES 
A1ul tl1at ' s bis <liscount rate fo1 state agenries 
04/12111 C> St.Petersburg Times 
The public is paying attorney Barry Richard $715 an hour 
to defend Florida's insurance commissioner in a case 
involving a Texas firm that was turned down for a license. 
$81'1 fo1 school pools, but no S\\lll\ lessons 
SUPPORT OUR WORK 
PS 
Please make a donation to HNF 1::Z,-:=I} 
ORIGINAL STORES FROM HEAL TH NEWS R.ORl)A 
• House pi¥ots, now favors drug database 
• Low-profile, big-ticket issue resurfaces: workers' comp 
drugs 
• Expert wi1ness regulation passes House panel 
• Fired over Medicaid politics, Keen bounces back 
• 1st half of session featured deep cuts; what's next? 
• Senate budget thumps hospitals, others; gives workers 
a break on coverage 
• State gives 2nd chance to nurse who started Hep C 
outbreak 
• Northeast hospital to remain in state hands 
• Medicaid bill drops 9'.l% spending rule for HMOs 
• FL ignores flaws of Medicaid pilot, rewards in federal 
law, reports say 
More HNF Stories ..... 
NATIONAL NEWS FROM KHN 
KAISER HEALTH NEWS 
□ 
By most 17>9&.sU/95 of health 
5tatus - mental as well as 
pt,,,sical- Florida ranks below 
the 8Wl'8(J6 of all stas and 
the Disrict ol Coll.Jmbie. 
read more 
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Top Story: 
Top Stories~ 
Child deaths up, ,as ,state pulls back 
M;.mi Her.Jd 
As PL r1educed the number of children going int(o fustier care, it 
also cut servic1es with children"s birth families . Nubia Barahona 
the latest t10 die, had relatives who wa.nted her and her twin 
bri0ther. but they lost out to the Barahonas. 
Who advises Scott ·on health care-? 
P'a_fm Bn,ch Post 
Michael F. Cannon has advis,ed Gov. Rick Scott and other 
governors to halt moving ahead with the federal health law. He 
als•o says Medicare should be, a voucher prngram. W ho, is he? 
_8f'CNIOR 
SPONSORS 
◄s~ Mental Health 
~ I' FIRST AID 
2-clay . 
mrtifir&tion COWM May 23 I 2.f 
Family Medicine 
Spring Fo,rum 
April 29-M.ay 1 • Hollywood 
Editor's Desk: 
Time to quit RUC-ing up the 
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Do a friend a favor: Introduce them to the Daily Pulse! > Forward this e-mail 
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Monday's Top Stories 
~[t~/hat You Need to l{n.ow .A.bout Flotida Toda1l 1 
1 
Monday's Daitv Pulse 
i 
: Scott's drug-testing order may face legal challenges 
; Scott's execut ive, order requ irin g dru g t esting for many current st at e w orkers and j ob 
; applicant s app ears may be headed fo r a lega l challenge. 
I 
; New DOC Secretary Ed Buss is all business 
I Ed Buss doesn 't look like a revolut ionary but t he low-key Miifo.restern er has t aken t he · 
1 st <Jt e Department of Corrections by storm as he set s about refo rming and revitalizing 
! t he nat ion 's t hird -largest prison si.'stem. 
) 
I Harris Corp. ·s · Falcon Fighter gives t roops digital technology 
; Harris Corp. 's Falcon Fight er Modular Soldier s,,·stem links soldiers e-lectron ica1~, w ith 
I each ot her and t heir _commanders t hrough a unified system of voice and video, t ext 
1 
messages 3nd map disp lays. 
I St ruggling student inspires teacher's Xbox invention 
1 A Mia.mi art t eacher's effort t o help a disabled stud ent play video g·a.mes insp ired a 
j new· Xbox accessory t hat's a hit w ith hard core gamers. 
I 
UF repairs and new construction on hold 
There are about $207 million in projects awaiting mat chin g grant s at un iversities across 
t he stat e,, includ ing $29 million at UF a·lone. 
' Around Florida: 
- Vrnom-vroom doesn't translat e into G -chin g along Grand Prtx route 
- Gain esville area a breeding ground for hip stud ent sta rtup s 
- Southv-.rest Florida's full-time re sid ents leavino th e coast 
i - Florida a hot bed of cargo t heft I More news ... 
I Who Said That? 
People would joke about the howling 
noises coming from my office all t he 
time. 
Datamine 
I I Even 1Nith its j obless rat e fa lling t o 11.5 percent, Florid.a is still t rackin g a huge 2.6 
i percent age point s higher t han t he ndt ionaJ average. That's better t han a mont h ago1 
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: Monday's Top Stories 
"What You Need to Know About Florida Today" 
Monday's Daily Pulse 
Scott's drug-testing order may face legal challenges 
Scott's executive order requiring drug testing for many current state workers and job 
applicants appears may be headed for a legal challenge. 
New DOC Secretary Ed Buss is all business 
Ed Buss doesn't look like a revolutionary but the low-key Midwesterner has taken the 
state Department of Corrections by storm as he sets about reforming and revitalizing the 
nation's third-largest prison system. 
Harris Corp. 's ' Falcon Fighter gives troops digital technology 
Harris Corp. 's Falcon Fighter Modular Soldier System links soldiers electronically with 
each other and their commanders through a unified system of voice and video, text 
messages and map displays. 
1 Struggling student inspires teacher's Xbox invention 
1 A Miami art teacher's effort to help a disabled student play video games inspired a new 
I Xbox accessory that's a hit with hardcore gamers. 
I 
1 UF repairs and new construction on hold 
I
, There are about $207 million in projects awaiting matching grants at universities across 
1 the state, including $29 million at UF alone. 
I Around Florida: 
- Vroom-vroom doesn't t ranslate into ca-ching along Grand Prix route 
- Gainesville area a breed ing ground for hip student startups 
- Southwest Florida's fu ll-t ime residents leaving the coast 
- Florida a hotbed of cargo theft I More news ... 
I Who Said That? 
I People would joke about the howling 
noises coming from my office all the 
time. 
I Datamine 
I Even with its jobless rate falling to 11.5 percent, Florida is still tracking a huge 2.6 
1 percentage points higher than the national average. That's better than a month ago, but 
it 's still the kind of gap not seen since the wake of the 1970s recession . More ... 
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Monday's Top Stories 
"What You Need to Know About Florida Today" 
Monday's Daily Pulse 
Florida Trend Exclusive 
Rick Scott and Florida Inc. 
1 The corporate world lacks legislative and judicial branches. This month, as the 
Legislature convenes, Florida's first modern CEO as governor -- and the state -- will find 
, out what that means for his plans to transform our state government. 
I 
Hospitals, Tax Dollars and the Uninsured 
I Many hospitals treat the uninsured, but only some get paid for it. The Scott 
Administration asks: Is that fair? 
Color Still a Variable in Job Search 
Black History Month may be ending, but one facet of history involving African-Americans 
j remains stubbornly persistent: unemployment rates that are higher -- sometimes nearly 
double -- the rate of the overall population. 
1
1 Childrens' Birthday Parties Are Big Business 
Informal surveys show that in recent years, on average, parents spend $200 to $400 on 
birthday parties. And some wealthy families may spend up to $5,000 or more. Parents 
sometimes use a birthday party as an opportunity to network with their colleagues, 
particularly for parties for 1- and 2-year-old children. 
1 
Court System in Peril Amid Budget Crisis 
I Even if budget cuts are not as radical as Gov. Rick Scott had initially proposed, judicial 
; observers say even minor reductions will make the courts less friendly for the public and 
I more exhausting for employees. 
I 
, Around Florida: 
· - Largo Manufacturer Enjoying a Rebound 
I 
- Many Duval Day-Care Providers Lack Adequate Training 
- Ocala Family, Breeders Find Success 
1 
- Touring Tampa's Hyde Park I More news ... 
I 
Who Said That? 
This is the best job. It's a ball. 
Datamine 
i The birth rate for 15- to 17-year-olds has fallen 19 percent, a decline in Florida that 
' surprises public health officials and teenagers alike. Florida logged the second-highest 
drop in the nation behind Arizona. It's good news because statistics show that young 
moms and their babies face tough futures and cost society about $9.1 billion a year. But 
what does it mean? Is it a trend? Or is it a blip? More ... 
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, Monday's Top Stories 
· "What You Need to Know About Florida Today" 
Monday's Daily Pulse 
· Florida Trend Exclusive 
Rick Scott and Florida Inc. 
The corporate world lacks legislative and judicial branches. This month, as the 
. Legislature convenes, Florida's first modern CEO as governor -- and the state -- will find 
· out what that means for his plans to transform our state government. 
· Hospitals, Tax Dollars and the Uninsured 
Many hospitals treat the uninsured, but only some get paid for it. The Scott 
Administration asks: Is that fair? 
i Color Still a Variable in Job Search 
1 
Black History Month may be ending, but one facet of history involving African-Americans 
j remains stubbornly persistent: unemployment rates that are higher -- sometimes nearly 1 
double -- the rate of the overall population. 
I Childrens' Birthday Parties Are Big Business 
I Informal surveys show that in recent years, on average, parents spend $200 to $400 on 
1 
birthday parties. And some wealthy families may spend up to $5,000 or more. Parents 
1 sometimes use a birthday party as an opportunity to network with their colleagues, 
, particularly for parties for 1- and 2-year-old children. 
I Court System in Peril Amid Budget Crisis 
I 
Even if budget cuts are not as radical as Gov. Rick Scott had initially proposed, judicial 
observers say even minor reductions will make the courts less friendly for the public and 
more exhausting for employees. 
I Around Florida: 
1 - Largo Manufacturer Enjoying a Rebound 
j - Many Duval Day-Care Providers Lack Adeq uate Training 
- Ocala Fami ly, Breeders Find Success 
I -Touring Tampa's Hyde Park I More news .. . 
, Who Said That? 
This is the best job. It's a ball . 
I Datamine 
I 
. The birth rate for 15- to 17-year-olds has fallen 19 percent, a decline in Florida that 
surprises public health officials and teenagers alike. Florida logged the second-highest 
: drop in the nation behind Arizona. It's good news because statistics show that young 
I moms and their babies face tough futures and cost society about $9.1 billion a year. But 
. what does it mean? Is it a t rend? Or is it a blip? More ... 
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1 Monday's Top Stories 
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Monday's Daily Pulse 
From Boom to Bust and Back Again 
1 Jorge Perez, CEO of Related Group, has steered his real estate firm out from under $2 
I billion in debt, a feat the so-called "Condo King" lists as his greatest accomplishment. 
I Walmart's Healthy Affordable Foods Effort Could Ripple to Florida Rivals 
I Half of American adults, or about 140 million people, shop at Walmart each week. Now 
Wa!mart :s expanding its focus beyond low prices to include healthier food, and that 
I could make a big difference for grocery shoppers -- even here, where Publix is bigger. 
Florida's Proposed Immigration Bill Weighs Heavily on Business Community 
Proponents of the Arizona-style laws say illegal immigrant workers drive down wages and 
take jobs away from U.S. born citizens who are unemployed and struggling to find work. 
Opponents argue illegal immigrants accept low-wage, low-skilled work that no U.S. 
citizen would do, which keeps the price of goods and services low. 
Reality Limits Real Estate Oversight 
Unscrupulous real estate professionals who defraud clients or otherwise break the rules 
can sleep soundly knowing the lengths of investigations and the lack of significant 
punishments are on their side. 
From Woodstock to Woodwork, Man's Work Experience Vast 
The Great Jobs Project is profiling one Florida worker on the job hunt every week. This 
week's subject built a solid, varied and sometimes colorful career over 40 years. He 
hasn't been able to find full-time work since his last job installing doors and windows 
fizzled out in February 2009. 
Around Florida: 
- Finally, a Clean Ice Machine, says Tarpon Springs Inventor 
- Proposals Put Squeeze on Florida's Jobless 
- Lessons from Gulf Spill Slipping Away 
- Jobs Act Grant to Help Small Businesses I More news ... 
Who Said That? 
Between 9 and 5, every day, there's not 
a quiet moment in this house. 
Datamine 
1 
From 2006 to 2009, there was a 173 percent increase in newborns treated at Florida 
I hospitals for drug Withdrawal syndrome, according to Agency of Health Care 
: Administration records. The most recent data show no signs of a slowdown. During the 
, first half of 2010, 635 cases were reported. More .. . 
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: Monday's Top Stories 
"What You Need to Know About Florida Today" 
I 
Monday's Daily Pulse 
From Boom to Bust and Back Again 
Jorge Perez, CEO of Related Group, has steered his real estate firm out from under $2 
1 billion in debt, a feat the so-called "Condo King" lists as his greatest accomplishment. 
I 
I 
Walmart's Healthy Affordable Foods Effort Could Ripple to Florida Rivals 
Half of American adults, or about 140 million people, shop at Walmart each week. Now 
I Walmart is expanding lts focus beyond low prices to includ~ healthier food, and that 
I could make a big difference for grocery shoppers -- even here, where Publix is bigger. 
I Florida's Proposed I mmigration Bill Weighs Heavily on Business Community 
I Proponents of the Arizona-style laws say illegal immigrant workers drive down wages and 1 
take jobs away from U.S. born citizens who are unemployed and struggling to find work. 
Opponents argue illegal immigrants accept low-wage, low-skilled work that no U.S. 
citizen would do, which keeps the price of goods and services low. 
Reality Limits Real Estate Oversight 
Unscrupulous real estate professionals who defraud clients or otherwise break the rules 
can sleep soundly knowing the lengths of investigations and the lack of significant 
punishments are on their side. 
From Woodstock to Woodwork, Man's Work Experience Vast 
The Great Jobs Project is profiling one Florida worker on the job hunt every week. This 
week's subject built a solid, varied and sometimes colorful career over 40 years. He 
hasn't been able to find full-time work since his last job installing doors and windows 
fizzled out in February 2009. 
Around Florida: 
- Finally, a Clean Ice Machine, says Tarpon Springs Inventor 
- Proposa ls Put Squeeze on Florida's Jobless 
- Lessons from Gulf Spill Slipping Away 
- Jobs Act Grant to Help Small Businesses I More news .. . 
Who Said That? 
Between 9 and S, every day, there's not 
a quiet moment in this house. 
Datamine 
From 2006 to 2009, there was a 173 percent increase in newborns treated at Florida 
hospitals for drug withdrawa l syndrome, according to Agency of Health Care 
I 
Administration records. The most recent data show no signs of a slowdown. During the 
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· Wednesday's Top Stories 
"What You Need to Know About Florida Today" 
Wednesday's Daily Pulse 
Florida Trend Exclusive 
Florida's Fallen Soldiers 
For the second year, our Floridian of the Year issue includes soldiers who have died in 
action. In 2009, 28 Floridians were killed as a result of the wars in Iraq or Afghanistan. 
In 2010, the number, as of Dec. 1, was 26 . 
Gov. Scott Names Surprise Replacement for DCF Chief 
George Sheldon, the popular chief of Florida's Department of Children and Families 
I whose leadership helped bring national praise for the state's child-welfare reforms, is out 
of a job. 
I 
I 
How Much Will Floridians Have to Pay to Create Solar Jobs? 
So how many jobs can actually be created if the state allows utilities to charge customers 
for solar plants? How much would taxpayers and ratepayers have to pay to create each 
. job? The numbers might surprise you. 
NFL Sues Over Use of David Garrard's Photo on Gambling Boat's Website 
Jacksonville Jaguars quarterback David Garrard and the National Football League are 
suing a Mayport-based casino cruise business whose online site shows an action photo of 
I Garrard in an NFL game. 
I 
1 
Six More States Join Florida's Health Care Lawsuit 
1 
The political sea change marked by the November elections on Tuesday pulled six more 
1 states into Florida's lawsuit challenging the national health care legislation, making it one 
I of the biggest tests of federal authority in the country's history with 26 states now in 
I 1• ! me. 
1 
Around Florida: 
- New Travel Rules Lead to Tampa-Cuba Baseball Reunion 
- Gov. Scott Takes Jobs Message to Struggling Panhandle 
- Alachua County's Method to Fund Nonprofits Taking Shape 
. - Sa rasota , Manatee Create Economic Development Hub I More news .. . 
Who Said That? 
The possibilities, in my mind, are 
somewhat endless, I guess, from an 
ecotourism standpoint. 
I Datamine 
The number of mergers and acquisitions in Florida rose 14 percent last year, but the 
total dollar value of the deals fell by 7 percent. A total of 180 deals worth $14.3 billion 
were announced in 2010 compared to 158 deals worth $15.3 billion in 2009. More .. . 
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